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A number of studies exFloring how beginning readers
acquire knowledge that enables then to spell words 'fairly accbrately
and to recognize words correctly and guickly as they are reading are
describsd,tn this repo;;t. (The reported studi,es were designed to test
hypotheses derived from a theory of printed word learning proposed by
.,
L. C. Ehri.) In the first chapter, various factors thought tc be
impOrtant in learning tc read,hre des;vribed.along with supporting
evidencei an.d thrits*theärylof, word identity atalgamatift As'
Ulmarized and contrasted to alterpative views* The next eight
;a.Fters discuoSsthe specific stUdies.(with the resu.lts-and
.
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-...,:nolusionSrdrawn
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from.the tudies) on:theifollowing-topiCs.t.the'

mnemonic vhlne.eforthography amorig beginning readers, the naiure\of
orthographic idages, the influence'cf orthography on readers,
, conceptbsli.zation of sound segm4nts ill words, the effects oVimagetraining cn Frinted word learning in childrep andin beginningteektlers, lohetherJeginningreadets learn.ptinted -words better.in.
Sentences -or"in isolation, whether .they'leart Otinted"words tetter in
contexts or in isclatitn, and whethet'Ord training ficreases ot
:.decreases in*erference in,a stroop taSk. The final chapter presents'a
.summtry of:tte studies. (FL)'
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ABSTRACT

This resell, sh explor-ed how beginning reader5 acquire knowledge
which enables
em to spdal words fairly acourately, and to reCogniZe
words correotly and qUiokl$, as they are reading text. Results of
seireral.atudies ,yielded various facts about printed word learning.
Orthography functions as a;mnemonio device among more successful
readers to symbolize and preserve meaningless sounds in memorYr The
orthographic representation's stored in memory for words include
silent as -well as._pr'onounced It;tters. One way to preserve some

-

silent 1,etters in mcfmory is tO re-conceptualize the sound structure

..

of words to include phonemes corresponding .to the letter. Giving
children instruction ilhd practice in forming orthographic\ images of
words improlrea their ability to spell the words but, not to read
them.
Teaching children to read words in meaningful sentences
improves, knowledge of printed word meanings whereas teacktng
childrin words on flash oards improves "knowledge of spellAgs.
Accuracy and speed traiping with printed words exerts .opposite
effects on the extent to .which the words. distraa in a' Stroop
picture naming task, (Filth accuracy increasing and.speed decreasing
interference'.
tri sum; these results confirm that learning to read
entailS learning a number of word identities and they clarify some
aspects of the acquisition process.
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Chapter

:

Introduction, Packground, Theory

and Overview

The present collection of studies was performed to explore
processes involved.in 1earnifig printed words. The studies were ,
conduöted with Childi"en who had achieved various levels of reading
proficiencyl (first through fodrth graders). The studies were
designed td test hypotheses derived from a theory of printed 1Z-el
learning proposed by Ehri (1978) and elaborated during thP
Qourse of
these studies.
The report of these studies is.divided into several
setions. In Chapter 1 various factors_thought by others to be
Lmportant in learning to read are described along with
supporting
evidence. Next, Ehri's theory of
word identity amalgamation is
summarized:and contrasted, to alternative sviews. Then an overview of
the project is presentd. In Chapters 2 through 9, the specihc
studies are described along with a discussion of the results and
conclusions drawn from each study. Moit of tqepe chapters have-or
will appear in scholarly journals or books.- ffthe final
chapter
(10), the overview summary is presentedr(t.e.t 6-8 page document in
non-technical language Tor,dissemination to-the general public).

sib

-L-- Pirst Stage in Learning to Read),

According to Gibson and Levin (1975), the first stage of reading
acquisition involves mastery of the "mechanics of the process." The
beginning reader learns-decoding rules for transforming unfamiliar
letter sequences into possible blends of ounds (Venezky, 1974), he
learns the conventions for representing spoken language in terms of
printed letter clusters fo words, empty ,spaces to mark boundaries,
capital letters and periods to mark sentences, etc., and he learns
to distinguish legitimate from illigitimate vrthographic sequences
(Nosinski & Wheeler, 1972; Golinkoff, 1974). He learns toi recognize
basic high-frequency words from their orthogrOhic forms abd this
capability.moves from a level of accuracy to a level of automaticity
(LaBerge & Samuels, 1974).
In reading-text, he uie his knowledge
of language to form expectations about the words and sentences he
reads alid to make sensible 'guesses at unfamiliar printed units
(Goodman, 1969; Weber, 1970). His accurady in recognizing improves
as his.printed leticon grFys and as he learns to coordinate graphic
cues with his syntactic and. sematic expectations (Clay; 1969;
BiemillerIA270). In addition to reading, he also learns to write
and to'produce recognizable spellings for words, partly because he
has 'memorized at least tome letters in words, partly because he
knows some phoneme-grapheme rules (Simon & Simon, 1473).
.

WhiCh "Mechanical, Are Central?
.

.

.

There 4s substantial disagreement among' investigators over the
importanoe of worerecognition in learning to read and comprehenA
!text'and over the issue of whether words should be analyzed into
aounds and taUght as separate p nted units., Goodman (1971, 1972,
,

a

.

1973) and Smith (1971) argue that the beginner, should practice'
reading text for meaning from the start,Ahat word recognition
capabilities will grow as a consequence, and that special
instruction in phonids or word identification is not pecessary And
'may in fact interfere by teaching children to "bark at print."
In
colitrast, Shankweiler and Liberman (1972), Gleitman arid Rozin (1973)
among others asSert ihat syllabid and phonemic analysis of words is
critical and that little progress is poasible withOut acquisition of
these skills.
.

.

4

'Results of variops investigations appear to favor the latter
view.
Firth (cited by Gleltman, 1974) compared good and poor third
grade readera./ 'Wilding IQ constant, he found correlations above .80
among the following abilitiea: produnciation of nonsense syllables;
pronunciation of words; identification of words embedded in
meaningful sentences. In contrast, he found low correlattons
between these measures and the syntactic-semantic ability to guess
at plausible endings of sentences. Gleitman concludes that the
ability to relate printed wórds to ieir phonological identities
constitutes the most importpnt
onent ,to be,mastered by beginners.
.

Clay (1969) compared the oral reading performances of 5-year
olds differing in reading' abiaity and found that the best of the
four beginning-reader groups was far superior to the others in being
ahle to recognize and read words accurately in a story.- Ss in t.he
next highest group were observed to self-correc't almost.all the
words they read incorrectly, as did Ss in the high group; however,
they reada far greater proportion cci; words incorrectly the first
time, almost as many-as the two poorer groups; Clay attributea
superior beginning reading to the efficient processing of graphic,
syntactic and semantic cues.
Shankweiler and Liberman (.1972) examined the oral text reading
and word list,pronunoiations 'of second-and third graders and found
correlations ranging between .53 arid .77 on their measures.
Among
the poor readers,. 75% of their errors xln the word list entailed_
mispronunciationa of vowels and. consonants. These researchers
propose that inability to segment and ana1yze the makeup .of a word
phonemically characterizes the deficiency of'poor readers.
4

Other studies corroboratt,this pattern of difficulty in the
linguistic analysis of printed,yords
-Lucas-(1972) examined theY
relationship between reading a listOf 'words and reading aVevernt
test aoorea In second graders and found that final-Consonant
pronunciation errors accounted for 10% of the'varianclt and vowel
pronundiation errors accdunted for 74% of the varianCe. Venezky
_(1974) repOrts that "one-of the most important distinctions'betweenf,
Alood and poor readers at the becohd andrfourth grade levels is their
.response to invariant consonant 5pel1ings..", (O. 2091)
Whereas bdth
good and poor.readersfcould pronounce initials cohsonania of
nonsense syllables, the poor readers made many more err4s than the
good readers when these letters were in medial or final position Of
the syllable. Marchbanks and4evin-(1965) repOiit..4 similar lack

1-2
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of attention to non-initial word details among kindArgarten and
first grade readers.
In addition tO being able to recognize and pronounce printed
words acCurately, LaBerge and Samuels (1974) suggest that reader4
'must be able-to recogniie words automatically so that.they can
direct.their-Attention to meanings rather than word forms.
Automaticity refers to that point in word learning (occurring after
the attainment of recognition accurapy) when attention to component
letters 13 no longv required in order to decode a worg. Research
by Rosfnaki, Golinkofr and Kukish (1975), GolinkofT and Rosinski
(1976), and Ehri (1976) indicates that even beginning readers
Cs-econd graders) and,poor readers (third graders) have achieved
automaticity with some w:A.1 practiced printed 7oOd5.
1

A study by Perofetti and Hogaboam (1975) suglitts that
automaticity may be important for reading comprehension. They found
that third.and fifth graders who were less skilled in reading
comprehension also took longer to recognize and say familiar,words.
tfian more skilled clomprehenders.
Performance differences were even
greater in the pronunciation of pseudowordp and low-frequency
English words.

Word,Identity Amalgamation.Theorya

From the above d*ussion, it 14--Apparent t4at learning to read,,
wordsvis 4 multi-faceted process entailing several components. Ehri
(1978) haa attempted to integrate some of themp components into a
theory of printed word learning. Rather than singling out bne skill
or experience, this theory makes room for the importarice of
several.
An updated version of the theory is presented below. It
is.important to recognize that the theory has, been fashioned as a,
guide fOr the conduct of'research and hence_represents an explicit
but very tentative statement about the wbrd,learning'process.
At
this point, its only value is heuristic, as a meanscf raising
-

questions,'identifying hypothe3e0 to 6-el tested, directing
observations and experimentation, and organizing information.
should.not tie construed ?as any final explanation'or answer.

It

According to Ehri, the most important.aequisition chlring
beginningjmading is learning-to r;ecognize printed words adcurately,
rapidly;oand also completely- i9 the sense that all the worde
identities -- phonological, syritactic, and semantic -- art apparent 8
'when the printed.word is seem. Children already possess substantial
4ngU15t1c competence with speech when theysstart learning Co read.
;The,major task facing them ,fa tb learn how to assimilate printed ,
langtOge tdihis eXisting knowledge. In 'English, the mpst
pereeptible.and'dependable units.of printed languageaee.words, not
./eAers or seetences; so.it,is at a lexical level Mat children work
'at asaimilating yrint to theiriexisting linguistic knowledge.
:
a this section' is taken, from theohapter by Ehri (in press-a) tn.
Frith's book, Cognitive.Procesaea in. Spellina.

,

t-

^
J'ollowing the suggestions of linguists (Chomsky & Halle, 1968;
Langa6keh, 1973) the lexicon is conceptualized as consisting of
abstract word units having several different facets or identities.
Everrword has a phonological identity which consists of information
about aooustio, articulatory, arib phonemic,propertiei of the word.
(In subsequent text, these properties are:sometilmes referred to as
word "mounds."
It is importdnt to.noto: that the term.".mounde is
used in a loose sense to include articulatory gestures and abstract
phonemes which are not really sounds.but only correlates of s und.).
Tp addition, every word has a syntactic identity spedify
characteristic grammatical functions of_the word in sentences (i.e.,
noun, verb, adjective, determiner, etc.)... And most words have a
-semantic identity, that is, a "dictionary definition." Allof the
foregoing identities are thought to be acquired and known'implicitly
as a tonsequence of achieving competence with spoken language.

In the course of learning to read, another identity'is added to
the lexicon, the word's orthographic form: This written unit is
thought to'be incorporated not as a rotely memorized geometric
figure but rather as a seqUence'of letters bearing syStiematic
relationships to pdonOlogical properties of the word. 'The term
"amalgamation" is used to denote the special way in which
oz"thogriphic identities get established in lexical memory. Slilce
beginners already know how words are pronounced, their task is to
assimilate the word's printed form to its phonological structure.
They'do this by matching at least _some of fhe letters to phonetic or
phonemic segments detected in the word.' These segments. serve as
"slots"'in lexical memory which are filled by images'of letters seen
-in the wdrd's spelling.. To process-and i'emember letter-sound
correspondences effectively, readers must already be familiar with
those letters As symbols for the iselevant phonthlogical, segments hey
. map in the word. If At lpast some of these letter-sound
relationships are knON1n...and recognized, then there will be enough
"gluevo,to sedure this'visual symbolin lexical memory. Very likely;
readers who p6ssess.more systematic knowledge about mapping'
relationships between letters and sounds will be better-Ole to form
a match between Conventional spellings and worepronuNciations and
to store a complete amalgam in lexilbal memory.
.

,

t>

General Orthographic knowledge which is useful for setting up
orthogrOhic images includes not only information about single
lettsr-sound relations but.also information aboUt more complex
functional spelling patterns in whAch letters cpmbine to map,sounds
within words.(Venezky, 19-70), About syllabic prrptsound strUcture,
and'abdut common *pelting patterns shared by-sets or rhyming words
.(i.e., AIR, PAIR, CHAIR, HAW-FAIR, STAIR)* ,As the reader's
.'repertoire'Of printed words grows, he.beca0e0 al;rare.of new:patterns,
far olappihg print-into ii4ech, ord those:reguIari4es are
'hiatknowledge of Orthography op a system for'mapping.Words. Very
much df this orthogaphic knowledge As induQed as aNk,
coniequence'Vf the reader's experienceS learning)to read*and tO
spell Words, though some of it May result from explicit'instruction"
' *bout letter-sound mapping rules. ROwever, simpl4 being able to

added''

.7
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state a rule is not sufficient for the knowledge to become
oRspotional. Thellunctional value of the rule muat be incorporated
into word learning processes.
Such systematic knowledge serves the
reader in several War!.
It provides him with a means of decoding or
spelling unfamiliar printed words.
It may also speed up the process
of pronouncinpfamiliar, regularly.spelled printed words (Baron
Strawson, 1976). Most importantly, ;,t makes At easier for him to
make senSe of, store,,and remeMber.the spelltng patterns of newly
learned worda.
AP

When printed words are stored in lexical memory, the
orthographic forms.are amalgamated'nOt just with phonological
identities but-also with syntactic and semantic identities.
Amat./L.ation occurs as,readers practice pronouncing and interpreting
unf:Aliar prinped words while :they are reading text for meaning
(Ehri & Ro rts, 1979).
As printed words are successfully read,
orthographic 10Eiges come,to represent information about how the
words function in phrases and.sentences(i.e., what classes of words
ard usually positioned.next to them arid how they combine to form
larger units) and what the -words mean in varAous coaexts.
In this
way, orthographic imagep are synthesized with sintactic and semant14c
as well As7 phonological Identities and they combine to form single
-representatlonal units in-lexical Awry.
When identity amalgamation has been achieved for particular
wordsr the quality of the' word recognition process changes.
The
printed form is.proceased as a single'unit rather than is a sequence
of letters to be translate'd into soupds (LaBerge & Samuels, 1974),
sand letters in words are recognized simultaneously ratPer than
sequentially (Doggett & Richards, 1975; Terry, Samuel/St & LaBerge,
1976).
The reader can glance.at a word and recognize its meaning
"silently" without needing pronunciation,in,order to identify-it
(Barron, 1978), This -is because a fairly exact copy of the printed
form has been stored in memory ind this visual image.fdnctions as
2the symblon for meanings as well as Ounde... When the word is seen
and matcKed to'its visual image, all-of its.other.identities become
apparent simultaneously. Once visual'images are established in
memory, they provide informAion useful for spelling as wel,1 as for
reading words (Simon & Sim9h,.1973;-Simon, 1975).

Notice how easy it is to recognize the pronunciations and
meanings of the following'similarly spelled worils: comb, tomb;
baar, dear; here, were, there; halie, pave. Readers familiar with
theoe forma do not make errors in pronouncing'them and they can
recognize their linguistic identities at al glance: In fact, they
may be *surprised to discover that the same spelling patterns are
pronounced differently depending up6n.which word is represented.
4

A

Such .Spelling-,sound variations do not bother word' identification
proceipes because in learning each form,, readers have amalgamated.
lettar\pattei-na to meanings as well as bo sounds'.
A study by
Mackworth and Mackworth.(1974) pi-ovides evidence that good readers
are more slcilled than poor readers in sorting oUt the appropriate
leyipal 1dentities'for similarly spelled Word forms.

In ordei for these word learnIng processes to become
operational, iome preparation is cl,Aential to bring ttke reader to
the point wher4 the Particular letters appearing itivórd'e.are Seeh
as belonging-there and he cpn store them in memory. .Thfs
preparation very likely includes some Analytic capabllitles: ,betng
familiar enough with the shapes and.souPds of alphabet.letters so
that the shapes,can be imagined and reMembered- accurately-aa'aymbas
for sounds; being able to isolate relevant acoustic or articulator'y
segments in words and to detect systematic relationships between'
these sound segfaents and letters present in their spellings. Very
likely these analytic skills must be known well enough so that.the.
'reader can coordinate and synthesize multiple letter-soUnd
relatiOns'
automatfcally without haying to attend to each segment individually
(LaBerge
,Samuels, 1974).
4

Although some preparation is needed,c'this does not mean that
printed word learning cannot begin until all,tpe skills have been
mastered.'-It is more likely thatduring acquisition, word learning
ability and its+elevant subskills ipteract With each other andare
acquired simultaneously ratherfthan sequentially (Goldstein, 1976;;
Ehri, 1979). Word-reading begini but 14 a slow, laborious, rote
process subject to forgetting initially whilethese skills.are
developing. Such practice, however, nay be necessary in order) to
learn phonetic segmentation, letter-soun0 mapping relationships and
how.to coordinate them, and in orderto develop visual memory for
word forms. Once these kerequisite capabilities
get.established,'
words can be learneii much more,quickly,. completely, and permanently.
Contrast to Other Theories
\

1

/

Before.evidence for the theory is Oresented, it might be helpful
to revieW how this approaph contrasts with Some other,viewS of word
learning. The word 'identity imalgamation.view is distinctly_
different from E. J. Gibaon's theory (Gibson & Levin,-1975)-in that
.prindiplers of memory-rather than perception are invoked. The
necessity of adopting memory constructs to.explain how printed words
are recognized is perhapa less otivious thAn to explain how words-are
spelled since the'former but not the latter has the appearance of a
pPeptual process. itiowever, perceptual principles such as
differentiatfon, selectivelatjapon, detectiOh and use of
redundancy are siiply -ad hOe'Reseriptions of.the process. In
*Contrast to memorY conaXruots; they da.pot constitute wmechanism
'which-explains or yieldi predictions /Mut how. readers'-,capabilities
with' words develop. Since printed words are conventional forma
whose appearance deviates very little across instances and since
-they are seen and processed over and over again, it makes much sense
to. postulate.the storage of specific visual information about those
torep inleitioal memory. Certainly, this oifera a very poWerfill
Tf readers know exaotly hew particUlar Printed wOrds
'shbilld look, then' the"a6t of reoognizing them on a printed page
should occur rapidly mit accurately and .should require little
effort.' Thia appears to characterize the capabilities of readers
ahown rallier printed-wprda.
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\Word identity amalgematibn theory esembles F. Smith'S theorY--.
(103) in.,that the visual forms of WO s are portrayed as .belng
stored in memory together with meahings. However, the, present view
differs in that words are 'thought to be stored as alphabetic images
rather than as non-alphabetic distinctive featdres. Furthermore,
sounds play &central role in setting up these images, according to
amalgamation ttleory,. whereas Smithargues-that sound has nothing-to
do with the storige Of Pririf-mehning eelationships.

I

Word,identity amalgamation theory differs froth a phonemic'
recoding v1e4,(Rubenstein, Lewis, & Rub.g.tein, 1911) in that'
another mechanism besides letter-to-smini, ehnslation is offered to
explain hOw pr1bted words are recognized.
.n contrast to the
decoding view,, a distinction is drawn between processing familiar
and unfamiliar prkftted woMs. If,readers encounter words never seen
before, they 'apply varioy1 Sound translstion .strategies..to discoNter
'the word's identity However, if theychave successfully read the
word enough.times previously,-then ttie form is familiar andldoes not
have to be sounded out.or recognized anew each time it is seen.'
Decoding "strategies" ar, superceded by-a Very different process
which takes.Much less.time, ''o!w. where ttie word 12 recognized in
terMs of its match to the form stored in themoryT

-

A vieW similar to amalgamation theory is the information
processing model of spellpg performance proposed by D. Simon
(1976).
She offers some addit,ional constructswhich'are,compatible
with and serve to elaborate the.present-view04 Her model includes
thenotidn of a word store containing audlt,*..yisPall Oemantio,
and also motor representations of-familli word6.- Another copPonent-,.
of the-model is knowledge.of,general mapping rules relating
graphemes and phonemes.
The building blocks of the system are
Aplphabet letters which, like words, are units specified
multi-modally, in terms of auditory, visual, and motoric
representations-. 6)rrespondences among alternative alphabetic oodes
.

(1.49.-, upper and-lawer case letters) form part of-the alphabetic
sebre. -Though the theories are" similar,Simon does not discuss

.proceSses by which information about word spellings gets stored in

mem0y.
Overview

Me proposed researc
g intended to.exathine-decoding and word
reoogpition processes underlyimg copprehensicm.in early reading.
The proteases examined were those-suggested as important according
to the psycholinguistically-obased view of reading acquisition
proposed by Ehri:41978). This theory'suggests that thejaajor hurdle'
facing beginning.readers is:learning to recbgnize printed words and
that ,effective word recognitlon.requires Particular typea of
learning iiiperiences. Whom the printed forms Ve'WOrds ers\en0ounteredi their appropriate phonological, syntactic, anCsemantic
identities must be abtivated' in the learners' heads. In'addition,'
they.pust pay enough attention_to orthographia detlails so that
written forms oah be aialgimated With the words' other identities,

.
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and all of this informatton can be stored none uhit.in the
lexicon.
The moat efficient means of storing orthographio forma is
to analyze words into thoSe component sounds designated As "there
by letters compriaing the-printed form. To the extent that lea#ners
,can justify at least some of the, lItters used to spell a word
(justification comes from their growing systematiq knowledge,of the
varioUS possible letter-sound relationships and patterns), they.willbe able to amalgamate the word's printed totm With its phonoloilcal
identity. 'To the extent thft they procees apprdpriate syntiotic
Onnctions and meaqings When they pronounce printed forms, they will
be able to recognize and interpret these words accurately while
reading text.
The purpose of work reported here was to obtain some
eVidence that thise word identification processes are bentral to the
em'ergende of word,recognition and reading comprehension. Aln
'additional purpoee was to examine how closely related reading andspelling skills might be,and tc) whit extene the Y. develop together.
Experimental rather than atrictly correlational studies were_
conducted in order to permit inferences about qause-effec,t
relationships undenlying printed word learning.

Chapter'2:
The Mnemonic; Value of Orthography Among Beginnft
Readers.
The mnemonic value of lettere in a paired associate sound
- learning task was examined in fopr experiments. First and seeond
graders.were Wight four-ICVC nonisense sounds as oral responses.
The
stimuli were geometrid figures or numbers or.alphabet letters
corresponding to'initial consonant sounds. Various types of adjunct
aids or activities ocgprred.during study and feedback periods as the
learning trials.progressed. Usual spellings or missPellings, df the
CVC sounds Were shown. .0r4404tijeot5 tmadited visuariapellings. Or
they listened to oral spellings or to soads,broken into phonetic
segments. Or,they rehear:ski the sounds.
Spellings were not present'
during test trials when sounds were recalled. in all experiments,
sbund learning was fastest when correot spellings were seen or
imagined. The preferr44 interpretation is,that sflellings are)
effectiVe booause they provide readers with orthographicmiges
-useful for tymbolizing and atoring sounds in memory. Spelling-aided
sound learning scores were highly correlated Withsubjecp0
'knowledge' of printed toirds, indicating that this represeittational
process may be used by beginning.readers to store printed words in
lekical memory.
,
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Chapter p Preliminary Inveptigations of the Nature of
-Orthbaraphlo ImageS. Several studies were conduoted'to.explore the
nature of orthographic images. Of-special interest was the status
of silent and unexpected letters in word spellings and how these
might be established in meiory. In the first series ot studies,
second and third graders imagined the spellings of familiar printed
words'andAudged Whether.each.contained a designated letter. Then )1'
they were etirprised with a letter-prompted Word recall,task.. Some
letters were preseht, some not. Of the,present letters, half
corresponded to Cpholletie segient, half were silent ip the words.
_Results revealed that children had no .trouble imagining the words..
Letter Judgments were close to lierfeot although errors favored
!

c.

'

,

194ent letters.
SurpriSingly, more words were recalled for silent \
than pronounced letters. Theae findings suggest that silent letters
are salient features of orthographic images.
That silent letters
are as clearly represented in orthographip images as pronounced
letters was indicated in another study.
First graders Shown
misSpellings of familiar words in which single silent 0 pronounced
letters had been deleted,were equally successful at.detecting'both
types of errors. In ee-study designed to explore.memory for unusual
pseudoword spellings..second Araders were found to retain in meMory
the original orthographic patterns they tad learned to read rather
than to substitute more straightforward phonetic versions
In their
spellings.
This demonstrates that much about spelling and_
unexpected Iatte rs is amPlired by reading words. In a second study
with pseudowords, theAlehavior of learners suggested a strategy for
remembering non-distinctively pronounoe'd letters-in spelliings.
Subjects were observed to modify pronunciations of eorda to include
the appropriate sounds symboliied by the letters.(i.e.,' schwa
letters transformed into appropriate short vowel sounds). The value
of-this technique awaits furthem study.
These findings when added
to the results of other studies lend -much oredenc4 tq the'claims
that orthbgraphic imageOre Acquired and-reaained in memory as
4
Itildren learn to readlind that they-create a clojp relationship.
between reading and spelling 'skills.

Chapte 4z The Influence of Orthography on Readers' Conceptualization of Sound !Ltgments in Words. Derived from a theory of
printed word learning, the hypothesis tested'was that children'S
conceptualization of the.Sound structure of,words is infldenced by
their'knowledge of the worde_OrthOgraphic-forms. Seledted for
study were words whose spellings suggest the presence or extra
sounds in their pponUnciations (e.g., interesting, catch). Fourth
graders' sound conceptyalizations were asSessed with a syllabic and/
_a phonemic segmentation task. Their knowlAge of orthography was
'
dettirMined by a" spelling task. .Ip ExperiMent 1, performance was
exaMineaLwith real words already, familiar in print. In Experiment
20-perforMance was examined with.nonsense Words which the children
were taught tO read. Results Supported expectations. When childt.en
knew.that,the orthographic forms or thebwords included the extra
letters, they were more likely to conceptualize the extra segments
'in sound.
Results are.interpreted to suggest an interactive
relationship, between print andpound analysis as it contributes to
the process Of storing printed woeds in lexidal memoey.
Chapter,5: Effects of Image Training on Printed Word Learning
in Children. The'purpsise of this sttidy was to determine Whether
explicit instruction arid practice in the formation and storage of
Orthographic imageS for words might enhance,children's Ability to
read and to spell those words, particulary among poorer readers.
NUched pairs of second graders wet.* diVided into'three readee
ability leYeless;Abighc middle and low. 14embera of the pairs were
eandomly assigned to an image formation (experimental) loondition or
to a control oóndition.
In a preliminary training sessionl'all
children were taught to pronounce.and to recognize the meanings of
c

.

ten printed pseudowords. Experimental subjects then performed three
tasks designed to improve their visual images of the pseudowords.
Control subjects:performed comparable tasks but received noi.mage
instructions.
Rather than consult their memories, they were
provided with printed spellrhgs to use in performing the tasks.
Delayed posttests were administered to assess.subjects'knOWledge of
word spellings, word pronuneiation accuracy and tpeed, mill word
meanings'.
Result; revealed that image-treined s5bjeots were
significantly superior to oontrol subjects on all tests of spelling
production. However, despite this difference, performances of the
two groups on measures on spelling reevnition, pronunciation
aecoraey and latency, and knowledge-of.word meanings were
approilmately.equal.
Apparently, image tr41ning boosted spelling
production, but this superior knowledge of letter details did not
henefit'word reading. Effects of readineability.were obvious, with
better readers.performing consistently higher than poorer readers on
most talaks.
Contrary to eXpectations, tratning influenced good and
poor readers Similarly. Analysis qr skills clearly distinguishing
good frpm.poor readers revealed differences involving the phonetic,
processing of printed forms and memory for letter details.
Differences were minimal,in memory for meaningsrand word reading
Speeds
The greater Alm_portance of individual skilthan, learning
experienceSiin aecountn&for reading'.ability.differences vassuggested by the finaing-that whereas.differetices.ln spelling'
knowledge resulting from learning.experiences did not-influence word
reading accuraoy'or'speed, individual 'differences in spelling
knowledge did eortelate significantly With word reading measures.
gonsistent with ti!re olaith that pfinted vord learning entaila
.

(
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.prultipleaspeOs, correlations between.tasks;reveal004tronger
jnterrelationships among word reading accurack-and spelling measures
than betROWn these measures.and reading speed or word meaning
measures. The importanceof distinguishing betwebn partial and
complete, knowledge of word spellings fias suggested.by the fact.that
whereas .children were-able to recall most of the letters in wordsv
-they were quite'..poorlit reproducing spellings;perfectly. ieigarding
classroom practice, results% sugkest that instructional methods whieh
irequire learners to stot-e letters in memory will be mpre beneficial
in.teaching'spelling than wird eopying methods.
-0

'Chapter 6:- Effects of Image Trainincon Printed Word Learning'.
nlktginning ReaderS:. A iecond study.was condUcted to determine
WOether explicit tratrang-in the formation:of CoMplete orthographic
'images would.enable beginning readers to identify the words' more
acpuratelie and rapidly as,well as to produce more complete
spellings. Following pretests, first graders studied two sete of...
real xords. They formed4mages for 6 experimental words. They read
.

.6 control words several"-times.

,

PesttestsgivIn.a mretek.later,

reyealed that 1.10ga .traihtlgboosted subjtote ability to.spell:the
Worde but nOt.their abi,ty to reqd the words. These resulWare
eonsiatent with those reported in thapterr.5.

1
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Cha ter
D9 Re i perm Learn-Printed Words Better in Contexts
or 10 Isolation? Firstgraders were taught to read 1 words. Half
o' the sUbjecrts studied the words In printed sentence contexts;
Half learned the words printed singly on flesh cards and-listened to
sentences containing the words. Posttest scores indicated,that
oontext-trained'children learned more about the semantic 'identities
Vr Printed.words whereas flashAcard trained ohildreb Ould'read the
4ordsTasteunalearned more about orthOgraphic forms: KnoWledge
of letter-so
apping relationships at the lexical level was more
highly correlated-with word learning performanCe than knowledge of
single letter-sound relations. Results Ire interpreted in terms of
word identity amalgamation theory.. Findings demonstrate that there
is value in exploring multiple aspects bf printed word learning and,,
the experiences which contribute to eachsaspeCyt.dhapter er- Do Beginners Lear:n to Read Function Words .Better
Sentences or inleists? First graders practiced reading 10
unfamillar'function words (i.e., might, which, enough).. ,Half of the
children studied the words embedded in printed sentences.
Half
studied the words embeOded in unstructured lists of words and then
listened to sentences icomprtsed of the words.
Posttest measures
revealed that sentence readers learned,more about the
syntactic/semantic identities of function words whereas list readers
remembered their orthographic identities better and could'prOdounce
the words faster and more .acOurately in.isolation.
Oindings show
that there are multiple aspects 9f printed words to be learned by
beginning.readers. Which aspect gets learned dependb upon how-the
words, are pralpiced. Rehults.ahe interpreted to support word
identitiamalgamation theory.,
(

Chapter 9:
Does Word Training Inorease or Decrease Interferidce
Win a Stroop Task? First and second graders (- and 7-year olds)
practiced readipg 20 words. BeforeAnd after word training, they
named pioturea printed witp and without these words as distractorslc

1.
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Of intereit was.whether training would enhance or diminish the
',Interference created by these words in the picture-naming task.
Results indicated thatrohildren who learned to recognize unfamilin
distractor words moreancurately suffereofmore interference after
training. In'contrastO,hildren who were already familiar.with the
words and learned-to recognize them faStim.exPerienced less

interference fbllowing taning. Results are interpreted.as
support
'LaBerge and
uelsts model of automatiq word
processi . Effeots of-ao uraoy training are attributed to the
elainatioh.,ot attention gm
requirement for processing distractor
words.
Effects of speed tra ning are attributed to a reduction in.
tyle ttme consumed by distraptor words in tile central processor.
.;zf
.

0 e l Remark
One Claim of,amalgamation'theoryjs that
printed Word learni
entails aequiSition and,amalgamation of
se*eral.dirferent identities dr words.. Resultb of the'aboVe Studies
support this view and suggest some elaborations' Of it.
Regarding
knowledge of the orthographic identities or words, learners appear
to possess,sObstantig orthograph4 knowle
desiftte imperfect
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spelling production ability. It is much easier for them to,
recognize whether letters are present or absent in spellinge, to
recall most of the present letters, and to distinguish correct rrom
incorrect spellings than it is to write out entirely correct
spellings.
Apparently, orthographic images are.informative but
inopmplete in their specification ofell the details'needed for
perfect reproduction;of printed words. Comparison of memory for
silent and pronounced letters indicated that silent lettrra may:be
,harder to store but that they are a particularly salient Teature of
spellings and their omission from words is as easily.detected as
pronounced letters. 'This indicates that both types of letters are
prominsnt in orthographic ilages. -In-acqUiring orthographic
identities of words, readers notice add retain more information
about lett;ers when they read the wordh in isolatiOn on flash ()argil
then when they read the words embedded in meaningful.sentences:
Whereas in the former-base, attention to letters is required to
,
identify the word, in the latter case, the word's identity can often
be guessed withsminimal attention to letterA.

t.

Regarlipng the process of arnalgamating orthographic to'

phonological identities, result* ehow that letters can be store&in
memory' as symbOis for sounds. This acoounts for,their capacity O.
enhande sublects' memory for'sounda in'a learnihg task. furthermore., letterh in spellings can influence and Modify one's
conceptualization of the pound structure of words .by symbolizing and
e
thereby plarifyingrthe separate phonemes and by-pointing,out
additionekprtionemss not:apparent in lironunciations.
Althqugh the
00(1nd-symbolizing value of letters appears central'.in-lelrni'ng tO
read fltpor40, it does nOt appear thakonce the-49Mb become familiar a
moreAhorough knowledge orjettersWresults in,more'aequeate br raOid
identificaiion'of 'qords.ith a-reading task: 4pparently4 partial
orthOgrapfilAknowledgejs sufficient,to'sWport,maximum word reiaing'
performance.
.--
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Regardinethe'amalgamation df meanings to printed Words, it
appears that in learning homographs and function.'words whose
meaninpi.Are not readily apparent from their prontinciatiOns, readers
acquire these meanings better.by reading the yordaim: meaningful
attntences than by listening to meaninmi after they hivd decoded the
Wci.ds on flash oards. According to amalgamation theory; because
meanings,are4Otiveat the tiMe:the words are:seen, their attachment
to,printed formS'is thereby aecured..
,

.It is interesting to note that in two studies, those reported in
Chapters 5"and 6 where instruction or practice rehearsing word
spellings was .Manipglated, we failed to.observe any differential
effeot.upqn Word refiding ability. This was 'despite differencea in
word spelXins ability produced by trening.eohditions. Effeots wer01
absent on :ensures of.Word reading speed as well as accuracy even
In
after'ses4ral dayi,,hadintervened betweenstraining and testing.
contrast, in'two studies where word reading experiences were
anipulated (i.e., Chapters 7 and 8 where words were read in
sentence contexts or in isolation), differences in spelling ability ILL
4

,

.1

with Che words were detected. Combined; theSe5 results *how that the
nature of .reading experiences with words affeots how well children
can spell the wOrds whereas the reverse is hot true. The hature of
spelling practice does ntt inpuence how well the practiced words
'can be read.

.

The present research project 14841 successfUl in ehowing:how
printed word learning entails.stveral separable aspects an4 how
various conditions of learning contribute.to the foquisitionof orie
or another of these aspeots.
However, the.projeat was not
Successful in demonstrating how printed word learning contributes to
the:process of-reading sentenpes and otimprehending- text. "Attempts
to determine whether.words learned under varyinweircumstances made
* difference in theesse orcOmprehending sentences oontAining those
words failed to reveal any differences. This was attributed to the
inadequacy of comprehenation tasks designed to reflect suet)
difference. However, even if the.tasks had worked, results might
have been negative
Other'.studies employing more adequate
techniques (Fleisher, Jenkins,'and,Pany, 1979) have beeh
unsuccessful in demonstrating that supeqpr skill.in recognping
printed words leads to iMproved bomprOheheion of text
thope words.
It may be*tpat sinoe comprehanaionprocesoes ittolv
top-down as well am bottom-up- processipg.(Rhmmelhart, 1.977); 00iy:
'are.nqt differentially influenced by the\quality of one's word
knowledge but rather by whether'or not the words are,familiar at.
some minimum.level .or can be guessed pasilY
In otIn atudiebt
children were'quitelamiliar tett& moat of the target words when they
dompleted the comprehension tests.\
.
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Nmong Beginning 7eaders

J

The purpose of this study was to explore the beginning reader's
ability to use orthography as a.representational System for storing
speech sounds in memory. An additional purpose WaS tO assess hot./
important such'an ability mfght be inJeaening to read.' From previous
i.:-studies,.it in clear that more 3uctessfu1 beginnIng readers know how
'orthography maps speeoh (Gibsos & Levin, 1975; Guthrie & Siefert,
1977; Mason, 1976).
However, it remains unclear how this kndwledge is
used during reading and how it contributes, tolthe process of
identifying and remembering tt)e prinfed.forms of Words.' One
poSsibility is that orthograPhio knowledge supplies translation
routines for oonverting.print to a phOnemic.code Ohtoh is then used to
access words in'the lexicon (Rubenstein, CeWis, 4 Rubenstein, 1971).
Another Possibility is that the print itself is stored as an
alphabetic image which has befr mapped onto, the wordLs sounds in
lexical Memory. The present studSr was intended to gather some:
evidence for the latter pbssibility.
,

A

The view that alp bet letters provide a vidual code for
represedting and stori
words in lexical Memory arises from a theory
propumed by Ehri (1978),,referred to asthe word identity amalgamativon
view..,The focus of 'the preeent study was upon the process by which
orthographic forms are amalgamated to sounds.and establiShed as tmages
symboaZing the sounds.4in Memory
,A seriesof:experiments was
percprmed in order to observe:ttya Operation of this orthographic
mnemqnic system,among,beginning readersand,to assess its relationship
to other reading Skills.
4 Paired associate'sound learning task was
designed to tap' ch1lrcn'
b11it. to Oake use of Spelling study aids
In reMembering sounds.:
typesof-mnemonic aids or
souad-elaborW.vec,acttvtties in addit.ion to pellings were provIded in
one-or Another'experintent in grder to compare'their. effi4cts upon=sound4
.

.
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In the first experiment,,first and second grad'ers.were given fdur
pakred-associatedasks. The important features-distinguishing the
i416 are summarized in Table 2-1.' In'all tssks, the responses to be
learned were four oral CVC nonsense syllables. The tasks differed.ln
ti,rms of the test oues employed and the type- of mnemonic aids provided
d,
ins siudy and feedback-periodh. ,The test cues were either
l
me iningless but visually distinctive line drawings called'squiggles,
a

Insert Tole

pbout. here.

(1.

&Referred to in the other ehitpter6 as Ehr4 and yilce (1919)4
Ru4lished.in the 4ournal or Educational PsychologY, 11, 26,40.
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A

Stimuli EmOoyed in the FOur
Paired Associate Learning Tasks

Test

fask

Oral..

Cues

Responses

tv

Study
a

Aid
.

"jad"

(none)
(none)

Squiggles

03

'fowl

(none)
(none)

Initial

V

"vaP"

a

."bem"

Letters

(none).4

"tib"

(nonf)

"huk"

(hOne)

Initial
Letters..

(none)

j?

R

rel"
4

Plus Correct

Malt

: "kip"

K'

Spellings

Rel
I

.Kip

4 OZ"
r -

Initial

Pes

Letters

"des"

Dif

Plus

"nif"

Nug

Misspellings

fug"

Fab

*

Ahe four.s9ts of oral responses listed here were employed
ih all Jfour tasks 1.Jith Osignmbrits counterbalanced across

subj cts.
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-or single alphabet letters reOleenting the first consonant jn each
nonsense response.
The mnemonic aids shown to subjects were either
cqrrect spellings or misspellinks of the CVC-responses.
The
nniicira:Lon
method of presentaton was used. Each test oue-Was
shown to children, they responded, and then the experimenter
pronounced the correct response and showed them-any spelling aids.
It
is impoetant to note thdt theoretically subjects did not have to bee
able to read In .order to perfoem theltask: All Ney had-to do was
remember the CVC sounds and match them up with the Appropriate test
cue (squiggle or printed letter).
The MT .3ReIlings were extra and
were not present at the time of the teSt.
In order to assess whether children's.tendency to make use of,
spellings in the PA task was related-at.all to their abilityAo read,
Various measUres or basic reading skills wei-e taken in Ex0eriments
and 2:
familiarity with some high frequency printed words, ability to
sound out and spell nonsense trigrams, sPeed and accuracy in naming
alphabet letters, and phonemic segmentation ability.
Based on orthographic amalgamation theory, several prédiciions
were foraed.
It was expected that if beginninglaiders acquIre.an
orthographic-speech mapping system Which they appl),Lautomatically to
form alphabetic IMages standing for sounds in memory, then the
presence of spellings should exert EO'strong impact ),ApOb-learning. The
sight oe correct 6pellinis should make it easy to store and remember
the aounds being asscristed kith sftmuli, whereas the ,sight of
misspelltngs should.interfere and retard learning. Also, Memory for
ihe sbunds-shOUld be-better when fetters mapptng initial phonetic
segments of CVC unlis serive-as test prompts than when unrelated :
squiggles are the prompts.
Furthermore, if .an orthographic mnemonic
system is used to store printed words in lexical memory, then subjects
who benefit from spelling aids in the sound learning task should
possees a sizeable repertoire of familiar printed words whereas
subjects who do'not find the spellingS helpful should-have much
smaller printed repertoires.
-

Experiment 1

Method

.

Subjects. The subjects were 24 first graders (mean age, 77:2
months) and 0 secondliraders (mean age, 93.4 months), half male, half
female.
They were tested in the winter.

Materials. -Four paired associate sound learning taSks were liven
reach.child. The important'featUres characterizing and
stinguishing these tasks are depicted in Table 2-h Orally

i
.

.

ponounCed CVC nonsense Syllables served.as the-responses in ali_
taskS.
The stiMUli paired'with:these respOnses in one task were.
iribiprary symbáls.(i.e.,,Meahinglese but highliAiStihetive figures
called squiggles) and in three tasks were single alphabet letters
correspOnding to initial sounds of the CVC blends,
In two of the
leiter cue tasks, adjunct atiMuli were presented alongside the test
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:cues during Study and feedback periods: ,either correct spellings for
the CVC sounds, or misspellings in which'case the final two letters
misrepresented the mounds. PAIse cues were, never present at the time
of the test.
Four sets of response sounds were created.so that a different set
could be employed'in each learning task with a-sinAle subject. The
particular set assigned to each-task was counterbalanced across
sublects.
The response sets are listed in able 2-1. Within each
set,,phohemes in each position were unique. Across sets, the same
fOur short vowel sounds were repeated..
For each seti-materials for
ttie foUr types of paired associate tdsks illustrated in Table 2-1 were
prepared. Stimulus-re'sponse pairs.were ordered Isandomly in each
condition.
This order was repeated on each learning trial.
Repetition was preferred to variable ordering only for reasons of
conVenience.
Procedure.
In the paired associate sound learning task6, the
anticipation method of presentation was employed.
During the first
trial, subjects were exposed to the four stimulus-response pairs.
During Subsequent trials, their memory for the responses was tested'.
h-,After
ehch test, they were given.the correct answer tor that item.
e

N

Hefore beginning, the taSii was explained along with an example.
ChildeEn were told that each squiggle or letter stood:for a sound, and
that they would be shown-the same squiggle or lqtterlater on and they
were/Xo remember the sound that went with it. On the first trial,
they were shown each of foUr stimulus.cards printed with either
squiggles or letters.
The cards were shown one at a tilde, each sound
wds pronounced, and children repeated it.
In the spelling and
misspelling aided tasks, the stimulus cards displayed the adjunct cues
printed.next to the stimulus letters (e.g., F
Fab).
However, no
attention was -drawn to these cues. The test trials then began. Each
squiggle or printed letter cue was presented without CVC spelling
aids, and children were given 5 seconds to recall the sound. The
correct answer,was then'identified.
In the squiggle condition, the
experimenter Pointed and said, "This squiggle stands for (sound) ."
In the Initial letter, alone condition, the experimenter said, "The
letter (name)
stands for (sound) ." In the letter plus spelling
and misspellings conditions; stimOlus cards printed with the letters
plu3'the spellings or misspellings were shown, and the experimenter
pointed and said, "The letter ,(name) stands for- (sound) ." If'
children had,responded incorrectly, they-were asked.to repeat the
,

.

sound.

.In each learning task, a maximum of 15 trials was provided to
learn the sounds. If children recalled,all fotir sounds correctly op
'two successive trialisp.then learning for that taSk was terminatiad.
Children were-exposed to the four:tasks in one of four orders: 'Sq,
Let, 4.1, m1.10 Leti:SOel, Mis, Sq; Spell Mist Sq, Let; Mis, Sq, Let,
Spell
Thus, across subjectS,- each task was presented in eadh position
(1st, 2n(4 3rd, Ath); however, all possible orders were not tested.

The children's knowledge -of printed,languagq-was assessed in the
following tasks.
(1). Spelling Production.
Subjects wrote out-the 16
CVC pounds employed
the PA hsks. 3(2) Soundin&Out. Eight new CVQ,
trigrams were printe on cards and eh ldren were told tC read these
"names." (3) Misspelling Recognit
/Welve' new CVC sounds were
repr'esented on cards as _either 2, 3, or 4 printed lettfp's.
In three
cases, the letters orrectly represented the phonemes, and'in nine
cases, there were single errors.
Either initial, medlal, or final
phonemes were omitted or misrepresented.
Children juaged whether eabh
had been 'spelled correctly and if not how it could be corrected.
(4)
Word ReCognition. Children were-shown 27 high frequenCy printed nouns
and wer'e asked to read each word.
.

Testing was conducted with-individua,1 children over a period.QC
two days. On the first day, children were given t4to paired associate

learning taaks and also the printed word recognitiori test?.'Ori the
next day, they'completed two more leaking tasks, folrowed by the
spelling production, sounding out, and misspelling Oecognition tasks.
Results
.

.

-Am analysis ofvariance wase conducted to assess effects of seyAral
variables on performance in,the paired associate sound learning task:.
The dependent measure was number, of-trials to 'criterion'on termination
of the task (maximum = 15).
The independent variables weret Grade
(first vs. econd), -Sex, Order of Tasks (four different orders of
completion), Type of 4earning Task (squiggles.vs. initial letters vs.
spellings vs. misspellings): The latter was a witSin-subject:variable.
.

,Resuits revealed a.main effect of learning task, F(3, g6),'
< .01. . Nonc of the other factors exerted any significant effects on
performance (2 > .0,5).
The effect of grade was not significant, F(1,
32) = 2.72; p > .05, though second graders took slighely fewer trials
than first graders, Mean values are presented in Table 2-2: Post hoc
airwise comparisons among learning task means usipg Tukey',s method
r(77

rInsert Table 2-2 about here.
-

revealed that,sounds aceompaniedbtadjunct.spelling aids were learned
-significantly fapter than soilnds $rompted by initial letters without
Spellings, and ehese in turn were eeealled significantly better than
Sounds witti squiggle prompts or.with4misspelling study aids. .The
difference between the squiggle and misspelling means was pot
significant. jneluded.in Table 2 is also the.number df subjapts
failing to leirn the soundS to criterion in each of the conditions.
-These values are consistent with.Oatterns evident fdr.trialHmeans
Analysis of the errors charaeterizing subjectsj respopses ln the
learning.tasks revealed that response learning was the central
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Table 2-2

Mean Number of Trials to Criterion or Termination
r-

and Number of Subjects Failing to Reach Criterion
A3 a Function of Grade and Learning Condition
.

Grade

Squiggle

,

Letter

.
,

-1

1st

12.7.

Meana

11.4

13.

.

2nd7

9.9

.10.1

la,.8

12.6

Mean

'Misspell

6 :4

12.8

10.6

16

12.2

11

9.0

CHILDREN FAILING
1st '(.N-24)

-'15

12

.2nd (N=24)

14

9

"29

?.1

Total

aMSE (96) = 9.19, T

MSE

6

8

1.60, p < .05

27

L

1k,

7.

tfr

4.

difficulty.
Errors in which the correct response ws0 produced but
Anatched with ehe wrong stimulus were evident-only'in the coriditien
where a squiggle rather than a letter.merved as the stimulus oue

,

.However, even in this condition; mismatches accounted for fewof the
,errors
For exampleelamong second graders, only 6% of the-errors In
learning.sqUiggle-sound pairs-were mismatches whlIe_94% involved
.either a faiture to ,fespond or próductton of the wrong blend of
soundi,
This indicates that the benefit provided by 5pe1l1ngs:0 this
Ntadl(was to'iMprove aubAts' memory for the specifiq responses.
-

ti

In .orde to aSsesa the,relationship between performance on the
lounq.learning taMks and the childrin.'e knowledge of printed language,,:Pearlon prndlitot4moment correjatidn,coetficients were-calculated.
.Thrfie extra"WeOts had been tested. Since they dtffered in no
d1cenib1 wa3r from other subjects, their responaes-were,included th
order ,to,maximize the number of obaervations contributing to thie
-W\
correlational alhalyses.
Results revealed significant correlations
between all pf the pairs of measures (2 < .05).
These values are
I

(reported in "Table 2-3,

sn,

Insert Table 2-3 about here.
4:

Of parttcularsintereSt is the fact that the correlations between
spelling-aided sound learning 'scorea) and the varioUs measures of.
printed language (i.e., correlations between Variable NO. 3 and Nos.
;5-8) were all substantially:highei- than the cqtrelatfons between.
.3c:topes in the other PA task$ and the .printed language.measures (1.e6
Nos. 1, 2, 4; with Nos. 5-8).
Hotelling's testgtWalker & Lev, f953,;
p. 257) was employed to determine whether the spelling-aided,
correlations were significantly greater than the other correlatioivA.
Results were all positive (JE < .025).
This 1ndic4es that therabilitYto make.use of apellipgs in rememberinf oral mounds contribute's as 'an
indepenient factoroviT and above general learning-memory ability'in
explaining the variability in.beginning readers' knowledge orprinted
language.

The relationship b4ween learning wfth spellinga and printed word
knowledge waarticularly high1 as expActed (r
-.75).1 This" ,
relationship was examinAd in another Way.' Scores ot only the first
griders were_considered !lince second gradera recognized most of the
printed words.
A histogram of the distribution of' word recognition
scores ii'presented in Figure 2-1.
Subjects were divided into two
groups.
Those who-learned the sounds in fewer than 1.0* trials ace

.

r

'Insert Figure 2-1 abOUt here.

rtprepented in white; those who took 10 or

ore'trials.in black.' From

Table 2-3
fntereorre/ations AmoneMeasu'res, for
S.

Seeond ,Oraders

Subjeota)-

,.

;

JEARNING

PRINTED LANDUAOE

Squig.

Init. L.°

Spell

Missp:.

,

4

-

-LEARNINO

al/

Spt.11' So.,Ou

MisSp.

Max.

Meanp

_22E16

TAILS

.

:45"

3. Spelling

.460*

(15)

3.7

(15)

4.6

1

.50,4.

Ails'

4.. Misspellings

.1120*

.%42,41

pRINTED-

4N0040$
.29

-.74". -.32'

12.5
.

-c

prOluotiodr

,

69

-.32'

1. Sounding
out

t3 9

.91"
.

-

r

6.2

=

(8)

-64.** -.35*.

.14$14pel1ing -2:211-

"

'recognttion

8.

\

.

2.,Initial
Letters

'

S.D.

,

Word
rioognition"

.

'r.

.561111.

.841*

.8311"

Mil

19.9

'27),
.

^

".

PA TASK
pm POOR
CO GOOD /
ha.

groom.

Ix

0

r-1

1

4.5 '9.5 14.5 14.5 4.5 29.5
PRINTED W9RDS
11"

,

Fl1gure2-1.

Disribution df good and poor sound learners on
the"printed word Ventification task in Eiperiment

,

..

IL

P.

this figure, it is clear that there 1.3 very little overlap betwup the
two groups of subjects. Those with large printed word repertoiM
learned the sounds easily. Those with small repertoires did not.
In conclusion, results of Experiment 1 offer support.for the view
that wtIen children learn to read, they acquire an orthographic
mnemonio system.
This system is, activated spontaneously when word
sourids are seen mapped in print, and it serves.as'a means of gluing
print to sound and storing word,forms n lexibal memory:
Experiment 2 go
51,

Experiment 2 was conducted to replicate results of the first

wertrent. -The design was modified somewhat.

In the paired

aSsociate task, the misspelling condition wEi: dropped." Only first
graders were tested. Two additional mealures of reading.related
capabilities were included: alphabet letter naming accuracy and
speed; phonemic segmentation.
The rea
skills of children able to
learn_sounds with spelling aids were
to the reading akcills of
children unable_to benefit from spellings. This was to test Che
-prediction that orthographic mnemonic capabilities distlnguish more
from less advanced beginning...readers.

crned

.

Method
A

Zhe subjectP were 30 first graders, 15-maies and 15 females, mean
age 6.9 years.
SUbjects.weri drawn from the'same school as in
Experiment I though, nom; of the same chil ren was included. Subjects
were tested fn the spring.
,
.,In the paired associate sound learning task, three setit-of CVC
nonsense syllables were'employed:
PAR, WEKr SIM, FUG; NAF, BEM, KIP,
LOT; MAY, HES, TIB, WK. The test cues'for responses were-either
squiggles or single letters as before. Materials for three types of
learning tasks were prepared:
learning with squiggles; learning with
initial letters; learning with initial letters plus spellings as s dy
aids.
The procedures employed in EVeriment 1 were repeated except
that all polpible orders of-the learning tasks were employea across'
subjects.
,

Theaame materials and peocedures used in ExperiMent 1 were
repeated for the Sloundihg Oat task (1:et, 8 CVC%trigrams). The
Misspelling Recognition task (i.e., 12 CVC trigrams)Nwas the ,same
Axcept that 12 longer nonsihse forms were added for judgment (i.e.,
misspellings of sounas'such as "bipper,4- "lemase(," "sepcoomw),t
The
Printed Word Recognition ,task was changedtslightly. To/the set of 27
fiouns, 30 words were added.
These included trregularlytispelled,
context-dependent words taken from the Bold; list of basic sight
Vocabulary words (e.g.,'WVEN, EYEitY, tOULD, MIGHT, ONC,E).
The
Spelling Prodti6tion task.was altered. Nei; trAgrams rathbr than thoselk
used in the PA task were given for spelling.

!
1/4fi
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A

In the letter identifioationA,ask,
Two new testa were created.
subjects were shown a sheet printed"with 25 randomly ordered lower
case alphabet.letters and-were asked to name each as quickly as'
PerfOrmance was
possible and to skip over any they did not know.
timed with a stopwatcY, from the firl'st to-the final letter response,

In the phonemic segmentation task, children were first given
praótice and feedback in the analysis of two sets of related sounds..
oo, boo; boot, a, aSI-has), When children were bleto analyze
The experimenter ptonounged
both sets correctly, the task commenced.
'18blends, 9 real vvds, 9 nonsense sodnds comprised of 2, 3,or 4.
The chila repeated each syllable, then identified how many
phonemes.
sounds ho heard,,then PrPn94nced the syllable,slowly to separate each
sgund, then laid down A poker chip as each sound was pronounced. If
this last analysis 4as incorrect, the experimenter gave the child a
second chance. .Segmentations depicted with poker, chips on this second
attempt 4ere,the responses scored as correct or incorrect tn this taSk.

1
All children were tested on two and in a few qases three separate
On the first day, they were &liven two paired associate learning
days.
Oh the second day, the third PA task,was given followed by the..
tasks.
letter identifiCatipn, wor'd recognition, spelling production, phonemic,
segmentation-, sounding out, and misspelling recognition tasks,.

N

To assess eNects in the paired associate -sound learning task, an
analysis of variance was cOnducted. The dependent measure was'number
of trials to criterion or termination (maximum = 15): The independent7
var1able4 were Sex and StiMulus Condition (Squiggle I'S. Initial letter
vs. Letter plus spelling Aids): Only'ohildren who were able to'learn
.the sounds to criterion within 15 trials in at feast one of the three.
It was necessary to test 30
PA tasks were included in the ANOVA.
first graders-in.order to find 9 males and 9 females who aghleved this'
c
degree.of sutcesa. The 12 children who were tested,and replaced
cdMpleted the maximum number CiT triala in all three teksks without
Their replacement was Considered justified .sInce
learning the sounds.
their performances lacked variability and hence contributed little to
J
treatment comparisons.

us condition emerged, F
Table 2-4. Post hoe
44,85,
.32)
analyses using TUkeY'a'method inOicated that learning WO
.signifieantly.fas'ter with spelling
In the ANOVA, a main effect of stim

2<

.01.

Results' are given

.Insert Table 274 About here,
o

r.

,
,aids trim withqut spelling.aids, And it web fpster wlth initial
These
fitdings
confirm
those
observed
in
1et'ters'than with squiggles.

Expertmenr/e
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Table:- 2-4-

Mean Number of Trials to Criterion oe TermtWavon
in The Paired Associate Sound Learning Task
, .

as J1 Function of Stinkulua Condition and Sex

*s.

Squiggle

Lettr

pelIin E

.,1.1

Boys

"12.0

Uirls

_134.11

12.0

6'.3

Meana

12.7

9.3

5:7

psE

(32) =-9.836, T

aFor the main
2.47, RI< .05.

Mean

f conaidton,

#

I

Akar-

,

A

4
I

0

.

7.9
-

10.6
9.3

MSE

Two other effects were evident though,only at 2,< .05. A main
effect or sex, F(1:, 16) m 5.64, 2 < .05, as well as an interaction
between sex and condition, F(2, 32) 2r. 4.89, 2 < .05. From mean values
in'Table 2-4, it is evident that males learned sounds in fewer trials
than fcma1ej In addition, among boys, the major improvement in
performance esulted when initial letters replaced squiggles as
stimul
nd spelling aids provided only a moderate boost. In
cont
among girls, the major tmprdvement was affordbd by spelling
aid
and initial letters boosted performance only slietly-more than
squ gees. What accounts for these sex differences is,unknown.
,

(

AN4)

Although the criterion for loaclusion in the
VA was the ability
to recall the sounds twice perAotly in any one of the three PA tasks,
it kurned cut that only one of the taSks served to select subjects for
the ANOVA,'the spelling-aided sound learning task. All 18 ANOVA
aubjeots took no more qan 12 trials to reach criterion titere. In
contrast, several of these children were not able to leatin the sounds
in the other two tasks.
In the initial letter condition, 6 or 33%
f/led to learn the sounds; in the squiggle condition, 12 or 67%
fa led.
These results indicatethat remembering meaningless sounds i3
not an easy task for beginning reade'rs, and hence they have need for a
device suoh as spellings which will represent and preserve the sounds '
in memory.
u

The difficulty of a sund memory task was most apparent in the
responses of the 12 subjects who failed to reach criterion in any of
the sound learning conditions. In order to determine just how
successful they were4in the three tasks, the numbers of Teaponses
cprreot per trial we*e counted. The-same pattern of recall favoring
spelling aids was not expected to be evident among these childred. 'It
was reasoned that ;ince they possess inadequate orthographic mnemonic,
capabilities, they shouldLnot benefit from seeing spelling aids and
their memory for the sounds should be quite poor in all conditions.
These predictions were confi ed. In a three-way analysis of varkance
with sex, stimulus condition and trials as-the independent variables,
To
the main effect or stimulus condi ion was not significant,: F < 1.
illustrate.their low level of per)ormance, these subjects were
recalling on the 15tti trial meani of 1.1 sounds withtsquiggles, 1.2
sounds with initial letters, and 1.2 sounds with spellings out of a
maximum of 4 sounds possible. Except for a main effeqt or trials,
none of the other effects was significant in this :Analysis:

7

.

,

,The 12 children who failed to.learn the sounds 810 LLAG 18
successful learners weregiven the battery of readink skills
pmtests. A comparison of mean performances of the two groups

4=

raveled several differences, all of whch were statistically'
These reiults are reported in Table
significant according to t-tests.
The unsucce'ssful sound learners were only slightly Poorer
2-5.

Insert.Table 2-5.about here.
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Tsble 2-5

Mean Scores on the Various Measures of Prtnted Language
,

for Children Succeeding'and Falling to

.,

-Leard'the Sounds in the Spelling-Aided Taska
,.,

Measure
Letters

Accuracy

(Max = 25),

Letters - Latency
(Seconds)

24.4

22.6

(1.2)

(2.0)

23.1

40.9

(N = 12)

AP

(7.5)

1.2

Wdfbds (Max.= 30)

T11.0)

(1.8)

12.2 )

16,1
,

(Max = 18)

i.

CVC Spelling Prod.
(Max = 12)

6C

Sounding Out

(Max = 8)

19.7"

(3.7)

17.8

Phonetic Segmen(.

1.8**

2.8'

Word Recogn. - Sight
-

Difference

(14.9)

21.5

(Max . 27)

,

UnStiCeessful

-- (8.9)

Word Recog. - Nouns

.

Successful
(N = 18)

,

16.611

3.9" -

(1.0
11.1

( 5.3

(0.6)

(p.5).

7.4

3.2,

5.8"

( 1.0)

Y

CVC Misspell. Recog.

8.8

3.3"

0,

(Ma)c = 12)

Nons.Aisspe11. ROtog.

(Q.7)

7.6

.:.,

(Max = 12

(3.3)

(.1.4)

Standard Dev atipns ar4 given in pa entheses.
-

J

04/2 <

.01
41 V

'

-

-

-

in naming a1phahet lettpro aocurately and In segnwntIng words Into
However, they were, .severely deficient in naming lett,ers
rapidly, in reading words, and in detecting and correcting
.misspellings of,longer nonsense syllables. .The fact that successfUl
spelling-aided sdund learners were distinctly superior to unsuccessful
sound learner:s in several baste reading skilj* conrirms that a stxong
relationship does* exist between orthographic memory and learning.to
phonOte.s.

read.

As in Experiment 1, a histogram was drawn depicting therelationship between subjects' spelling-taded sOOnd learning scores
and their dinted tiord repertoires.
Despite the fact that a larger
set of printed words was sampled in the second experiment, Figure,2-12
'reveals the same pattern as Figure 1-1: .a

A

Insert Figure 2-2 about here.
40(

bimodal distribution with little overlap between the two groups of
subjects.
Chiddren who were familiar with only a small number of
printed wordsNfound sPellings of little help_whereas children who knew'
a large,number of Rrinted words could make use of spetlings to store
the soundstin memorlw.
Though 2104.results are correlat-ional arid
hence preclude any causal clai 1.,.."they, are at least consistent with
the'hypothesis that when children learn to rgad, they acquire an
orthographic mnemonic sysem and this capability enablestheth.to bui d
up a repereoire of printed words in lexical merry.
,
.
1
The errors observed in the phcinemi segmentation task\were of
special interast because they offered some additional evidence' for the
bpiration of orthographic Images in the thinking of beginning
readers.
The majority of mistakes .occurred on words or Sounds'
1
-containins four phonemes 44.e.p.dulp, brin, milk, horn, kest, grass).
Even poor4r readdrs were sUccessful,on, units with three or fewer.
phonemes1 Explinations for the segmentations produoed by.some better

,

.

.

r
,

owe.,

..

readers provided a glimpse of the influe9ce that knowlddge of
orthography was exerting boa this task. *or example,,,when asked how
many sounds they heard in the word "boats" some readers estimated that
they heard four. However, when asked subsequently to'mark-each,sound
with a oounter, only tpf.ee counters were matched to
und sempents.
Children then.reccpciied the discrepancy by explaini
that ohe.lettet
was silent.
A. feletperfOrmed a similar analysis, on t11e nonsense'sounds
"sot" and."an" containing long voyels Pronouncing' their own nameS.
-Subjects'overestivated the number of sounds because they imagined a
silent E at the end orspell ngs. Subjects were never shown the
'

print,ed forms of these sou )11 s,,so these letters came nil* their
heads.
ThOe obseriitions Confirm the claim being made heee that.:

reederM $00111,090004-Preate alPhabetAc banes to represent soundS..
In a phonemic segmentation task, these images are Useful because the,
letters provide concrete tytibois which tpkeit -easier to,think abdut,
.

4
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DiStribution,Of good and poor sound learners on the
Orinted word.ide,ntification.task in Experiment 2.

!lopar.lto phonopp :;.7,moni.n.

other

In np(?0,01,

the phonemes fld into cLaeh

,

nd have no independent status.

Eperiment 3
_Results of the first two _experiments suggest that spellings do
facilitate begtnning'readers' memory for sOunds 4hen they map the
sounds acourately.
The preferred interpretation is that Spellings
'provide the children with orthographic iMages they Can use to
symbolize and store the sounds in memory. However, some alternative
.explanations for the facilitative effects of spellings must be
considered and ruled out. Spellings may have anused subjects to
repeat and rehearse the sounds one iidditional time. Or spellings may
have clarified the separate,segmentS In the nonsense sounds more than
simple pronunciation.
Or some non-visual aspect of the letters may
have helped.

To eliminate these.possibiltties, a third experiment was conducted
in which four variations of the PA task were employed.- Rather than ).
using squiggles or letters-as test cues, the numbers 1 .1through 4 were
used to prompt recall of eaah of the four CVC nonsense responses in
each task: The.four tasks differed in terms of the activity occurring,
during study and feedback periods.
Either a visual spelling was
Shown, or the experimenter gave the spelling orally by naming the
letters, or.the experimenter articulated each phonetic segment
separately, or the child repeate&the nonsense sound one additioral
time.
It was reasoned that if spelling8 are helpful because they
provide'a visual image which subjects can use to remember sounds, then
recall in the visual spelling condition.should still be syperior.
Method

Thesubjects were 24 second graders, 11 mpes and 13 females, mean
age 93.6 months. Subjects were drawn from a different school from
those above. They were tested in the winter.

i

In the paired associate sound learning task, four sets of orally.
pronounced .CVC nonsense syllables were 'employed as the responseS.
The
test cues paired with responses in all,four cOnNtions were the
numbers 1 thi4ough 4.
Four types of adjunct stimuli were indluded on
the first study trial and during corrective feedback periods on.test
;trials:
(1) Visual Spelling's, where sub jacts.were shown,a-correct
/spell-14 for the CVC sound,; (2) Oral Spellings, where subjects heard
the expierimenter pronounce the letter names; (3) Phonetic Segments,
,Where subjects heard the experimenter pronounce each of the three
sounds separately (i.e., for "Pab;" .'puh," "a," "buh"); (4)
Repetition, where subjects repeated the correct response ()Op
t
additiOnal time.
After the experimenter pronounced each-soundrand-had
the subject.say.lt, she presented the 'adjunct Oimulus, meing either
:"Look
at this":or."Listen to.this."
.4
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The four PA tasks were given to all subjects in counterbalanced
order.
Also, the particular set of CVC responses was counterbalanced
Children Were given a maximum of 7 trills
across subjects and taskS.
Learning was terminated early if
to learn the sounds in each task.
All testing was
subjects reached a criterion of two perfect trials.
completed in One session.
Results

The dependent measure was number of correct sounds-recalled on
The independent variables were Condition (visual
each trial.
spellings V9. oral spellings vs. phonetic segmentation Vs.
Poth factors were within-subjecf,
repetition), and Trials (1-7).
variables.
An analysis ot variance revealed main effects of
Conditions, F(3, 69) = 10.13, 2 < .01, and Trials, F(6, 138) = 76.21,
p < .01.
Also, the interaction was significant, F(18, 414) = 2.33,
p < .01.
Post hoc comparisons using Tukey's method revealed that
recall was significantly superior with visual spelling aids than wi',h
each of the other three aids, none of which differed from the other.
Mean values were:
VS =
OS = 1.53, PS = 1.55, Rep. = 1.43, T
Inspection of performances over trlEAs revbaled
MSE = .438, 2 < .05.
that recall with visual spellings became'increastngly greater than.
These
recall in the other three conditions as learning progressed.
',findings Serve to eliminate three alternative explanatipns for the

facilitative effects of spelling aids, and they suggest that the
.visual properties of spellings are central to their capacity to
improve sound memory.
Experiment 3 differed from Experiments 1 and 2 in that arbitrary
rather than related stimulus cues (i.e numbers rather than first
-letters of CVC spellings) were used to prompt recall in the
spelling-aided condition. The fact that spelllngs.still boosted
recall even when no inherent relationship existed between stimuli and
,r0;ponses confirms that what is important about spellings is not their
ability to connect responses'to stimuli (i.e.., tcl.facilitate the
-associative ptiase of learning) but rather their capacity, to improve
response learning.
.

Of
Subjects were given all four tasks in counterbalanced order.
interest was whether perfOrmance in each task wa:3 influenced by itS

position of4resentationi.e.i whether subjects completed that task
Analyses of variance were conducted
firsto'secdhd, third or fourth).
,on performances-for each taak-separately'as a function of presentation
The,only significant effect emerged in the analysi,s
order and trials.
Post hop Tukey
< .05.
of visUal spelling score;, F(3, 20) = 4.114
vomparisons reirealea that recall was signficantly poorer when.this
task followed all 'Of the ptflers than when it waS presented fir6.t or
Noneof the othe patrwiee differences was signtficaith Why
second.

this occurredAS unknown. 14,110 such pattern was,aPparent.for the other
three sound learning tasks (p > .05).
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Experfment 4

The preferred interpretation for.results of the above experiments
ts that spellings facilitate sound memory because they prompt learne-s
to form orthographic images of the sounds.anestore these in memory.
However, in the previous studies, this image-forming process was
inferred rather than directly induced. Ch,ildren were simplY st(own'
spellings and no mention V413' made of images.
A further exPeriment was
;performed to demonstrate thts effect directly. Sound"learning'was
compared uhder two conditions:
when children listene(i to oral
spellings and imaged what they lookelaellke, and when children
rehearsed the sounds several times.
It was reasoned that if spellings
faciiitate recall because they prdvide orthographic imwes of sounds.
which can be stored in. memory, then performances should.be better when
children are told to Imagine spellings than when they merely repeat
the sounds.
.

Method

The subjects were 18 Secorid graders, 10 males and 8 females, mean"
age 97.7 months.
summer.
Children were tested in the spring and
Two versions of the PA sound learning task wei7e design'd. ,Two
sets of four orally pronounced CVC nonsense syllables were selected as
responses.
The numbers'l through 4 were-paired with each and served
as recall prompts for the sounds.
Two types of adjunct adtivitieS
were included on the first study trial and_on test trials.during
feedbaok periods. In the Image Fonmation condition, sublects wtre
first given practice imagining the spellings of fpur familiar printed
Words. (i.e., girl, boy, book, tree).
The experimenter pronounced each
word,.the subjects said it, the experimenter spelled it orally, had
the subjects close-their eyes, imagine the letters in thqir heads, and
indicate when they could see the Word. The sound learning task
followed.
The experimenter presented each number stimulus, pronounced
the CVC sound, had children repeat it, 'close their eyes,'the
experimenter named theletters, and had children ,ingcate when th y
could "see" the s'pelling. During test trials, this activityfollowed
each attempt to recall the CVC sound. _In the Repetition condition,
the eXperimenter presented each stimulus number, pronountd the'sougd,
had children say it, then .pronounced the sound again and had children
say it again. During.test trials, this activity followed each recall
attempt.
The two tasks and response sets were given to subjectstin
counterbalanced order. Children were given 7 .trials to Learn'the
Learning,was terminatediaarry if they achieved two perfect
sounds;
performanceA. ,Tepting was completed in orie session.
.

Results

The dependent measure was number of,c4,rect sounds recalled on
each trial. The independent variables wet!: 'Task. Orderk(image task
before vs. after rePetition .taik); Taslc (image s. repetition); Trials
(14): An,analysis of variance revealed main effects of.Task, F(l,
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.0', ind
i.ils, F(6, 96'
19.fl, ,e < 01 Nono ,-T
the other effects was signiricant-(k > .05).
As expecod, recall or
CVC mounds.was superior when ubjects imagined spellings than whan
they rehearsed,the sounds (t. ., mean recall per trtal m 2.09 VS.
1.70, MSE(I6) = 1.626).
These findIngs provide dir'ect evidence for
the claim that orthographfc imlges improve child, '''s memory for
meaningless sounds.

A

.
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Discussion
.,

Results of pfl four experiments are interpreted as providing
evidence for one or another hypothesis derived from orthographic
amalgamation theory.
These hypotheses together with supportive,
evidence are rieviewed below.
(1) Results confirm that orthography has
mnemonic value among_beginning readers.
In alyrour experiments,
sounds were `learned faster when spelling aids Are,seen or imagined
during study periods.
(2) The visual.property of Ipellings is centre).
to their-,facilitative effect. In Experiment:3, seeing letters was
more effective than simply hearing the letters named. In Experiment
4, hearing letters iMproved sound memory when subjects were Old to
form Visual images of the letters.
(3) Vistselli_p_Lgs,rp_nuatm.'
sounds accurately in )rder to facilitate sounqHmemory. ,In Experiment
1, misspellings .were found to interfere'with recall.
(4) Spellings
contribute by helping subjects store and remember the response
sounds.
Analysis of the errors committed by subjects in Experiment.1
indicated that the majority involved response failures rather than,
stimulus-response mismatches. (5) Spellings improve response memory
because thq inchwe learners to preserve lptters as visual images
symbolizing sounds in memorp:. In the first three experiments, visual
spellings were, not present on test trials yet they boosted recall.
In
order to have this effect; subjetts must have stored them in memory.
In Experiment 4, the same effect was demonstrated" when subjects "saw"
spellings by forming visual images in their heads. (6) The capability
of creating alphabetic imaees to map sounds'is_Possessed by beginning
readers, and theldse this capability spontaneously when the need
arises.
In Experiment 4, all the subjects were able to form and
report the, presence of images durjmik the sound learning task, and
their confirmations wore immediate' following the experimenter's oral
spellings.. Nobody expressed confusion over the image formation
1.tistructions.
In the Ilrst three spelling-aided sound learning
experiMenta, chlldren werenot tauelt or.told how to benefit froM
/speLlings in remembering sounds. Ake experimenter simply showed,the
/ spellings during or after shepronounced the sounds. Nevertheless,
(
subjects. madefuse of the spellings to remember the sounds.
In the
phonetic Segmentation tasR, although no mention was made of letters,
some subjects appeared to form and consult alphabetic images as they
estiMated the nilmb4 of sounds in real and nolhense words. Very
'likely spellings were imagined beeause they helped subjects identify
the separate sound,segments which are otherwise difficult to detect
since th'e.sounds fold into each other and ire not discretely
\,
represented in speech (Liberman & Shankweiler, 107).
(7) In order to '
benefit from spellings_in remembering sounds, children must be able to
.
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degolg.those spe1l4ngs tcl ;ound;s aocurattly,-

In Experiment 2,
sucoessful sound learners were able'to sound out and blend most of the
trigrams in the CVC Sounding Out task (mean = 1,i correct oUt of 8)
whereas unsuccessful learners were not (meari*'m 3.2 correct).
(8) The
ability "to Us(' spellings in remembering sounds is centrally involved
in learn'Ing to read.
HesulNs of Experiments 1 and 2 indicate' that
thie capability emerges during the,first year of reading inst,ruction,
it I. highly correlated with beginning reading skills, and, t
distinguishes between mere and less advanced beginners!
Orthogrsphio mnemonic
pabilitits contribute to readinfkacquisition,
bY enabling readers t representL store, and retain the printed forms'
of words as orthographic imagesjn lexicial memory.
In Expertmeet 1,
scores on the spelling-aided sound learning task"were highly
correlated With measures of children's printed word repertoires,
significantly:higher than correlations between the'other PA t4sks and
thit measure. As the histograms in Figures 2-.1 and 2-2 show,
differences in the size of print lexicons between good and poor soAd
, learners at the firSt grade level were extreme and there were no
exceptions to this relationship.

Althoug the evidence collected is perhaps impressive, the claime.
of orthogra3hic amalgamation theory are still very tentative in'need
ffir further study.
For example, before Hypothesis 9 11 accepted, an
experiment'is heeded to show that orthographic memory-actually
participates in,the process of recognizing and reTembering printed
words.
Present findings are correlational and sofall short Of
demonstrating a causal relationship.

The orthographip mnemonic explanation for, the facilitat,ve effects
of spelling aids is the one, favored by presentlfindings..
other
explanat4ons were considered. One was that spellingi served .to
clarify the constituents of the acoustic stimulus," just as seeing a
strange name spelled often enables the'listener to distinguish the
separate sounds.being pronounced.-. Two facts make this interpretation
the_sounds taulbt in the PA tepdis were comprised of
blends of ,only three familiar phonemes, and they"-were pronounced
correctly and'easily by'all subjects. during.the learning trials.
Second, in Experiment 3, subjects did not benefit from non-vitual
typet of_sound=elaborative experiences such as hearing the letters
*
nilmod, or hearing the sounds segmented, ,or rehetrsing the sounds.. The'
mithe explanation considered was that spellings boosted perforianct
because they enhanced tubjeots4 awareness of the rellitionships between
tett stimuli and nontense responses! Without seeing trigrSMs spelle&
out nextjo letters oer)ring.as teWcues, subjects failed to recognize
thltAhe letters represented initial,sounds in the CVCs. This N
explanation wls 1-uled out by Experiments 3 and 4 where-stimulus cuess
were orbttrany number-1 rather than the'lnitial letters of CVCt.yet
iubjects stIll benefitted.from spellings in learning:the sounds.
Am
,.explaiined above, spelliOSP iMproved the,re?,ponse iesrniog phaie, not.
.the,associate'phase Of the learning tas4.
'
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Although reiults of the present st6dy do notprovide.any direct
evidence against the phonemic ,recoding view .of P'rinted*rd
prooessing, they do Oontrihmte negative evidence for,one atimumption
connected with this view, namely, that beginning readers poSsess an
effective'phonemic coding'sySom for storing and remembering sounds.
In the present study, ishildreh had.a hard time remembering sounds in
.the absenoe of letters:.'
Veral beginning readers could not learn the
four sounds,in 15 trials un:. -an OiroUmstanoeS, Shckotherb neiee
learned the sounds unless Airy wet: shown spellings.
In I previods
study, Ehri"(1976)4xaminerchi1d141.n's memori fol, real words in 4 PA
task where the stimuli were squiggles and the responses.'were five \
spoken words, a noun, adjective, past-tense verb, preposition, and,
tunction-word.:, (No-iPellings-were shown-.) "She-1'mM that prereaders
could--reSember.the 4baningfuI words easily but they had-Much.troOble
-,

.

.

..

learniniLthe latter three typeis (e.g.,. Words such as helped, cense,
from, andc7' uld, were) which ire essentially meaninglesS without
sentence co .,
exts
_,..-!-- Results or these two studies.suggest that in order
_to be mem'o ble, sounds must have meaning or must be symbolized by
letters.- therwise there is no coding system availablpjor preserving.
.the Souitds in, Meory..
.
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And findings'can be inCenerdted am bearing 60 an

is
ichltais been prominent in the literaftre on worct:processing.
The ssue is.,whether,eaders go directly frob print to' meaning'when
"they p ociess-.words-or whether readers translate print to sound and
then retrieve,meaning (Barron, 1978; Bradshaw, 1975).
Most-recently,

4

ri

.

Barron and'Biron (1977) pffer.same evidence that-sound playS,a,minimum
roleoeven among beginning readers *IS they process familiar brinted
'words:f.The theOrY Proposed here offers an" expianstion' how thisiight
be :Posiible.
The Proposal is that readers store orthographiccimages Or wOrds,Ahat the$e tmages are,amalgamated mith the words' other
'identities (i.e.,' phonological, syntactic, and Semantic), and that
these identities are storedand retrieVed as single" wiits in lexical
memOry; Readers are Ole to move directlY.froin Peint to meaning
because the visualpropertieS.ofa familiar iiord match the. refider's.
.Stored Ltsge, and.s180t. or thi$ triggers.retrleval of the entireunit,.
.with sounds and meanings beoomingapparent simultaneously. Note that
this%prOposal.does'not suggest that'sound.is absent from the
.

.

,

.

*

rerriOgnition prOoess, ,only:t -t it is not central forepognition once
the orthographic- formof t. 2-00 has been placed in lexical.memory.
Iresent.findings offersome. videnoelor -1 pert-of-t!lis view by.,
indicating-that orttiography does-haVe SnOiOni0 Value for beginning
'readert and thet.the:Obtlity..to.benefit from.orthography.iP. highly
ooriselated with the Size of.the reader's print vocabulary.
However,
the. bulk .of the evidence:has yet to be gathered.
.

Present findings are relsteCto another issue'. Although most
re4earohers
that children become sensitive-to Orthographic
laritiee e$ they learn .to read, there is some'disogreement over
when:this sensitivity develops. Some findings indicate that it begins
tO emir* ss eatly as the first year of'reading instruction. .Nilei

-

--9.

r .1,- ormet

14,r1r,

..
.fnd Taylcr (1977) presented children w
-triplets f 87,1etter"
paftdowords bearing zero-order, :won -order, .and fourth-order
approximations io English words, and they found that toward the end of
first *rade subjects were able to identify at beCter than chance which
word was more like a real-tnglish word. Other reseercherb place
development at a later point (Guttenta&& Haith, 1978; McCaughey,
Sohadler,11 Jio1a, 1977). Oibson.and Levin (1975)-cite several
studies in .which first graders did not perrprm better with
' pronounceable than with unpronounceable noheense words. Findings of
the present ptudy appear to side with the *learned earlier" posiiltion.
First graders wire observed to benefit from nonsehse word spellings in
remembering the nonsense sounds. Towever, the task was quite
Aifferent from those used in the other. studies. Very likely'
reeolutipn of this issue rests with..tha definition of orthographic..
Sensitivity and the tasks used to study it:. Whzq it means to be
4enst4ve to orthographic regularities is not clear and varies among
reseapchers.
Also$ some typee of tasks 'may be more,isensitive to
earlier forms of structural knowledge than xthers.

t,.

$everal iipeots of the beginning reader's knowledge of.printed
language were measure8 in- the present study. "One or another of 40,se
his beeq studied by other-researcherS, and evidence ham been offered
to.sUggebt its importance in learning.to read. Richek (1978) looked
at the relationship between various skills and kindergarteners'.
ability to learn,printed words. The geneeal fabtor predicting success
was the ability to name alphabet letters-. Speer and Lamb (1976) found
Ahat among more advancedsbeginners (i.e., end of the year first

a

graders),Je4er naMing speed was correlated with reading ability.
Libermen,and her oolleagues (Liberman, 19731' Liberman. & ShankwOler,
1977; Liberman, Shnnkweller, Llberian,-Fowlero-& Flscher,.1977) and
'Olio Fox and Routh (1975, 1976) haf6 found_that young Ohildren's
ability tO analyze spoken words into phoneme segments is oorrelated
with beginning reading Skill. Frqm the high intercorrelations
obtained among,these and other melsures Of reading capabilities in the
present studyt-it becomegriAefir that no singlw.6apability Oan be
.

regarded aft the key to reading acquisition. More likely, all Are -.-1n*O1ved. Guthrie (1973) refers to this s A system metdel ih *hit+
various components are acquired and function interdependently to
permit progress in learning to,read. He proVides evidence that the
difference between'goodand poor beginning readers 13 not that the
poor readers are deficient in a particular skill but"rather that.the
kills theyi)oseess beVe
been sOfficiently organized.into one 7
-systems ',The obeervation
bimodatdistribution oftirst graders in
4

the.preaent study supportsi Waystem mochq by'suggestingthat
progress ip limited iwthe absence of ouch integrationA.ut rapid once
`the various capabilities'are mastered and work:together. .In the
present paper, a particular mechanism is proPoSod in Which. all'of
theso.o*Pabilities partioipate. The meohanismt involveo.knowledge of
orthography .as a Mapping 'AystAM ror.sound and ***representatiorial
deviee-lbr Storing words:in lexioal memorY. Whether thiS or stme
other pechanAssi prOVes mostaccUrate as a 104Prtption-Of how.the
oapabilitins are Integrated, this approach illustrates'What_

,

w.
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researchers need to do, that is.to develop theory and research which
clarifies'the nature of the cognitive equipment involve$ ln learning
to read and how.each capability participates.
Although processes important for beginning reading are ttie focusof the present study, it is llot really clear how results translate
into instructional practice. Though findings indicate the importance
of several capabilities (i.e., the ability to form and retain
4rthOgrephic images in memiry, knowledge of orthography as a mapping
ystem for apeel, phonetic segmedtation), it As.not known how these
capabilities are acquired or how they might be taught so as to
facilitate learning to read. Answers to these questions cannot be
inferred from present findings but must tNemselves be explored
experimentally.
.

V
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One implication of present findings for reading readiness
instruction night be mentioned. The younger children in the present
study found it very difficult to learn meaningless sounds,
particularly when they were related arbitrarily to stimuli (i.e.,
squiggles).
This was despite the fact that sounds were simple and'r
there were only four to remember. Thusr teachers should not te
surprised to find that it takes youngsters a long time to learn the
names Of all 52 upper and lower case alphabet letters, particularly
when the children come to school knowing few ol these already. If
knowledge of alphabet letters is a prerequisite for learning to read%
as some evidence suggests (cf. Venegky, 1975), then it is particularrY
important for teachers to develop an effective instructidnal program
which takes account of the memory burden inherent in learning
meaningless sounds,and their assipiations with arbitrary printed
figures.
-
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-Chapter 3:
PvIliminartInvestigations of the
Nature of Orthqgraphio Imagesa

STUDIES

Comparison of Sikent'and Pronounced Letters,in Orthographic Memory.

In the sound learning experiments reported in Chapter 2,
the role
of orthography in Orinted word learningrwas.fndioated only indirectly
by correlational:data. Some otWer studies viere designed to.00llect
more direot evidence that beginning readers'storewords as orthographic images.
In the first study, a series of tasks was designed to
show.that children possess visual iMages of Teal, words which are
alphapetis and'inolude all_of "the letters in,a ward's spelling, not
just boundary letters.pr phonetically salient letters. Children were
first shown mo=rds to verify that they could read therh. Then they
were told to i
e the printed forms of each-word And to decide
whether it contained a particular/letter. Some of the letters were
oonstituents, sortie were not.
Some of the constituent letters mapped
single sounMs in the words and some were silent? After this, subjects
were surprised with a word memory task.
Reoall af eaeh word was
"prompbed with the letter given inithe judgment task. It was reatoned
that if beginning readers have-htored familiar words as
orthographic
then they should be'abAe to cansult these images.to ansver
questiona'about constitutent letters, and they-should have inforMation
about silent as well as pronounced constituents.. Furthermore, they
should be able to remember words prompted by constitutent letter's far
better than:words prompted-bk nonpreseht letters.
.

To verify these hypotheses, 20.second graders were tested individually.' A preparatory phase came first in which 15 high frequency.
Adjectives and verbs were Oresented.on cards for the children to

:identify. jf subjects were'unsuccessful, they were taught to read the
4ords by re-presenting the dards until all were eorrectly pronounced:
Most pf thewords proved already familiar to the .ehildren. The mean.
'nuMber oorreot on the first.presentation was 13.5 words out of,15.
Eleven children re4uired some training (i.e., a mean.of 1.6 additiorpl
trials)kto learn the words. :,After this,
minutes performing two,filler tasks which
identify a set of 84 printed words and te
wordp. The letter judgment task
Awonoun ecteaOhof the .15 words the child

the subjects spent 10-15
assessed their ability to
sound out and blend some
came next.. The experimenter
bad recognizedr or been:
taught 'earlier,. The. child Waold.to.form an image of the, w9rd's
'spelling ahd to indicate when he/she could see it.
Then the Oxperi,Monter presented a card printed with A lbwer dase letter and told the
subject to decide whether the word.beirtg'imagined contained that

!

aThia chapter-will appear as parikef an artic:le'for sCbook. It is
'-rkferreCto Inother..chapterzi as hri (in'pressa).
The-reference
-ia: 'thrit L.C.t Reading and spelling in beglnners:
The developmental orthographic bnages. 41R U. Frith (Ed.), Cogr4tive Processe4 in
LOndon, Eng: .A6ademic Press,.1980, in press:.
.
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letter.
Tfereht 1,etter4 were judged'for each word.
AMOhg the 15
Words judfwed, five words containedta letter.which.aapped-into a sound
In that.woH (i.e., n
kind,,o - brown, r
strong, i - sick, w.sweet), fiVe words containedA let er which was silent in the w r)
a,- dead, c - black, 1 g - brig tl e - come), an3 five
words did not contain'the letter at all (i.e., rI - drink, z - jwinp, y-,
fast, % - hard, p
short).' All of.ttfg oontaini letters were in
non-initial)oositions.
The experimenter presented the WOrds-for
Nidgment twice, each time in a different order.
Then she surprised
the subject with a recall task. Each letter was shown again and the
child wis told to rlrember the word he had imagined-for that letter.
,

.

.

,

Results foeNthe most part conflumed expectationt :On the letter
judgmeriktasit scoreswe close to perfect. Mean valmes are given in
Table 3-1.
Though errors were few,' the majority occurred with the
silent letters. Scores improved slightly on the second triaT.
Some.
children commented'that it was easier to

.

Insert Table 3-1 about here.

judge the second time around, and response latencies Appeared t .be
shorter.
With one exdeption (i.e., a child who missed five), n child
l'
ju ed more than two letters incorrectly
on the,second trial.
.

\

%

)

Informal observation of behaviors acco anying the image judgmenis
further confirmed that it was easy for child
to imagine the
spellings of familiar printed words. *They ha
o difficulty following
instructions. Amen aske* tq'report when thef had the image, all
complied% ibd no one claimed not to understa d what hi,she was
,isupposed to db.
Everyone Was able to form images for most of the
rwords, these images seemed to be formed readily, and the, letter_
lulgmeatS were immediate. A few words required more time. For these,
children Would close their eyes tbehtly or whisper'spialings to
5
themselves.
They appeared to be engaged In constructing rather ,than
simply retrieving an.image.- Whewasked about the presence of a letter
in these words, some Were observed to stretoWout the Word as they
spronounced it, either in order to find the letter or to confirm its
presence in the word. Onlythree childrew'reported lacking an linage,
and this occurred for only 1 or 2 words: As the children examined
their teages, some' were observed to roll their eyep-upwird and nod
their heads'.
If a'1Wer was not present, they seemed to respond
immediately, One child.olaiming "No way!" If.present, their "yes"
responses were,ejightly delayed as they appeared to be locating the
Aetter in the image 'before answering.
Eye movements and head nodding
often accompanied confirming responses. These ob ervations make it
hard to doub-that the children were tndeed work g with images of

r

',Words in!their heads:

t

'Recalling the wor0s was somewhat-more diificultthan'-imagining
spellings. Out of five words per letter oaergory (i.e., soynded
silent, absent)
the mean number of words
cIlled ranged between().5

Table.3-1

Mean Correot in Ole Letter Judgment and.
Incidental Recall.Tasks (Maximum per cell m
.1+

Letter Cue
'

.

Sounded

Silent

r

Ablent'S

Mean

Letter eudgment Task
Pirit trial

,4.85

4.30

4.80.

4:65

Se ond trtal

.4.95

4 35

4.80

4.70

1.708

2.55a

0.45a

1.57

0.40

1,73

Word'R pall Task
All Subjects

&Coots withiPerrect,
Letter Adgment

%

Soones (N 2 9)

1.90

2.90

nog,.

amm (32)

)

0.75, Tukey .pair-wise comparison value

E
t

t:

.05.,
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and 2.5 wordp (see Table 3.0). ffecaJl wOks vrry
poor for woPdh-. whOSe
ape ings did.not include the letter proMpt.
Out'crf 20 children, 1P.
failed to remember any of thiie five words.
In ponCrast, there ere
no children who failed to reoll at least one-'w5rd
prompted by a
constituent letter. These results indicate

,

that letters comprisys
relevant part of beginning,relders' memory for words.
siie

1

.

In this study,
ntiand pronounced letters were Rompared in
terms of their capacity to prompt recall.
This was done in arder to'
verify that orthographic images ather than phonetic
translations
underlie perfoemince.
It was reasonesi that if faMiliar Oillted words
are stOred as visual images, then all of the letters shoulebe
represented, regardless of whether.they map into
sound,A Thus, silent
letters should-be:as effective as sounded letters 1.n
peompting
recall. An alternative possibility is that when children-learn
words,
they translate letters into sounds and use sound to access word'
meanings.
Those letters which correspond to sounds become the
critical cues for identifying words,
and they are the letters which
.get represented .t lexical memory.
this is true, then sounded
.letters should serve as better retr
al cues than silent le ters.
.

4
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Analysis of petforMances in the recall .task 661closed
a
diTference, but it was the oppositeof any effect
expected.
As
.displayed in Table 3-1, ithe meah number*f words
retrieved by silent
letters was signficantly
greater than the mean number retrieved by
pronounced letters. When the recall performance
of'Only the best
sib4eots was condidered, that is, those,who performed
perfectly in
udging silent and pronounced
le.ters, the difference between silent
nd pronounced letter recall was /even larger .(see
Table 3-1).
Thi
fact that recall was.not poorer with silent letters is interpret0as
support for- the clatm that alphabetiè images
of Word spellinis lute (
represented in lexical memory.as visual forms whose
component)alters
itdo not have to map sound to be included and
remembered.
Vr'
/

WhY recall shodld.be s perior with silentiletters is puzzling.
Several possibilities o
.identifi d. it miy be that the.children
spent more time or eff et thinking,abo
the silenbletter words durinf
the letter judgment task since the presence of these letters
was
tharlder to detect. Or it may be that, unlike
prdnounced
letters
whi,ch
4:00nld be verified by gonsulting
the word's sound, silent-letter
prompts forced sutzjects to apcess And 'examine
an hsage of Ole word.
lince orthographic'images aptlear to be better
mnemoni-cs tp_sounds
ee above discussion), word recall was superior'when stibjects
oonsulted images,
Anotherlossibility 'is that silent-letter words
were moee memorable than pronounced-letter words.
Mil could have
happened'since a different' set of words waa used in each case.
A
fourth possibility is that pronounced letters may have prodUced more
intipsion errors than silent letters by'causing children
"to think of
lksther words containing,that"Uitter sound. Inpeotion of the errors
'91howeVeri2relkealed an equal Aumber of intrusions with
each letter tyPe,
thine dienountift this hyPothesis. A fifth possib4ity is
that the
effect reflects a real difference. Silent letters
may in faof be more
salient in the images Of familiar printed words. The presence or

:
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these-letters is not predicted by any sound in the word and.so theee
exists less redundan y for that letter slot in 'the image4
As a
result, these lett
may have received a dispr4ortionate amount of
attention during the l'earning phase when the wOrds were -ing.stored.
in lexical memory.

4

To check on some of these explanations, another'similarly desiged
exPeriment was performed.
Thiltime, a set of 10 words thought to be
familiar to seoond graders was selected, and the same words were
presented for)etter judgment to two different groups of children, one
group given PronOunced letters to judge, the other given silent
letters.
Since the same.words were given to both groups, we elimi-,
ngted__.the possibility
_
that recall differences might result from.
differences in our word ohoices. In order to make subjects in the two
oupa comparable in reading skill, we,used their scores on a printed
w rd reading task td form matchipd pairs. Members were randomly
assigned to the pronounced and Ailent letter judgment groups. As in
the previous experiment, an incidental letter judgment task was
Afollowed by a surprise letter-prompted recall task. The same sequence
f of tasks and tpsk prooedures were usee.
The new set of words plus the
silent and pronounced letter prompts are listed in Table 3-2.
Initially, the experiment.was conducted with second graders.
.

.

.

.

.

.1

Insert Table 3-2 about here.

Howevvr, several of the subjects were not sufficiently familiar with
the words and so their judgment and recall, performances were too poor
to consider. Additional pairs were.recruited from the third grade to
yield a total of 19.pairs, 13 third graders and 6 second graders.
Analysis of performances revealed that these children were already
familiar with most of the 10,target words and ao did not require much
training. ,The mean number oorreotly read on the first wOrd recognition trial was 8.1 words for second graders, .9.8 word6 for third
graders. 'In the letter judgment task, all secOhd graders and.5
Of third graders,went through the task twice while eight pairs of
.third gradera performed the judgments' just once.
As
the previous
experiment, childrenijudged the letters almost.perfectly, with a'mean
of 9.8 correct for prcnourieed letters, and a mean of 9.4 correct for
iilent letters.
In the reciali task, the Aeon number.of "words prompted by anent
letters was slain superior, 6.6 words, aS contrasted to 4.9 words
prompted by pFonounced litters. A matched pair t-test confirmed that
this difference was significant (.2 < :05). These' findings replicate
the pattern found in t'he previous experiment.
To further Verify the suPericirity cif silent letters as necall
prompts, t4e, number of subjects remaling each word.successfully with
each letter prompt was Calculated.
These values aee-Teported in Table
3-2, Comparison of silent and pronounced letter repall for individual
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Table 3-2

List of Words and Letter Prompts Employed.

t,-

`^3

and Number of SuSjects Recalltpg Each WOrd
V

Silentf,

Words

Letter

Subjects
'(Max=19)

Pronounced
Letter

SubjectS
(Max=19Y
.

...,

school

h

14

,ili

c

17

t

\\5.

Differ,elz
-3

,

straw

w

10

wide

e-

laugh

u

7

listen

t

14

-,

4.

15

1

9

a

5

. 5
/

6

t

friend

1

dead

a

9

V

,t

.

young

-

o

3

s

ii

^

2

:10 C

n
e

10

2

u

9

.4

12

6

13

1

_

(397b

\

b

.

18

m

14

f

I

.

brigfit

g

Mean

12.64e

9.4

..

-4/

t

-v-
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words revealed that the pattern fsvcrAng silent.letters held
tor 8 (AA
of 10 words.
Thus, results app ar to generalize across words as well
as a6ross mubjects.,

As in,the previbui study,
-1,ms not the case that'pronounced
letters'elicitd mare word i trusions., Inspection of the number of
errors in which suejects mat hed the wrong woram to letters revealed
about the same number occurring for pronounced and silent letters.
Thus, greater response interference does not account fer the poorer
recall occurring with pronoueed letters.

Another explanapon for the effect waS suggested by Uta Frith
_(.P_ersonaLs:!.uni*tion). In analyzing the locations of letter cues
inthe words.in Table 3-2, she notided that-silent letters occurred in
later positions than pronounced letters in 8 out of,10 cases. The
exceptions were "frend" and "young.."... It may be clat subjects scanned
more of the orthographic image in locating silent letters than in
locating pronounced letters, And that.words whose images were more
completely processed were better tmembered. This explanation would
attribute recall, differences not t pny special role of silent letters
in images but rather to processing differences resulting from the
choice of early or late letters. -This possibility merits further'
investigation.. If found tobe true, it'wo41,4 clarffy how orthographic
images operate in this tpsk, and it would suggest that silent and
pronouncedietters have equal status in these images.
1

Results of another study u5ing.0 different task-to compare memorYi
for silent and pronounced 1etter5_i0ovided support for the-equal
status hypothesis. Included as pai,tof a 1,arger experiment (Ehri &
RobertAt 1979) was a spelling task which required first graders to
detect misspellings in 18 words thought to be in their Hading
vocabularies. In each misspelling, one non-initial letter had beem
deleted.
For nine wordd, the omitted letter was silentl for nine
words, a phonetic segment fordthe missing letter could be found-in the
word's sound. The child's task Nas'to detect And correct the misflings.
It was reasoned that if the importance. orletters in words
1
determined by whOther they map.S9unds; and if word spellings are
enerated or remembered in terms of soMnd-salient letters, then
missing'silent lettersrOdUld not be as ea$ily identified as sounded
letters.
However, if-orthographic images of words are stored in
memory;_then.silent letter :omissidns'should be as 6bV1ou3 as ..sounded
letter .0Mi5sions.
OoMparison of_the mean numbigiof mitispellings
detected and corrected revealed eluivalent mes4- for the tWo sets of 9
words:. -X s 6.0 for silent letterS, 6.1 for pronibunced letters,
mitched-pair t-tests statistic t 4:1. A tally of performances with
the More easily detected misspellings illubtrates what errors were
obvious. Mos,f'chlldren (i.e., between 25 and 36 out of 37 subjects)
,detected letter omissions in the folloWing words.: for PronoUnced
letter$4 ITO'f- WORE, *qr. VER4 for silent letterM, OM, TREE,
.1419P, na, TELL.7 Morelthan half of the children deteated the,
.folioWing errors: for pronounced lettelibliFIND, MILE, AFTER FISH,
for silent /letterst,HOUSE, WALK.
.
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are some sources of concern.about Mese data. pore of the
silent elan prnouced letters were Iodated at word ends hich tend to_
7'be a more salle t position.
Also, different words comp
ad..the two'
sets, oening u the possibility that the sets wqre no eully '
familiar to
..jects.
Regardless of these shortcoming
the fact that
beginning
aders detected a d oorreoted tmajority o the.silent
letter
sions indioates
t the visua forms of these words-aihd
not stmAy the pronounced le terd-were known. These results are
consistent with,the hypothdsis tbat silent and pronounced letters are
equally prominent in the visual images of words stored in memory.

MemorWor Visual Forms'of Pseudowords.If 1t is true that Jhen children learn to read words, these words
are stored as orthographic images, then one would expect beginning
.readers to be abie to eead off their images and to produce correct or
approximately correct spellings for familiar printed words/ Acquiring
the ability to spell words should develop hand in'hand with learning
to read words, even under circumstances where no opportunity is
provt4ged for spelling praQtice. Some preliminary studies were
oondualedLto see just how closely related reading and spelling
capabilities might be.
One experiment was designed to find out how ao6urately second
graders would be able 0 spell made-up words they had been taughtlto
'head 00t had never& written. Eight nonsense word sou s were
invented. For each word, two alternative spellings ere,oreated, the
spellings were printed on drawings of animals, and hese were
described to the childreh as names of the animals. Each ohild was
shown only one of the two sOellings for each plot re. First, subjects
practiced reading the eight names until they cou d perform p)2r.fectly
with the pictures present, then Without the pictures.
Aso4 they
practiped reoa ling the names of the pictures.
Following a,delayof
3,4 minutes durJIng which they. completed,some math prollleMs, they wre ehowh.tha pict,k1res and asked-to write oUt each name. .rOf interest Was
whether origjiai spellings would be recalled or whether children would
create.their own phorietio versions. 'It yes reasoned that if, when
sUbjects learned to read the words, they'spontaneousIy atored ortho.graphic forms as visual iiiiages, then their spellings\Should resemble
/the original fOrms. If, however, whed.they learned the-words, they,
re0Oded the print to speech and-Itored the sounds,in memorY, their
pellings ihoUld be phoneti4o and mot terribly faithful to the original
0
orte, particlarly if it was irregular.
.

J

.

The words used are listed ih Table 3-3. For each Word, one oc/the
.sPellings wastthought to be' more conventional than the.other,
Each of
.read four of the more conventional
t-

.

'Insert Table 3-3 about her4.
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Table 3-,3

List of Nonsanse Names and Hisspellingh

Original
pellinga
1
'

.

Wheople
Weepel
.t.

Nb. of
Errors

I
4

MitSpellings*

,

n,

...

41

.

wheapie (3), whopore,,whepalle, weeple
weeple (2), weeplt wipol

6
4

Bistion
Pischun

4

Crantz
Craps

4

Chirp
Gurp

4
1

ghrip (2), grirp, girp
grup

Juild
Jilled

2

jOtled, jtld

Prost
Prote

2
0

Lutter

1

Ludder.

1

luter
lutter

Knopped
Nopt

1

knoped

0

bistoin, bishtin,--bshistun, bitson
,

4

cant2, oranttz, crants, orand
crane

1

Tota4

Usoqun, biStohin, bischen, buchden

.

..

poat (2)
7

s

35
4
,

(Mix.)

-

-(l12)

Parentheses ingdicat8that more than One child proddced this
misspelling.
t

Aft

,

and four or the leas Conventional spellings.
The names were pronounced identically for both spellings. In.cases where different
pronounciatiody might be yossible, the one used two, the one suggeetted
by the first mdre devtantfspelling listed in Table 313.
_

'
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I
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ReSults revealrd that children were ,quite accurate in their
spellings!
69% of the productions were Perfect. dirTheir errors
listed in Table 3-3.
Fewer ot the deviant spellfligs were recalled,
correctly than the Phonetic versions: 59% versus80*. This suggests
a greater tendency to forget more irregular forma.
rhspection of the
misspellings revealed that phonetic factors did pla Y a role in
distorliag recall of original spellings though they
d not account
for al misspellings.leut of 35 errors, 60% could be bonsj"-i-ed
phonetically acceptabre maps while 40% .faildd.to represene'sounds in
/ the pseudowbrds aCcurately. Further inspeolpn of the particular
letters retained in misspell4gs rel/ealed ent subjects did dot'
completely abandon original.spellings in favor of a straightforward
phonetic version.
This is apparent from the. act that subjects ten4ed
to preserve a salient letter pattern from the riginal form, and thesp
patterns were produced only by subjects who Md seen that version of
the spell ng.
They never occurrerkith the other version. Whereas
every mi4jpelling of WHEOPLE began with WH, every misspelling of
WEEPEL be an with WE. Every misspeqling 'Of BISTION contained ST
whereas .every Misspelling of BISCHUN had CH.
CH waa not prnuced at
all in the'former case.
Every misspelling of CHIRP had an I and two
included the H. as well,-whereas these letters never occurred with
GURP. .From these findings, it can be concluded thit both visual and,
phonotio facXors participate-in the storage and productiOn of word
spellings with neither 40minating to the exclusion of the other. This
-is consistent .,4dth amalgamation.theory,suggesting that_the twoSources
of informatiOh work together in setting up orthographic iliages in
memory.

A,

A

'
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One other study was conducted to explore subjects' visual meitry
for letWs in pseudowOrds. SOMe better first grade readers were
Selected' and taught to read 16 tri-Syllaqc nonsense words such as
PETRAVAMP,- WOSTENLUST, NULLIHLE, TERMOLENT, MUSTURAL1 pronounced with
primary stress off.the first syllable.
The second syllable of each
word waa prodounced with an unstressed schwa which theoretically can
be spelled with any of the five vowelb. In the spellings° created tor
theses14;-words, the achwa sound was represented by each of.the:Vowele
litters in 'one orlinother word (14e., each'vdwel'odourred 4.ttmes
except 'the litter (),which appeared 5 times):,'Of interest.was howadcurately children might be able to rememb'er these letters. It was
rims ned.that if 4cund.alone determines Which.letters get stored, then
acc racy should bepoor. However, if visual properties of words are
st red., then these.letters might be remembered better than chance.:
A

0 16 WOr(Wwere taught on a mernoy drum using a etUdy-teSt
During the' study trial, the child.pronounced each word
tiorreOly. 'During the test, he or she had 3 seconds to recognIze'and
say each word. Four training trlals)were given to 19 children yto had
demonstated that they could read Single-syllable nonsense wotda

.p.roce ure.

r

,
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easily (i.eiftwords such as rin, olus, grak, keb).
After eabh subj9ct
completed the four training trials, his memory for speflings was
tested.
For eaoh word, he was shown a card with all but\the Sohwa
letter pOinted.
Iniplace of the schwa, there was a hole'behind wtiAch
was a i1i3ing row of vowels.
Each of the vowels could be positioned
in the hole to fill.lh the slot.
The child was told to ilek the
letter whicemade the word look right.

t1

.

_ Though subjects learned to real:I man'y of the words, Most did n(4,
remember the schwa letters.very well.
The mean number Of nonsense
words read correctly during the fourth te'st trial was.10.5 (maximum =
16 wor0).
The mean number of schwa letters correctly identified on
the spelling teat was 6.1. By/chance, gne would expect about half
this many, or 3.2,1etters to be correct if childrgn w(Ire selecting
randomly from the set of 5 vowel.s.
Howeven, not alliophoices mpy have
been random.
A few,-words-were oorrect much more often than the others
(i.e., 12 or morb dut of 19 children were correct on PIMMICAN,
SALSIFY,
WEXELBAN, LIMMERPOP, whereas 9 or fewer children were correct,
on the other-words).
Th-us, same ef the letters may hatve been easy ta
pess based on knowledge of orthographic patterns. When the four easy
---words were excluded, there were only 4 subjects out of 19 who per-.
formed above a chanee level, recognizing between It and 9.out of 12
letters correctly.
These results süggest glattivisual memory for
SpItllings was relatiVely weak in this exPeeimedt, perhaps not sueprfkihgly since the words were long and thereyere/several to remember.

,

)4,

The study was designed to pssess subjects' visual memory for
However, oper'letters which-did not map into distinctive sounds.
vation of the children's learning strategies revealed that: this was in
Wien required to
one sense a false characterization of'the task.
learn multisyllabio forms, seme children were observed to adbpt a
printed word learning strategy which created relevant runde for the
During learniing trials, as children were pronouncing,
schwa letters.
the printed words, they mdmetimes separated the forms into component
syllables.
In doing so, they transformed unstressed into stre500
syllables, and schwa letters.were givenappropriate pound vlpes.
For
example, when SALSIFY was brokenc, into syllables and pronounOied slowly,
/sa/ was pronounoed /si/. ThiA str*tegy is noteworthy because it
reve ls one way that word learners migtit improve their memory for
lett rs mapping into nondistinctivg sounds, and it may explain how
some o
hechildren in the present *tuft were able to remember.,
spellings fo e. schWa sounds.
By prOn0Unc1ng each syllable separately
with stress, they created relevant phonetic slots for the letters to ,
f'1U in memory.
,

.

.
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These observations illustrate how visual and phonetic properti'es
of words might woek together to slit up and retain more acqurate
orthographic images in memory. Arbuch, they are consistent with. the
WIMPLE pseudoword learning'study whose.res ts poi..nted to an ihteractive view II" the fprooess.
One conclusio W1141might be drawn from
these two atudies,is that when both the vi ual and the phonological .
identities of woe a are.being established In the lexicon and when the
load on. memory 1.45.11treased beydnd its capacity, thphono1ogioa1

.6
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represevtation is implanted first andlhe visual representatiow to
assimilated to this'fOrm.
Thiawould,c.account for the superior recall
cif phonetic spellings in E)cperiment 1 and also the greater suCcess of
subjectS in remembering visual characteristics of. words In the first
than the second experiment.
This possibflity awaits further investi

4

gation.
-

DISCUSSION
\.,

5.

nature d'Orthographic Images.
.Results of the studie., rearted here all contribute to the claim.
that orthographic images of words exist.and that bhey are-acquired by
beginners as they learn to regd. Orthographic images are thought to
arise from visual experiendes w4h words. They are not_ special
constructions of the mind made out of something not actually seen.
Evidence for a purely visual component in word memory oomes from the
work of McClelland (1976, 1977), Kirsner (1973), and Hintzman and
Summers (1973). These studies show that visual properties of words
(i.e., whetter. the 'print seen is in lower case, upper case, miked
case, or seript letters) are stored in memory independent of their
phonemic properties.,

,Rayner.and PoSnandky (1978)"and Posnansky and Rayner (1977) have
.conducted some tachistoscopic word.processing studies..with children:
and adults, and-their evidence afso suPports a visual, word storage
view.
They found that.subjeetb. who:were shbwn drawings,Of common
oblecta or animals printbd with mord or nonworcrAfiliuli.were able to
-name the pjotures faster When"correct labels were Tr4nted on ihe
piotures and also when nonword Were printed which preserVed manc, rof
thealphabetic visual features of the correct labels
horse hcnre) though facilitation was not as great as with 'Correctlispelled
labels.
, A vOy differedt.type of evidence for the existence of orthoThey
induced a "tip of the'tongueo state in which adult sub3ects felt a
particular word in mind' but were unable to identify the word's
pronunciation. Brown "?,nd Mcnei1.1 found ttlat _subjects in this state
were oftenekble to identify,many of the letters'in the word (i.e.,
initial letters,Werp guessed correctly 57% of the tipe). 1,Sometimes
letter identificitions peompted ret4evil of the lore* pronunciation. The fact that. letter .informatlon was aVallable despite the
absence of phonological information Suggebts that-visOhl forms of
words constitute a separate mresentatiokin'lexical memoey. The
fact'Ithat letter linformation was gonnecteT with semantic information
in the absence of Pronunciations suggeststhat the Ford's-phbnolggical
form is:not.ari Assential Mediatorpf $Aikl#Otio tlforMation.khen. a link
between:Orbit ind meaning htim been established in memory.
'graphic images cornea. feolp a study by Brown'and MeN01.11-(1966).

.

c.,

Research reported in this chapter indicates.that orthograOhios
Images larovide 'beginning readers withrairIy.compfete knowledgp Of the
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pri.KtietormS or words. Silent as well as Pronounced letters in
non-initial positions are-firmly entrenched In the representationS.
It is interesting to note that In the p1ctur4:-word facilitation study
y Posnansky,and Rayner (1977), the-only type oPhprinted label whioh
facilitated picture-naming among-their youngest readers (first,
graders). was th odrrectly spelled form of,the word, not the,forms
which resembled the shape or boundary letters or the-correct label'
(i.e., apple vs. aggte vs. azzme).
In cOntrist,- Older readers did
display ,some facilitation with botindary letters and shape odes.
This
finding for beginning readers appears to honflict with results of some
previous, studies 'uggesting that beginning readers process and
remember words Ir4term s of boundary letters (Marchbanks & Levin, 1965;
.Mason
Woods:1°0k,- 1973i Rayriers& Hage1berW9,75-; -Timko, 1970;
Williams, Blumberg, & Williams, 1970).
In these studiffs*, a Alayed
recognition task was employed. Subjects were shown-a single sequence
of letters ('e:g.; "cue). and then Were shown a card with several
aPternative letter sequences resembting the original form (e.g., cwg,
awg, ou4,.0qn, .jun, jqg). They iiere told to selebt the one most like 4
the original. Since the correct form was never included oh the card,
subjects were pre.yented from displaying accurate memory for visual
it'is not Oltiar fron these latter studies that'beginning
readers' memory is limited only to boundary'lettera.

-One rather surprieing result obtained in the present'studies
indicated that silent letters may be momsalient than pronounced
letters In children's memory for mords.
A similar result with d
proofreading tssk was found ty.Frith (1978) and hence.thip finding
cannot beOsmissed Rs a.task specifigeartifactl even thoUgh.it is

;

AiffillUlt.to explain.

One reasonyhy some silent letters maY be remembei'edeasily
that learners recognize them as an instance of a general lexical
patterdkcharacterizing a number of printed words they,have-already,
acqUired as orthographic images (i.e., long vowel,Silent E pattern;
short' vo011-double consonant patterns; member of a family of words__.
such as light, night, br741,)t, fight). ThOugh'the letters themselves
do not-map.into single Sounds, in coMbination Withother letters.,
their xelationship to sound is recognized as reguler amd predictable
(Venezky, 1970).
Thus, they are epSily remembered as an integral part
of word spellings,
'Another explanetion for- silent.letter memory is that the process
'of stering visual wordforma May.be semi-autonoMous in pie sense that'.
Only Soie of.the-letters need.to be rOoted:in Sound in'order-for the.
entire word to enter memory.
A few novel letters may be easy to learn
when embedded in a-familiar or predibtable oontext. As the visual
forma of words are seen repeAtedly0heir shape and.length are stored
.ind these oharaptertatics-create viSual Spaces'in memOry for.letters
,

to fill.

A third possibility isoth. children ilho.arklearning newpard
fOrMs adjust their rein-Asen
on or the so nds in 'words so a'A toAake
,scooUnt of an matiy 1etterS as sible in wo
pe1lIn. This
process was-suggestedoin the tri yllablic t1Mq where
were
-
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observed to convert unstresaed to atre ssed s
ablA so S to oreate
appr6priate vowel sounds for the letters.
Al o, Blumberg and Block
(1975) note this s4rategy in the behavior of theie spelling learners
who tended to segment graphem&3 into separate syllable units and to
,pronounce words as they were spelled rather than spoken even though
they could read the words correctly (e.g., "discipline" prondunoed
/dis/-/ki/-/ plin/).
In learning to read words like "FebruarY" and'
"often," learners might eVan modify the words' pronounciation in their
to l_egitimize.the silent lOtterm.
EL

lik

Functions of Orthographic Imafes
1.

Reading and Spelling

p.

From previous as well as preseht research, it is apparent that
orthographic images are not mere epiphenomena but perform Several
important cogitive functions. Their main functi704 to insure
correct identificatiot and production of printed
s.
They thus
provide a cloae link between reading and spelling skills. In place of
sound-letter'principles which are uti,lized to gendFate unknown
spellings, visual iimageS can be consula4 when the words are familiar
printed toms, In the WHEOPLE study, children's spellings resembled
the particular orthographic forms they had learned to read. The
poasession pf alphi:Igtic images insures that silent letters are
included in: spell
and also that the correct orthographic pattern
isielected when a Amber bf options are available (e.g., pair, bear,
dare, prayer, ere, err).
In the case 01* homonym, orthographic images
which have been amalgaMated to Word meanings enabledreadera and
writers to distinguish wrhich spelling gqe§ with w ich meaning.(el A
Pcoberts, 1979; Mackworth & Mackworth, 1974; Mack rth, 1975).
2.

Verbal Memory

- The contribution of orthographic 'Maw to verbal memory is
ind1cate(64t the lOund learnineatudies of hri apd Wilce (1979).
Alpov'Sale$ Haber and Cole (19 ) found t
dults' short-term
,memorj; faf4.,siI words d1p1ay1nvowe1 vari tiorl (i.e., hick, hepk,
hack, took, hoak, hawk) was better when the words were, seen than when,
they were heard.
The-114monic.trivantage provided by'letters may be
twofold.
They may offer a more memorable code than sourid for preserving'unfamiliar words in memory.
They may serve to clarify which
phonemes are being pconounced if there is any uncertainty.

The mechanism by which spellings may clarify phonemes is that they
provide a means of:conceptualizing and symbolizing woOds as sequences
of.separate-sound segments.
This function wasApparent in.the
performances of begi ing re*ders observed in a.phonetic segmentation
tsisk.(Ehri te-Wil4e, 1 79). .First graders listened to various wOrds
nd nOnwords,(e.g., re
grass, 154, kest), estimated how many
each
phonetic tegMen
ontained, then identified the sepaeate
segmentby pro Onci
and marking each with a poker chip.
To aid
their analySes, sev 41- children Spontaneously created or thought of
.

7

.

rN word spellings ind used these to estimate the number of' segments.
+4(
This strategy waS verbalized,when.children recognized they had
'overestimated the segments due to the presence of silent letters In
their hsages.
Not only "boat" with a silent k but also two nohsense
words (/an/and/sot) which subjects imagined aS havidg silent E's at
,the end were Misjudged. The-reason why children might find letters.
helpful J.6 that in speech, phonemes do not exist aa separate mitt, but
ratthar f9ld into each other, with properties of One-often determined
by the properties of adjacent sounds (Liberman & Shankweller, 1977;
Liberman,'Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler, & Fischer, 1977). By
operating with concrete symbolS,for the sounds, it is easier'to think
of, them as.independent units.
This conceptualization is very likely
essential in learning orthography as a speech mapping system.

.

'

Proriunciation

Another function of orthographic images, one not commonly.recog-l
-nized, is Suggested by Kerek (1976Y who shows that orthography can
influence the pronunciation of words. Kerek Troposes,that when people
learn how spoken words are spelled, and when,spellings are not iconic
with sounds (as is the case with many words in English), there is
pressure to change pronunciations to enhamee the iconic relationishlp
betNeen )letter-and. sound (e.g., "victuals," previously pronounced'
"vittelr"). 00course, the pressure works its effects slowly over
time
of individuals due-to the resistance offered by
oral tradit ons with words. Kerek refers to this as the iconi
principle of " ne graphic form - one phonetic form" CgA 326).
Spellings may erve to block vowel reductions so tflat71etters m ping
.unstressed sch a sounds become pronounced (i.e., registrarloment r
thorough, proc isses, bases, juvenile, gentiine).
Words ttich are
common in speech than in print are farticulaely susceptiblie to
change. For ex mile,. H is not pronounced in commonly spoken words
such ts "ho0" nd- "honest" but is pronounced in words suh as
"humble" and !_h age." Geographical names are pronounced more like
spellings,by ou siders Ulan by natives, 88 in Oregon pronounced with
unstressed schwa by locat folk.

.

.

.

'

,
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Pressure to change pronunciations may.arise when newtoi-thographic
images are being formed for words whose spoken forms are less familiar and whose ;pellings.suggest an addalonal or alternative phoneme,
,.
Some evidence for the iconic tendency was.detected above in the
spelling studies Where.-children were observeeto-dlt.Rtort pronunciations so as to create relevant,aunds*for leVers\-in'words they
r%,
were.learning to read. Because,tetters are concrete units with.
distinct ilentitie6 in 'contrast to sounds, they may very well dominate

ire they,hbome established as
../

64
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It ls pOssible that the promI
'of forming orthographic images is
Instructive for beginning readers who speak a nonstInda0,,d8lect of
in,which phonemep in words are deleted. As letter symbols for
sounds are established in lexical memory, these speakers may learn to
include the missing sounds in thelr word pronunciations. Such changes
in speech would be expected It leirning to'read.entails a process of''
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amalgamating letters to phonological segments.
Some evidence fcr this
possibility is available. Desberg, Elliott, & Marsh (in press)
examined the relationship among reading% spelling, and math achieYe-i
'-itnient scores and dialect'radtcalism in a group of Black elementary
school children.
Those who had better command of standard English
forms were better readers and spellers than children who did not.
In
contrast, achievement'in math was not related to dialect. This
suggests that dialect speakrs may very'well acqtfire knowledge of
standard English wof-d pronunciations primarily by learging to read and
to spell words.
1

Development of Orthographic Images.

'

.Although.pe evidence Is convincing that childre9 acquire orthographic lmaget Or words as they learn to read, it is not so clear how
this capability develops. ACcording to amalgamatioh theory, not one
but several subskills are inVolved and need to be acquired. The high
correlations observed 4etween various basic reading skills and scores
on the spelling-aided sound learning task (Ehri & Wilce, 1979)
indicate,this. *Some of the relevant subskills confirmed 'by others as
being important predictors or correlates of beginning reading are:
familiarity with alphabet letters and knowledge of their names (Bond &
Dykstra, 1967; .Richek; 1977; Speer & Lamb, 1976); knobaedge of the
system for deriving souklds from letter sequences (duthrie & Siefert,
1977; Mason, 1976; Speer & Lamb, 1976; Venezky & Johnson, 1973);
phonemic segmentation (Fox & Routh, 1975, 1976; Liberman, 1973;
Liberman & Shankweiler, 1977; Wberman et al., 1977).
A
One type of experience which may contribute to the acquisition of
orthographic.Amage-Arming skill fs practice at Anventing spellings.
Such experience might promote the acquisition of children's knowledge
of orth9graphy as-a speech-maPPing sy6tem
This is suggested by
ChomskY:(1971, 1977) and Read (1971, 1973) who studied the spelliggs
of pre-schoolers lacking much experience with the orthographic
conventions of English. These children were observed to adopt a
system for generating their spelltngs. The letters used to represent
sounds were lulte consistent and predictable though phonetic distinctions gOverning their choices were not always those used by an adult.
In selecting letters, not Aoustic segments but rather'articulatory
features were monitored.
That-ts, the.child path attention to what
his mouth was doing during Word pronunciations and he,abstracted froin
dimensions of this sort in choosing hiSjetters. The letters chosen
were ones whose names shared some featurewith the sound deteeted in
1A, Word (e.g., DOT, GRL, YL '(while)1 WAN (train)).:-:As.,the inventor
became more familiar with standard spellfngs, his choices of letters
fo map sounds became more conventional, and morphemic patterns rather
than single letter-sound mappings were adopted (i.e., past tense sound
/t/ spelled first am WALKT shifted to the letter D and became WALKD,.
Aead, 1971).
Such inventiVe spelling -eXperiences might very well help beginning
readers acquire some of the component capabilities needed to begin
storing orthograthic images of words, t.e., capabilities such is

.
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memory fortletter Shape, knowledgi:4of letters as symbols for sounds,
segmentation of words Into phonemes. One possible advantage of'
introduoing readers tn
regularities of orthographic speechAnapping
by having them invent spellings is that they may acquire.knowledge of
a yery flexible system which can be used to generate and,justify many
alternative word apelling patterns .(Ehri, 1979).
This may prove
particularly valuable.in learning to read English, a language which
requires the beginner to store and remember conventional spelling's
-which are systematic but highly variant in mapping speech (Venezky,
1970).

Spelling experiences may also enable learners to form more'
accurate Or cOmplete orthographic *ages, over and above that achieved
by learning to read words accurately. Blumberg
!PlAkook (1975) found
that third through sixth graders who were taughf Jto spell words by
,-writing them before viewing them learned the complete forms taster
than childrem who saw and then wrote the words.
Blumberg ang. Block
speculate that Ihe-former method was more effective because it
induced
.learners to-analyze word spellings more thoroughly, particularly the parts whiCh deviated from phonetic expectations. In another study
with fifth-sixth graders, Thompson and Block (1975) found that
practice in distinguishing the correct spellings of difficult words
was Kess effective than practice in writing the words.
,

.

In Summary, this'chapter haS reviewed and dischsed several
dr stu4es-yie1ding evidence for the operation of orthographic images as
they' underlie printed word lea ning and create a clOse relationship
between
read4ng and spelling S Ills. Flndirws indicate that ortho./
graphic imageS can be scanned like real words seen in print, that they
include all of the lettens in a word's spelling, not just boundary
letters or letters mapping into sounds, that silent letters may hae a
special statufa in these images. Findings suggest that the presence of
orthogrhic images in memory increases the likelihood that the
spellings produced by readers resemble single conventional forms
rather-than phonetto variants.
In the acquisition of orthOgraphic
Images, sound mayAtovide an esSential base such that learners are led
to create phonological segments for unpronounced letters and
unstresse&vowels in order that the letters symbolizibg these sounds
may be implanted qnd retained in the Image.
Besides their central
role in reading and spelling, orthographic images were shown to have
important cognitive fUnctions facilitating verbal memory and affecting
the prontinciation of words.
The ability to form orthogr phi() images
as symbols for pounds was found to'emergeduring the fir&t two years
of reading instruction and was among the capabilities diatingbishing
beginning-readers who had acquired large rgibertoires of printed words
from tt)ose who had not.
Though promising And provocatir, the claims
and findings arising from word identity amafiamation theory as well as
their implications for reading anespelling instrubtion ore preliminary in need of further investilation.
,
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Chapter 4:

The Influence of Orthography on Readers'

Conceptualization of Sound Segments in Words'

One iasue receiving attention in a number of reading acquisition
studies is the role of phonemic and syllabic awareness in learning to
read words printed in alphabetic orthography. Reeulte of Several
studies have indicated that awareness of sound segments in words is a
prerequisite or et least a facilitator of printed word learning (Ehrt,
1979; Fox A Eouth, 1975, 1976; Golinkoff, 1978; Liberman, 1973;Liberman, Shenkweiler, Liberman, Fowler, 4 Fiaoher, 1977; Rosner,
1974).
The present study was intended to show that enhanced phonemic
and syllabic awarenesa is also a consequence of learning to read
wordi.
This study was conceived,as a means of gaining additional
evidence for a theory of printed'kord,learning, referred to as word
identity amalgamation theory, in whAch sound structure awareness is
regarded-as central to the prooesq of storing the orthographic
representations of words An lexicil memory (Ehrl, 1978, in Oess-C in
press-b, Ehri & Wilce, 1979; Iptri,and Roberts, 1979). To understand
the role of sound awareness and"the rationale`for this study, a'brief
summary of the theory-is presented.
.

According to amalgamation theory, the major task racing beginning
readers is learning how.to incorporate printed language into their
eXiating knowledge of apoken languilge. Tn English, the primary,uhit
of printed language is the,word, stl.it is at'a4exioal level that the
most important learning takes place. The lexioon is VieWed ae
consisting of abstract vibrd units having several different identAlas:, phonologioat identities (how words soUnd and are.articulated);
syntaOtio-identities (grammatical roles in iseritences); and semantic
identities (meanings). In.the coui-ee of learning to read,. another
identity is added to the lexicon:
an Orthographib image of the word.The term emalgamation_rerei7s to prooesses by which the OrthograPhic
identity is Oombintd with the other identities to-form a efngle
integrated unit in lexioal memory.
Orthographic forme.get amalgamated
with phonological identities when letters are procesmed as symbols for
sords. Orthogrs hio identities become amalgamated with syntactic and
Aeantlo identitie , when printed words are read.and. given meaningful
interpretations in entence contexts. AA a result of.these exper- ...
lances; Orthognephic images are eatablished'in lexical memOrY.As
symbora for meanings as wall as sounds.

..
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The focus of the present study.was upon the print-eound amalgama.ttbnproceps:
According to the theory, orthograOhic images are stored
not es rotely Memorized 'visual figures but as sequences of letters
bearing:01YisteMatio relationehips tolacOVIstic eind/or)rticulatory,
segmInts.already ptored'in lexical memories tbe 40d's phonological
idelitity.
The irstYfew times a printed word la seen,.its oomponent
letters either singly or in combination are recognized and processed

as symbols for -component mounds within that word, the letters are
glued onto the word's mound structure in memory, an orthographic image
is formed, and it becomes a visual symbol for the word. To the extent'
qat Individual letters within a word are grounded in sound, a clear
otthographic representation is formed which oan be used for reading
printed words accurately and rapialy and also for producing correct
spellings.

I1

v.

Our previous studies exploring the adequacy of this theory led us
to the present study.
In one series of experiments (Ehrl & Milce,
1979), we gave a nonsense-soundslearning task to beginnipg'readers and
found that memory for the sounds was boosted when relevant letters
symbolizing those sounds were provided as mnemonics.
We also found
that the ability to profit from letters in remembering sounds was
lighly correlated with the size of beginning readers' repertoire of
printed words, suggesting thai this letter storage process may
underlie memory for the'printed forms of words. In studying the
characteristics of orthographic images (Ehri, in'press-a, in press-b),
we found that silent letters as well as pronounced' letters were
retained and represented in memory.
The present study.grew'out
some' silent or nondistinctively
for by print-sound amalgamation
reasoned that when people learn

of an interest in whetber memory for
pronounced letters might be accounted
processes.
eased on our theory,- we
the printed forma of wordmYthis.
experience may cause them to think differently pout these wOry than
people who have not learned the-printed forms. 'Specifically, as ).
people engage in studying letters in a word's spelling, processing the
letters al pound symbols, .ahd forming letter-sound amalgams, they may
acquire. a.new conceptualization of the word's.sound structur*,"'
particularly if.the spelling includes- letters5 simbolizirtg
or different Sounds ttlan are,apparent or typically included in'
pronunalatiOns: For exaMple, learning orthograPhic forms of the words
"match" Ipronounced "mach") and "interesting" (pronounced.
"intresting") may cause readers to re-conceptualize the sound
structures of these words to include the extra phoneme "t" and the
extra syllable "er,." respectively.
If amalgamation' theory is Correct,
if letters ars.retained in memory by being processed as pound symbols,
then-acquisition of spellings containing such extra letters should'
alter the reader's view of the word's sound structure.
:

/

.

Two experiments were conducted to gather evidence; for this
possibility.
In the first experiment, fourth graders segMented'words
which had potential extra sounds into syllables or phonemes.
Thi4 was
in order to assess their conceptualizations of the sound structures of
these words. Then they spelled the words
This was to determine
whether they,were aware of the extra letters ln the words')
orthographic.T2rms. Target words,chOseh for their syllabic structure
all contained Mara syllables I.r their5 pellings (1.e.1, camera,
general). Target words choSenAor their hoflemjo PrOperles had extA
letters cOrresPOnding to Potential .artibulatCry:SegMents
Oalch,
balge, comb), and these were matehedt0.11nOther Pet Of Word6 haying
parallel pronunciations.eut leaking these extra letters (e.g., muoh,
page, home).
,

.
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Based, on amalgamation theory, two predictions were formulated.
In the syllable segmentatton task, it was expected that whether or not 1'
an extra syllable was detected would depend upon whether the child had
leat-ned the word's orthographic forM.
In.the phonemic segmentation
task, it was expected that, among children who knew the spellings of
words,.extra segments would be.detected in words whose orthographic
identities included letters symbolizing those segments but omitted ip
words lacking these letter symbols.

Experiment 1
Subjects.
The subjects were 24 fourth graders, 11.ma1el, 13
femkles, mean age 9_years 7 months, all enrolled in a middle class '
.

eleffientary 5choo,1 i-n\Northern California.

Materials.
Words whose spellings contained one more syllable
than their typicfil pronunciations were selected to study the effect of
print on 'syllabic awareness.
The following list of target.words was
employed: different (pronounced "diffrept"), comfortable
("comfterhp1"), decimal ("desmal"), several ("sevral"), interesting
("intrestine), general (igenral"), temperature ("tempature",.,or

"tempertyW), valuable (valyable"), camera ("camra"), miserable
("misrable" or "miserble"), family ("famly").

Wbrds selected to study the effect of print upon phoneMe
awareness are listed in Tible 4-1 along with a set of dpntrol words
selected becaOse'th'eir OrOhunclatiops were parallel to the target
opcfla xet their ,apellings laciked the extrajetters,suggesting an
.

Vflditional,phoneme.
!

I

Insert Table 4-1 about here
re

Filler words were mixed in with the target words in the segmentation tasks to obscure the presence of any pattern and to prevent the
formation of a response set. Fillers in the syllable task were:
balloon, alligator, dictionary, chimney, everybody, flowers.
Fillers
phoneMlo task were: up, soft, all, milk, skunk, glad, on, must.

N.

Procedures. , Children were tested individually on tWo occasions.
In the first session; they segMented words syllabibally and theh
In the second session, they segmented words
spelled these words.
phonemically and then spelled them.

In the syllable segmentation tadk, children were first taught how
to break worls apart into syllables with four eXamples (teilevision,
*teacher, biolble. telephone). Segmentation,entailed positioning chips
in a row, one for each syllable as children pronounced it separately.
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Table 4-1
r."

List of Extra-Getter. and Control Word Paira, Fr%lueney that Extra
4

Phonemes 1,)ere,Detected (Phonemic Segmentation Task) and

Frequency of Correct Word Spellings
(Maximum = 24 subjects Per word)

Word Pairs

Phoneme Detection

Spellings

-1

Extra-

Extra-

Control

14P1W

Extra-

Letter

Control

Letter

1

19

24

0

214

24

211

20

Control

,

catch
_

much

15

new
_

do

18
...

can zou
awn
_

menu
r

old

19

0

.12-

0

el
A

.. 19-

comb
_

.home

6

0

20

badge

Page

13

0

17

pitch

rich

13

.3..

12

13.5

empty
Means

;

.

24
211

,

24

.

,

18

.211.

-

13

Im =MP

0.6

19.3

23.11

I.
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Then they segmented 11 target words mixed with with 6 filler words,
all containing 2-4 syliablel. Defore segmenting, children
heard the
word'pronounced by the experiraenter, once in isolation, once in a
meaningful sentence, and they repeated it.
At the end of the tank,
subjects wrote out the target words.
The experimenter avoided
pronouncing the words slowly and deliberately so that the extra
sy/lables would not be obvious in her speech.
.

In the phonemiC segmentation task, subjects practicy analyzing
the following sounds correctly into phonemic'segments:
a, as, has;
ip, sip, stip, strlp; oy, boy, boyk; en, end, rend, frend.
After this
training exercise, they were given 23 woi-ds (2-5 phoneme,s in length)
to segment.
Subjects heard each word in a sentence, repeated the
word, then positioned chips in a row as they vocalized each segment.
The experimenter asked whether they could find any more sounds until
the syloject said "No." After the segmentation task, subjects wrote
out tt% target words.

Results

To assess whether children's conceptualization-ot the syllabic
structure of words was related to their knowledge of word spellings,
response contingencies were counted.
Results are reported in Table
4-2.
A chi square test of independence was significant, with chi
square = 45.27 p < .01, -indicating

Insert Tahle 1I-2 about here.

that segmentation responses were not independent of spelling knowledge.
As expected, children were more apt to include extra syllables
in their segmentations if they were familiar with the spellings of the
words:
If they did not,know the spellings, ihen they were.not likely
to regard th0 sy,llables as present in the spoken forms.
To verlfy.the.pattern for eict).of the 11 w9rds, the proportion of_
detected'ip the sekmentatico tisk was calculated
sepsTatoly for.porreot.SpellingS. and tor incorrect ikelainga of the
words.
These results are'PreSehted in Table 4-3. It ih appaHmt that
soie.of the wordS sere 50461.1ed correctly by very few subjects, hence
differences in percentageifor theise words should be viewed more.
cautiously.
Even with this limitation in mind, it is still striking
that for all words but one ("several"); a greater proportion of
syllables was"%stected for words
6l1ed correctly than incorrectly.
tio

Insert Table 4-3 about here.'
kn.
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Table 4-2

Number or Remponses aa a Function of Whether Extra
Syllables Were Detected or Omitted in the Segmentation Taak
and Whether Spellings Were Written Correctly or Incorrectlya

Spelling
Unknown

Known
.

Detected

Syllable

7

Total

.

61

39

100

33

131

164

170

264

.

Omitted

J.;.

Total

94

v/
aResponses summed over 24 subjecta, each given 11 words
to segment

.1

le

.

1.

,
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Table 4-3

Proportion of Extra.Syllables Detected in the Segmentation task

When WordsWere Spelled Correctly andlncorrectly
,

1
,I

Proportion or Syllables
Extra-'

Detected For

Syllable
Words

.

differefft
_

V

Correct

Incorrect

Spellings*

Spellings*

57% (Y4)

Difference,

20% (10)

37%

comfortable
_

100%

(7)

340 (17)

65%

deoimal

100%

(1)

39% (23).

61%

several

38%

c.8)

44% (16)

-6%

interesting
,-

92% (13)

(11)

47%

general
_

57%

,

temperature

vSluable
camera

.L4-

35% (17)

(7)-

100$

0% (22)

50%

0% (20)

50% (12)

miserable
,

family

Mean

100%

4

25% (12)

(3)

21.2

.100%
,

50%

25%

5% (21).

95%

0%

56%

..-

56% 12Z)
80% (6.5)

(1)

25% (15.4)

*Number of spellings givenA.n parentheses (max m 24)
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To aSsest the influence of orthography in the phonemio segmentation task,-the number of ttlies an extra sound was detected in the
segmentations ofstarget words was counted.and compared across pairs.
As evident in Table 4-1, sounds were discovered frequently in words
whose spellings Included a letter for that'sound but were almook.never
,
detected in words whose propunciations wsre parallel but, whose
spellings lacked the letter,
r
.,..:

,

,

11.

1

Children were able to spell most of the phoneme target words.
However, there were some misspellings.
To determine whether subjects
were leas apt to deteo t. an extra segment if they did not know that the
extra letter.was pres6ht in the wqrl's spelling, the number of theme,caaes was co nted: There tere 31 misspellings in which the extra
letter tras om tted.
In 77$ of these, the extra sound was also not
detected in the segmentation task.
(If l'emp)y"Nis excluded from this
analysls,-the percentage jumph to 90%.) This,suggeits that it ie when
ohildren aoquire orthbgrase-71.3 symbols that they become aware of
additional phdnemes in the pronunciations of words.

J.

.

From Table 4-1, it
to persuade subjeots of
word.
For example, the
regarded as symbolizing

is clear that not all letters were equally-apt,
the existenoe of an additional sounq in the
letter B at theaend of."comb" was ndt often
a sound even though it was spelled accurately.
.

It was evident from subjects' comments in the phoneme task that
spellings were influencing their segmen4tion5. SoTe remarked about
their uncertainty whether you could, really hear the Brin comb Cr the T,
in. pitch.
However, .it,was not the oase that spellings were the sole
bails for segmentations. Only a couple subjects allocated ctips-fOr
silent E and-for C and H separately. 'Most children ignored -u1y
silent letters and they created only one sound in seblenting words
spelled with oonsonant digraphs euoh as CH.
.11

Pisoussion
0
.

,

These results supR2rted predictions that subjects! conceptualizations of the ayllebi" and phdnemic segments in"words wOuld be
influenced by their kndwledge of the orthographic forms of the words.
However, some limitations of the date need to,be mentioned. The index
used in the case of.syllables (Tables 4-.2 & 4-1) wasthe total number
of reAponses summed over subjects.
Sinceothii violates one assumption
of the ChiTsquare test (i.e., independence among observations), its
results are merely.puggestive.
Also, target words used in the.
syllable task were more difficult to spell and there were many more
incorrect spellings than in the phoneme task.
Thus, subjeots who knew
how to spell few words contributed little to differential performance
patterns.
It may be.that the relationship between orthogrephio
knowledge ahd syllable conceptualizations holds'mainly tor betters
spellers. This poSsiiiility is suggested by other findings (Frith,
1978; 1979) and needs'further study.
4-8
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deatred, finbIngS of Experiment 1
0 Although a camial inference W/ls
,
demonstrated Qnly bhat a cbrre1ation exists b.etWeen OrthograPhic
knowledge of-words and.conceptualization of their iound.structure.
,.
The phoneme words explored in Experiment 1-were learned outside the
laboratory, and so it ie-not clear that subjects' sound structure
conceptualtzations were 4cqu1red from.readlng the words rather bhan
from some other experienCe,
Also, the experimental and.control
,
'phoneme words were similar but not identièal-in pronunciation.- 'A
Iecond experilpent was conducted'tó ahoy that phoneme.conctptualatiohs arise specifically dUt-of reading experiences with Worda and
that; ,for'identically iwonounced words, the way readers conceptualize
their sound structure dependKu_rn whichtsounds they see symbolized in.
_i
theeWOrdstirellipsis.
.
,
.
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An

Experiment 2

SQ

Subjects. Middle class, Northern California fourth graders were
selected, 10-thales, 14 females, mean age1.16 months.
-

'Materlals.

4

Five nonsense Worftioeach win two.spellings were
created as .pamee,for pictures, of animals (i.e 'elephant, duck, cow,
,snake, pig)t 'One spekling included an.ex°tra"fetter Which corree6Orided,
to a potential sound in yle word.
The othei
pe1ing 149.W-this.
extra letter.* Pronunciations were identical for4Alr. members, The
Pairs (extra letEtrs underlinedYwere
.banu; drowl
dr011""
simpty - simty; ta4ge -.taj; -zt.tch
t.

S.

-Procedures. -Subjects were mat ed on thevbasis of -sPflilar
Pritnted word reading scOres on a li t or 84'Words taken fr9m Q11,1fee--fi

Calfee's (1977) Anteraqi'vejleading.AsseSement
Ohe.meMber of
each pair learned the set'of names spelled with the .extra letter, the
other member rearmed this, cdntrol set.
Children'weire tested:indivtdually. %On one day, they-were,given 'the word recognition test. On
subsequentday, they completed..three tasks ordered aa,follcwd:
word
learning, phonemic segmentation,:spelling.
r"

.

In the word,learning task, children 'practiced readihg the-five
names printed alongside pictures of aniMala for a minimum of three
,trials'or till they perform4d.perfectly..-. Then the
re
shoWn the -P
names aloneland asked to recall irhe-associAteran
to a oftterion,
of one perfect tJ4a1.
Then'they-were shoWn the *dm .pletures and
0
tried tO recall theriames for p minimuffi-of three triiisfor one perfect..

trial.

In the phonemic segmentaiion 1ta5k, firit the experialentWr
demonstrated phoneiig.segmentation with' an eXample and had children
Pra.c.tice on' ple fd11Owing sounds to'a criterion of 'one perfect
degmettaiion!, ig,'as, .basv
stindY.
Children repeated
eadh aound;.then diVided-it into .segments WIining, up donnters to'.
iderktify OaCh.phoneme asitheY Pronounced it.
Then.thex.were hemipded
of the.animil4; shown each picturelbiit not the Pribk and 'asked to. '
seglient its home whioh
pronounced.by.the experimenter.
.

..:

'

)
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After this,their memory for the orthographic forms of the naMes
Was checked by having them write* put the spelling?.

.#

Results:
Before results of the pho emic segmentation task, are preoented,
it fe necessary to'consider the adequaoy of subjects' preparation fPr.
this 'tisk.
To'verify that,pairs of experimental and control subjects
were equivalent ifletheit w.rd reading ability, -a matched-pair 1!.-test
was conducted on their printed word lecognition *scores onNthe Oelfee
test. .The mean number of-correctly Oead words was 64.2 for the.
eltea-letter-groUp, -611-A-for'he Control group, 1.(1l) ='0.221
> .05.

I.

Nevertheless, the extramletter sLilpjeots tdok significant.ly fewer,
trials-tharithe control sub.jects in
rning to read the animal aames
to a criterion of,one perfect,trial
= 2:3 trials vs. 3.5 tria1e,
1.(11) .= 2.88, p < :05.
In order to a000 t for.this differepce, the
types oferrors made hy the two groups in pronouncingthe words during
the learning trials were coMpared.
For-t ree words, the presence or
extra letteri-appeared!to!reduce the freqUeOcy of Mispronunciations.Children'who learned to-::read 1.p,anu" oMitted"the /y/ sound:l4 times in

t heir pronunciations, whereasthis Omission occurred Only-four times
with "banyu." The CH sound-in' "zich" was erroneouslt pronounced /k/:
/0/,four times whilm this error never ooctirred with "zitch.". With
"laj," plisPronuncTions of the vowel occurred seven times'ang /j/ two,
times,'whereis:onl three'vowelettrors oceurred with "tadge," a form
in which DOJurie114;on5 ap.a,marker to ehortenthpreoeding voWel,
aboarding.to Venezkt (1970)."4 These,reWts s
est that ext6 letters
in Word spellings may reduoe the time needed to earn:prtnted words,
either because they help learners decode the words more accurately
and(or because 'they,improve learner:O. memories for correct
.

pronunciations.' .0ne exception to this generalizatortlidi,d 000ur)&sfunction. Thepresence of'an eltra W in "droirl" (a:rfiyme of "bawl") prompted more
qwel mlopronunoiatione..1 (1,04 rhymee.of.stowel" and.rftiplIv) thein-

Isndioatinq that' extra -letter6 may .pot always SerVe
.

.

,

v4drol"
s.

_7 vs. 2 errors).-

-

Despite some initiat decoding inapouricies, all subjects in .both
grbupe 'were ilble to reach criterionfin learning the,nonsense names.

That.thby. had storejhe word's in memoç wefrapp entrron
perOpmenoca on4he spelling'tapk- Where.
W meanrn bers spelled
porreotlY.(Maximusi
5)- were 'high:and
4.21bt the.
:.extra-letter groppr- 4.5-for:the. oontrol'grou0,V11)...v
>
Among the spellings-produped, :tte extra letter was incladed4n 89% of'
the extra7letter subjects .productions -ind,,waS. omitted in 93% of the
oontrol sub4ett5O'spellingte4Thee:dat 'oonfi;M fhat.most-ot the
.

orthogrephio4*Om. were euooesefully etored in%Memory-ancl gyetlable
fOr.ustrin -the ..egmentatfon task. 4

,

.

y

,...

i
Of priMary interest'were the phonemic segmentations or': 0
extra-letteriiand oOntroLsubjects. A101ts Offektd unanimous support
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tor the hypothesis.
Extra letters were distinguished as separate
Oloneric aegMenta almost exclusively by subjects who learned these
spelItngs.
Whereas all'of the eitraletter subjects included between 2
Ind 5 extra-letter iaands in theirNsegmentations, only.two out of 12
control subjects found any extra sounds, and only,one apiece. A
match'ed-pair t-test was highly significant, t(11) 7: 7.83, 2 < =01.
The mean numbers..of segment& deteqed by the two groups were 2.9 for/
extra letter subjects, 0.2 for control subjects (maximum t 5
,7
segments).
These findings indicate-that'the visual forms of words
acquired,from reading experienced serve to shape learners'
conceptualitations of the phoneme segments in those words.

Inspection of segmentatione evealed tat some words were more
apt to provoke extra-rletter segments than others.
The proportion of
subjects out of 12 Who detected
bxtra segment in each of the
following words was:
tadge (83%),`zitch (83%), sinty (58%), bang.
(33%), drowl (33%). These proportion# differ somewhat from thdise'
.observed in Experiment 1 with parallel word forms (i.e., tiadge
54%.
pitch 54%, emRty 50%, can you 79%, own 50%). Two differedces between
the exper1ments might agpount for some of the variation. Subjects in
Experiment I were less accurate in their,spellingl than subjects in
Experiment 2.
Alsq, they had not been exposed to the spellings just
prior to the segmentation task. Although individual spellings and
individual subjects may introduce variability into the process,
nevertheless pr.gent data make it clear that the process does operate.
.

,

Discussion
.

i

Hypothesel received clearcut suppbrt in stAle two exlerimentW.
Readers' conceRtuettrations of the sound structure of words did appear
to be influenced by their long/ledge of word spellings; .When given the
task of segmenting words into-syllables, children were more apt to,
detect extra syllables if they.knew that the words''-spealings Ocluded
letters symbolizing these extra sounds. In segmenting by ronemes,
,Whether children.detectld'anextra segment dePended upon w etherspellings of the wordeicontained extra letters s bolizing thist
phonemes.
The influende of 6 lltngs on phonethic egmentatlon was
evident with_toth real word's le rned-outside the laboratory and
nonsense word* taught to subject in E.
iment 21

\

,

,

The importance of syllabic ma Wonological awareneslias.a
,prerequisite in learning,to read words has bee.; reoognizeny aqyeral
researche'rs (Ehri, 1979; Fox & Routh, 1075, 1978; Gleitman & Rdzint
1973, 1977; Goldstein, 1976; Golinkoffd 1978; Liberman, 1973;
W.berman, Shankweiler,'Liberpan, Fowler,* & Fischer, 1977; Rosner,
l974;Rozin & Gleitman, 1977).
The present study extends thesf
findiriks by showinfithat syllabic and Phonemic awareness is.also a
consequence of printed-word learnifng., According.to amalgamation

theorytherelatiqgggip is best chaaoterizelNali a two-4y
,

interactive process. Readert need to be able to analyze xords into
_sounds so as to recognizel what segments,there'are tolike Symbolized in
print, Cort,espondingly, when they look at the printed forms of words,

.

i

.

\

,,

they need to be able to justify the presence of letters by finding
sounds th the Wbrd for thtin to symboliZe.
Their skill in doinethis
the eYtent of their general knOwledge of orthOgraphic'
speech apping patterns (i.e., knowing which letters can be silent,
which combine with others to syptplize4sound, etc.). 'It also depends
upon their ability to analyze and pos6lb1y modify the word's sound
structure to take account of unexpectsd letters. This reciprodal
processing of letteneound relationships is thought to be necessary in
order for lett rs to enterAtemory and form orthographic images whilak
are grounded'in ound. Present findings contribute support tetIlise
picture of prin ed word learning by indicating that orthography.does
leave its mark on the radr s conceptualizatton of the sound
structure of words, very pos ibly it) the way portrayed by the theory.
/

Of course, word learning proce'sses explored in the present ptudy
do not explain how all letters get4tored in lexical memory.
Clearly
there are limitations pe the extent'that pronunciations of words oat
be conceptualized to'include a sound for every letter.
In the present
study, letters haying potentihl cortlela.toes in sound mere examined.
Truly silent letters represent-anothen/ofass of letters which are very
likely remembered in other ways, possibly by recognizing\their
functional Nee as markers affecting4the sounds oflOother letters
E's, double consonants) ('Venezky, 1970),, or as part of a
letter cluster which as a wholvymbolizes.a typical SICTI6d or blend of
sounds (i.e., ghost, talk, light, ,00ugh, ache, debt, amateur, autuin,
guess, honest, know, sign), or as a purely visual figure occupying
space in the orthographic, image hut lacking any root in sound (i.e.,
business, island, castle, dahlia, hemmorhage,.Wednesdaye awkward,
answer, Lincoln). Fastors lpfluenbing memory for letters which are
not grounded in a single sound might be bow frequently the Wbrds tiave
been seen, and whether the reader has seen enough different lexical
instances to.induce the..spelling pattern as a general visual form or
as a letter cluster mapping speech.
These processes await study.
ft

0

Other researchers haVe'ident,if,ted changes effected by orthography
on,readers' awareness of sounds in words. Studies of Preschoolers'
invented spellings (Read, 1971, 1973) reveal that children may
olassifyocounds in unconventional ways until they learn, more about
standard letter-sound relationships and word spellings. For example,
prereaders may treat the affrication at the beginnings of words such
as "train" and "chair" as the same single sound (spelled with arl H),
whereas first graders who have learned about conventional print regard
the initial aound in "train" is more like *teddy" than like "chair,"
and they analyze 7tr" as two rather)han one sound. Other shifts
gcourring in the conceptbalizatieroY sotinds which may be provoked by
mmperience with print are:
aveolar flaps perceived by the prereader
as D ("dirty" spelled DENY) shifting to-1; preconsonantal nasals
which may nOt be distinguished as separate sound segments ("sink"
.....fspelled SIC) prior 'to contact with conventional spellings; verb
inflections percei<red phonetically at the outaet (WALKT) but shifting
to a morphophonemic basis ,(WALKD) with print experience.
Liberman,
Liberman, MattinglY, and Shankweiler (1980) deseribs data of a
different sort indicating that'learning to read stimulates phono:
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te an unpublished stiotky Moraim, Cary,
ich the phonological segmentation
capabilities ofvatched groups.of literate and illiterate adults in
Portugal were compared. 'Whereaa th4*1iterates passed the test, the
illiterates did nOt.' tt may be that conceptualization of words as
comprised af.phoheme segments requires knowing about letters as sound

::logical development.
They
Alegria,'ahd. Bertelson in

symbols aniciliaving.aUch viaual,-.modelm available in memory.

.ReuttS ot the preaents eudY auggest that acquisition of
spellings may alter the way readera perceive those words as being
pronounced, particularly
there is a discrepancy between the
This possibility carries
spellings and their typict
pronunciations.
some interesting imOlicati na regarding the fmpact cereading
N acquisition on.language lea'tn4mg. It is comMbnly beiPeved that Black
English (BE) speaking children learn Standard English (8E) word
.pronunciationg by listening to SE speallgra.
However, an equallyThis
important exOrience may be learning to read and spell words.
may be one of the primary ways that BE speaking children leprn wnich
consonants are missing from the endings of words in their speeQh
('i.e., morphological eadinga auch as past tense, plurals, final /1/,
/t/, /d/, /r/).(Labov, 1967). Wheh they learn to process letters as
sound symbols and to store printed words in memor;y, the need to
justify extra letters may cause them to reconceptualize the sound
structure to include these letters.
This process may be facilitated
by the presence'of SE modelgrtoreinforce these print,based
pronunciations.
Some correlational evidence in,qupPort of this possibility/is
offered by Desberg, Elliott, 'and Mirs.i?,-(1980) who:examined the

relationahip among reading, spel ing, and math achievement scores and
Afalect,radica ism in a.group o Black elementary school children.
Those who a4 settVr comman
f E forms were better readers and
In contrast, achievement in math was-Th
spellers than hose who did n
Though this evidence falls short'of
n
"related to.dialect.
al relationship, it does sugmt that dialect
ndicating'a c
pronunciations by learning
speakers may acqu e knowledge of SE wo
A
to read and spell w rds. More evidenc is needed on this possibility.

444

The impact of p int'upon pronunciations may not be limited to
It mpr-be that the process of 16arning
nonstandard dialect Ipeakers.
to read and.spell yords teaches all, readers a new literary English
dialect reflecting the visible phonology and:syntax Aharacterizing
printed4forms.- Wrcipronunciations such as those entailing extra
sxllables in the present study may be examples of forms unique to this
The.possibili6r that learning to read itquips the speaker
with such a dialect explains a curious phentgenon, described by
Goodman arid Buck (1973) who listened to several proficient BE speaking
dhildren read A texq aloud and then retell the storyIrom memory.
Whereas the readerseshowed no dialept miscues in.the Nading tasioy
they displayed muph dialect.leirolyeMent'during heir retelling
may be able to read /
The reason why speak
immediately'afterwards.
text without their spoken dialedts is that pr nt activates its'own set
of-pronunciations, those which were created when e words-spellingt
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were formed in memory And amalgamated to sounds. Though intriguing,
this extension of present findihgs, is speculative and in need of
further study.

IS idea that word spellings provide an alternative, psychologically compfaling model for sound and that they compete with
pronunciations in speeoh when the two differ has been proposed by
Kerek (1976). However the consequence he suggests Is not that the two
co-exist but rather that pronunoiations mapped in print may drive out
and re4ace spoken forms. He proposes the iconic principle of "one
graphic form - one phonetic form" (p. 3261. According to this
principle, when orthography is diScrepantwith speech, there is
pressure to change pronunciations sb as to maximize the iconic.
relationship. Kerek cites several examples of historical shifts in
pronunciation which conform to orthographic Patterns, for example
"victuals" which used to be pronounced "vittels." Althougti Kerek may
be right about orthography creating pressure, whether or not s llings
take over in speech will very likely depend upon whether compe ing
spoken forms have a strong oral tradition and also whether th ,57
comkflOty of speakers tends to be literate'or illiterate.
)

In sum, this discussion makes it apparent that study of the
impact.of orthographSr and learning to read upon speech production as
well as linguistic and metalinguistic development oefers many
intereating possibilities for futur4e research.

te
4.
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Chapter 5:

Eff414t1 9f Ime Training on Printed
Word Learning in Children

The purpose of this study was to compare the benefits of two types
of practioe on what children learn aboutPrinted words. The practice
procedures were designed to teat whether the kinds of learning,
experiences regarded as central by word Identity amalgamation theory
plight indeed prove more beneficial in learning tO pronounce and to
spell words.
According to Ehri's theory, the process of learning to
read and tp spell words entails storing,the printed forms as visual
letter-anigya.ed images In lexical memory.
Letters are thought to
enter memory not in a rote fashion but rather by being recogniZed as
symbols for sound segments detected in the Word's pronunciation,
The
study reported here was intended to detel-mine Whether'explicit
instruction and practice in the formation and storage pf orthokraphic
images might enhance children's ability.to read and spell those words.
Recent studies (Paivio, 1969, 1971; Shepard, 1978; Kosslyn 45.
Pomerantz, 1977) have-provided clear evidence th4t mos.4.people have
the capability of forming mental images which ttey claim to "see"
inside their heads.. Although using pictures or objectsrather than
printed words as stimuli, this research has indicated that.images may
be effectively utilized as mnemonic devices for retrieving items from
memory.
Such findings seem to hold particularfy firm for items which
are predominantly visual in their original form.,\

While upørting evidence for orithographic images is relatively
recent, th
eneral concept hai beeMla pert of reading theory.for some
time.
1p an early study on the relationship'between reading and
spelling, Kottmeyer (1952) noted that children taught to read by the
-"look-say" method of instruction were Able to accurately wO.te out
wordsliphich they had learned to reed but hed not practiced spelling.A..:
He reNhoned that the children had Aemehow formed cliental Images of the
words While they were reading ihd Mit this visualization was later
called upon for reference when it-became, necessary to produce spellings.for the words. Maokworth and Mackworth (1974) have pptulated
that differences in score's between good and poor readers Oh a task of
,spelling judgment are due to better readers' skill in using a clear
'internal image of the.word as a "match" for the test words. AMore
'recently, Simon and. Simon (1973) and Simon 0.976) have' attempePd to
explain the Spelling prqductiOn potivities of children in terms of.
specifio.visual images which are said to provide varying degrees or
information needed to write words. According to Simon (1976), these
images may be complete or incomplete depending upon previous exper6
ience in reading and writing the worda. In Addition, complete motor
representations may also be present in:memory for wordi which ha e
.

been-written ilienY

The above oonjectUres conaerning visual word images have arisef
primarily in _the context ofstudies on spelling and have not been
assigned a role in any theory of reading. No attempt has been made t

determine the stage..at which visual images emerge as useful tools for
Nor have.afforts been directed toward noting the
young readers.
relatk&ship, tr any, between visual Images and overall reading
ability.
These questions have been considered by Ehni who has
postulated that orthographic images are the major source of information for rapid word recognition as 14e1l as col-rect spelling production.
Her first attempts to provide evidence for this theory sought ,
to verify that beginning readers possessed the ability to form
orthographic images functioning as mnemonic devices for word storage.
These studies also sought to determine the point at which imaging
ability became operp9t,
Findings (Ehri & Wilce, 1979) indicated that
childrens' memory for'CVC_nonsense sounds was improved when they were
shown letters symbolizing those sounds during study trialsw Ehri
interprets results as indicating that orthographic images play a
'central role.- She argues that spellings were used by children to form
orthographic tmages which were ehen stor:ed in memory and recalled
during the test phase. Whereas only some first graders were able to
benefit from letters in learning sounds; most second graders found the
spellings useful. This suggest that the abilit,t to utirize orthography as a mnemonic device emerges somewhei,e bebten the first and
second year of Pekiding instruction:
-

In order to confirm the hypothesis that the children were actually
forming orthographic images and subsequently retrieving them froi
memory, an additional experiment was mndertaken in whic specific
instructions to imagine spellings was gived to one exp4Hmental
grapp,
The children in th;p condition listened to a CVC pseuddword
spelled orally and.were in tructed t m e an image bf it in their
heads.
Codgrbl/subjects m Tely probounc d the words twice. It WaS.
.reasoned that if spellings facilitate reoall be9ause theylprovide'
orthogtphic islasee to be stored in memory, th¢ii performance should-be
This
better hen t;he children are told to imagine the spellings.
Oredlction was confirmed.
.

.

Further studies in image recall and spelling production haVe
provided additional evidence that children acquire images of the
orthographic properties of familiar words, images which include silent
letters and irregularitiea in spelling-(Ehri & Wiles, 1979; Ehri &
Roberts, 1979).
4

Tile,present Atudy was designed to investigate the role which
sOecific instruotion might play in fostering the formation of orthographic tmages in beginning (Sec*Ond grade) readers, particularly
readers of average and low ability, and to examtne which aspects of
word knowledge might benefit from'this fmitruction.

Second graders (spring semester) -were,-seleeted as subjects.
Resblts of several pretests were used to form matched pairs and\to
hi-au.rage,
diStinguish three reader ability leVels
No types of training procedures were devised, one in which subjects
praotio1 imagining the spellings of,printed words, another in which
s
jects erely looked at spellings,but never cOnsulted their memories
inform tion about the words. Pair members were assigned
f
4

1
randomly, one\o the experimental (image training) group, one to the
control group.
Prior to the word training sessions, all subjecta were
taught to pronounce and identify the meaninga of ten printed nonsense
words.
Nonlense words were chosen because it was impossible to locate
appropriate real words unknown to all subjects. In teaching the
dhildren to recognize the wordp, an attempt was made to approximate
the lexical conditiOn which a child might normally encounter in adding
a novel word tO his vocabulary.
All of the words were taught as nouns
labeling unusual pictured objects or creatures (i.e., a scarthop was a
'plant which grew tools instead of flowers.)

;

.

During the training ,essions, experimental children.practiced
forming and consulting orthographicgimages of,the words. Control
subjects perf rmed similar operations but always with the printed
forma in fuj,,t view.
Three word learning tasks each requiring a
different ype of letter analyais were designed to dire's:It aubjects
attention to orthographic details of the target words. For experi
mental subjects, the first analysis task entailed locating the
positions of letters on a tagboard strip according to the position of
tber soundattheSr symbolized in the words.
This procedure was intended
to help subjects .amalgamate letters and,letter patterns to sounds.
In
the second task, experimental aubjecta were required to c
ult an
image of the wor4 in order to answer questions about t e
aence or
absence of specific letters.
This procedure was intendes to help them
detect and correCt unclear visual components of the tmage. The third
analysis task required experimental subjects to unscramble t e letters
of each word to produce its correct spelling. This Moused ttentiop
upon the aequencing of component letters. Control subjects p rformed
.the same tasks but were required.tO look at the word_bn a,car rather
thah consult their memories in order to position letters or an wer
questions'correctly.
At one and five day intervals following the training sessions,
various postteSts were adMinisterd tc) measure,subjects' knowledge oft
the various Identities of target words: accuracy and speed of
pronunciations; :spellings; meanings.
It was expected that children
given image training would acquire more complete knowledge of the
orthographic detaip of words than control subjects since they
practiced comMitting letters to memory. In addition,:because their
orthographic knowledge would be more complete, experimental subjects
were expected to.-60Ode -words more accurately and rapidly than control
subjects, particularly on.-ta delayed recall task.
According to
amalgamation theory, words Ntose.spellings are more completely
amalgamated to their sounds should be faster to pronounce.
Evidence
for this is suggested by Frith (1978) who found that
in a sample of
good sixth grade rOders, those who were also good spellers were
faster at decoding familiar words than,those who were poor spellers.

Since.the-wordtrOning procedures were:not designed to influence
seMantiC acquisition.propesses, experimental and control subjects Were
not expected, to differ in their knowledge of word meanings.
9,

-Finally, it was expected that instruction,

a bigger

impact upon the word knowledge of poorer readers.

-Since good readers

are MorelikelY-to engage tn effective learning
activities (i.e.,

ijmage.etbring 'peoceases)' sporithheouslY\thpn
poor readers, the benefits
of image tr:aining were expected tQ be More
substantial among the
pborer readers.

Some questions of lesser importance were also addressed
in the
present study.
Perfdrmances of the three reader ability groups were
compared'in.the various tasks to determine which
word learning skills
might best differentiate the groups. The order in which two
posttests
were administered was counterbalanced across subjects to determine
whether prior completion of one might contaminate pecformance in the
other. This-information
was considered useful in Ihe desigp of,future
Aptudiel.
Singe ahildren's"knowledge and skill in learning several
nifferent aspects of printed words were measured in the present study
(i.e., decOding accuracy and speed, trials
to learb pronunciations and
meanings";..epelling production and recognition, memory for word
meanings), correlations among the various measures were,examined
to
determine which skills mtgbt be more\closely related and
interdependent.

.

METHOD

Sub4ects
Fifty-four second graders,. 27 males and-2 females, mean age 7
years, 9 mont s, were Utilizled as sytjecE-F;he children were taken
fr o"? four cla roomein an upper middle
ss school. The study was
coglucted 'in t e 3pring.

k

Matched pairs of suhjpcts were formed gsing three pre-test
measuresf a gpneral'word recognition task,
a portion of the Wide
Range Achievement Test,,and the Reading and Language
sub-tests of the
UM which had.been administered by school personnel the previous
May.' Members of each pair were randomly designed to the
experimental
and control grou s.

Materials and irocedure s

0.

The eipeqlrnenter worked with each child individually on five
occasions. liuring the first session,:
five pretests Were given to
measure various aspects. of the child'W knowledge of printed language.
During three word training aessioinl, each child was taught to decode,
and un4erstand the,meanings of ten nonsense words:
owumplY, moaPle,
croolark, bisc* ploinder, scarthop, teagic, gpirh,odrqpfant,
roetinvam. 'Experimental subjects
werr thenqsiven.additfonal training
in letter sounds and letter looations using technique's designed to
accentuate and.improve visual tmagee of the words. Codtrol subjects
were taken through tasks whivh were .amperable exce0t.in'teage
formation procedures.
tn.the finil'session-several post,tests'tiere
administered to measure the effects of training.
-

,

Pre-Tests

California Test of Basic Skills (CTRS).

The most recent Bea41hg

and Urguage sub-teSt scores available were those Wen to subjects by
teachers at the completion of their first grade year. Scores were not
available for 12 new students. The experimenter noted grade equivalents for each child's Reading and Language sub-tests and averaged
them to provide a single Reading/Language equivalent (i.e., Reading
2.2, Language 1.8, Average = 2.0).
Word Identification and WRAT.
Each child was asked to read aloud
130 words Varying in difficulty. Forty-three of these words were
randomly selected from the Dolch Basic Sight Word Test and 42 words
were taken from the Johnson List of Second-Grade and Residual Words.
The remaining 45 words were drawn from the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT), level 1 Word Recognition sub-test, grade equivalents 1.0 - 6.1
inclusive.
The words were typed on.white 3 x 5 inch cards and placed
in a small ring binder.
The child was allowed to turn the cards and ,-to proceed at his own rate.
Instruction waa given to skip words not
immediately recognized and to avoid lengthy "sounding out" of any word.
4

Decoding Nonsense Target Words.
Subjects were tp the 10
noar se words which would later be used In trai g and thew
atte pted to create pronunciationsor each. The words were typed
individually on 3 x 5 inch cards and presented in a small ring
binder. I,Students were allowed to proceed at their own pace, told not
to skip any words and encouraged to "sound out if necessary.
,.-

Oral Spelling.4C Children were asked to listen to,a
recot'ing
in which the experimenter spelled-but did not pronounce 12 real words
varying inflength from 3-6 letters. The words were taken from the
Word Recoghitibn pre-test previously descrtbed.
Pilot testing in sa,
Comparable population indicated that these words should have been
easily recognized in print by most of the subjects.-- To check on this,
performances ip the word identification task were inspected.
Results
revealed that only 3% of the word eadings *re incorrect, all errors
coming from the 1414 ability readers.
The words were: green, little, them, saw, black, show, who,
close, best, please, eat, better. Children were instructed to listen
to each oral spelling and to t'ey and write it in their heads as'they
listened. As soomas the word was recognized, subjects said it
all:M.
Ten seconds were allowed to identify each spelling.
Spelling. The same 12 words used in the Oral Spellft pre-test
were pronounced and;the ch1,10 was asked to write each one. .Spellings
weee scored on two tevels, the oyerall correctness of the word and its
oorrect length (1.0., who spelled,woh would be incorrect int overall
spelling but correct in that it contained three letters, better
spelled beter would be incorrect in both instares.)
,

Trainine
All training sessions were made up of two distinct phases, a
rt
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Ipreliminani word learning phase which was conducted identically for
! both experimental and control aubjects, followed by an experimentally
manipulated word analysis phaae.
In the latter phase, experimental
subjects were given instruction in how to form visual images and were
asked to perform three analysis taaks requiring the use of those
images.
Control subjects performed the same analysia tasks but were
.given no instruction tn forming visual images.
They petformed the
three taaka while looking at a card displaying the printed word.
Training sesmions Were spread over 3 days with for. words being taught
on the first days.three words on the second day and three words on the
third day, for A total of.ten words.
For each word set taught on each
day, preliminary word identification preceded the three analysis
tasks.
At the end of the second 'end the third training aessions, the
previously leery/ad words were reviewed.

Preliminary Word Identificatlon Learning. Nonsensetwords were
chosen as targets for training.
However, it was desirable that the
children treat these words as if they were real thus all
ng,the
angly s tasks to more cloaely approximate conditions which might be
found
ctqal word learning': To do this, the children were taught
to read
eh nonsense word and Co providera meaning for it prior to
the analytic phase of training.

SI

'At the beginnGTO? each session the experimenter presented the
children with the three or four words to be learned that day. The i
woeds were shown individually, printed in the lower portion of a 5 di 7
inch-card.
A distinctive and unusual object or animal was chosen as
the meaning for each-Word, and a picture or this figure was drawn in
the upper portion of the card. These pictures are Illustrated in
Figure'5-1.
Rates for-the pictures and deffiatiOns were as f llows:
druffant - a cat with five tails; ploinder - a book 'that tal s; ghirb
- a two-headed pig with ,clothes; teagic - a creature from uter space
with a horn nose; croolark - a hat for rabbits; owumbly - a flying
hippopotamus; rostinvam - a ladder with hands and feet; moaple - 11car
with an umbrella; bischa - a cow With three eyes; soarthop 7 a plant
that grows tOols.
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Insert Figure 5-1 about here-

On the first trial, the children.kere told how to pronounce the
word and were given an oral description of the picture. ,To verify
prOnunciation and .understanding, the exiSerimenter had the subjects
repeat both the wdrd and its meaning. On subseguent.triais, subjects
were shown the printed words alone and.asked to recall their pronunciations and meanings. The.experimenter correCied any errors or '
omissions bUt not until.after "the child had attempted to recall'both
responses...The picture cards were ahöwn following each response o
the first recall trial. 'On subsequent triale, .corrections werema
orally. Four-different word,ordarl were employed acrobs trials.
Rao
child was talken to a criterion of one perfect trial or a minimum of
four trials.
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On Day 2 and Day 3: review trials were given immediately following
the word analysis tasks.
The Day 2 review included
e four words
learned on Day 1 plus the three words learned on Day.2:
The Day 3
review included all ten wora. On review trials, children were shown
each word.and asked to pronoTince it and to give itt meaning.
They
were taken to a criterion of one perfect trial.
AS1 children neceiyed
a minimum or three trials.
.

Word Analysis Training.
Following word identification learning on
each day, subjects were told that 'they would next-perform several
tasks which would help them learn more. about the worda.
The three
word analysis.tasks were preseAted successively and always in the -same
order:
letlkar placement, letter verificaton, and letter unsOrambling.

The three analysis tasks were designed to encourage experimental
subjeotS to coordinate the sounds with the Obsitions of the letters in
Che target.words and to store thee amalgams in memory. 'This was
brought about by reqAt.ing the children to form images of the words
and to relate letters to soundt. Throughout.the tasks the
experimental children were called upon to.use.their stored images to
recall both orthographic and phonetic details of each worth; By means
of specific error corvection procedUres, experiMental subjects were
able to amend and improve their images thus allowing more complete
storage of the words.'
1

Whereas experimental subjects utilized theli' memories Of word
forms, control subjects performed the analysis taaks always pith the
printed words in Tull view on 3 x 3 inch7cards. Such.a procedure made'
it possible for control subjects to practiceAlscr&minating specific
phonologi9al and orthographic details of the words without engaging or
testing the adequacy of their memories for the--11Trd forms.

Prior to beglnning thetasks in-the experimental condition,
subjects were given instructions designed to help them finderstand'the
nature of visual images.
The children were asked if they knew the
.,..meaniilg of the word "imagination".
If any child did not appear to
understand', the experimenter desoribed-imagination 'as the following:
the making, of pictures in one's head, rememberlog :events or people,
and "seeing" them in the,mind as if theywere 'real. Subjects were
told that-they would need to ute their imaginations in learning more
aboutithe words;whioh had just been presented.' Subjecto were asked to
oldsetheir eyes and to try tolpagine their own clasaroom teacher
walking to the blackboard, picking uP a piece, of chalk, and turning to.
write a word on the.board. The, children .were told to watch the
teacher print the word "tree" on the board, then put the chalk down
and stand aside thus l'aving the printed word alone on th0Ward. Ott
pooh step in Ws process the children were asked if they could "see"
what had keen described.
In all case(' affirmation was eliciAed before
proceeding'.

the point where the child imagined the word alone on the
blaok oard, he was.asked how many letteira he saw in the wotd:,
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Following his respon7e, the materials to be used in the first word
analysis task were intro4uced.
xperimenta1 subjects performed.this
practice exercise using the word "tree" as an example before proceedr
ing to the nonsense words.
Control subjeots also practiced with the
word'"tree." However, they had-none qf the keliminary visual imageinstructions. 'Then the three anilytib tasks commenced.

Atter Placement. For each,wOrd, experimental subjects were shown
a strip of tagboard which displayed the apprpriate number of blank '
squares correipondingito eachletter in the word.- Children were asW
to imagine the.word with_a letter in,each box. ,After several secobds,
the eXperimenten began handing the. 'child, one at a time, the letters
1P t.he word. The- ohild positioned eaoh-on the strii) and_then'handed
it,back to the experimenter. The letters were' presented system,.
aticaily:
first the beginning-and ending letters, then consonann
whic h were distincy
tl sounded, then easilyprecognized vowels, 'a'
'laltly silent"letters and more difficult vowelpatterris, In this way
tmage'h were gysterhatioally cbnstructed, with the more familiar
letter-sound patterns- placed first thus Constraining
the placement of
letters thought to'be more-aiffiCOlt.
_-.
L'
^,e
t Addltional-questions were empl(oYed161 29.letters_Or pa1r4s prior
to their placement on-the strip.. To insUre that all vowels-and-some.
:)fs the'lesS obviOus aonsonants.becaMe attadhed to sounds, the chijd
was first asked..to begin pronouncing the word until.he_reached a sound
ffesignated by-lhe ixperimenter 'and thento identify the name(s) of the %
letter(s) that.14102, Vun0.1,7((For'exhiple, .E: "Sily.the word teagic
until you coMe to-'tht ao.lind-ZW", S: '"teagi-". E*;s "What letter':makes'that sokind?". $:
PL.I.,
Sktoh que5t1onilwe1-0 employed for all T
vowels nd consona.,t's which d
hot clearlY map one sOcnd. Silent,
v
.
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letters Werealso queried altho 6 the child was asked-a Slightly
differed que'stion. (FOr ekamp e,--g: .."In-the wor4dflhirb there ip a
letter *hich.does not "make Etny s und at -611.

Do, you know, what it

Errors were correctedoby itlowing the, priinted Word inci asking
sib jects to locate.. the rafght letter .for the s6und or the cOrrect
positipn for a mislafil..lietter. Sortections took place_ immediately
following each.error.` All errors -ware noted by E s and ttie children'
were asked at the end- c>f- each Ward to repeat portlAs where mistakes
had
been made.
,,
,

.
Control subjects were shown the -same.strip of tagboárd but
.

For
accom.paNed by' the -printed...wond displayed ,above the paper stirip.
each-word, the experimer,iter handed the' subjects ita letters, bne at' a
7,

7.

time. Subjects 9r9noUnced the- name 'of that,letter,then located its,
p§sition_in the:cdpplayed word,..by -daunting the-numtk of letters
.between the inWal 1et.ter nd It. Then they.dounted the'same -number,
ofjpaoes-on-the paper.strip, ffaced the .letterin.its'.space,- pro,4
nounced.the.number of that sOhce, ald handed the letter bapk to the'.
eXperimenter. :

,

T)e letter plabement procedure was petrformed ci.née for each
4.
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nonsense word; Letters were presented in the same order for all
subjects.
Portivis of the task resulting in errors were repeated only
-for tixperimental subjects since the control subjects made no errors.
Only-the experimental subjects answered additional questions.requiring
the location cif mpre difficult llitters for sounds in words.
/
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tlett:cr VerMcation.
In this task both experimentakana coiltrol
subjects 4ere asked a series of questions conoerning,the presence or
absence of speCific ietters in-the.target words. All questions were
answered "yes" or "no".
After experimental subjects were remtnaech\
000t.how to form images of printed_words in their miteds, they were
asked to imagine each of 'till, 3 orAi*arget words. When thei'acknowledged they could "see" them, the experimenter inquired whether-each of
several single letters was presoOnt in the word.(i.e:., "Does it have a
.1(?").
lialf,of the letters were present ifl:the word, half absent. .Distractor letters (i.e.., those absent) were selected to bp confusing
Fri that they correspohM to sound segments in the words (i.e., U for.
,btschsL'I D for rostinvaer.
The Arder of.letter presentation was
randym.. If-experimental su eats answered lncOrrectlYp-they were
shown the,4ord printed on
d asked whether.the letter was
there, awl if so'where. Such error were noted arid children-were
asked About that letter again After the other letters had seen queried
for th-At word.

/7
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-,ContrdO subjeetl were-asked'the same questions in the same order
t were shor each.word printed on a card_and were tnstructed to

M

consult it to ahalsier the question.

LetjterUnscramb1In. For each word, experimeltal subjeCts were
paper strip (ilentical to,that useciin the. Letter Placement
-task) ic ompAnied by_small letter cards sdrambledon a tray.. The tray.
contained only the letters pf th word to be spelled. The experimentOr in$tructed the thilCiren t .re9tall what then4ord looked Iike and
then to. unscrarblethe leskterS,
laci g them,inthOr correct positionA on-the paper-strip. Upbh cOMpletion, children Were. given in
opportunity.to chaDge the spelling if it aid not look right to.theM.
It their peii4g was incorrect, the erperimenter shoved the printed
card and had children rearrange,the letters.to orrect it.

..-giv4n
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tontrol subjects were also given the.paper7strip. ava scrambled.
letter tray but had the printed word card placed above the paper
strrp.
In plaelrig'the letters, children were instructed to start with
the first letter of the . :wond and,to match; in order, the, remaining
letters to-those on, the printed card.
Y
,
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Fôst-Test.s-

1
lotteril post-tests%were admiriistered;fode
the'daf following the
trek/ ing'seseion, th4.wst fivti,dayt later. Fon four pairs of'
Subjects, the latter delay was slighq.y longer. Eleven pairs f
subjects received drily the 5-dayndelay pöst-tests. The experim nter,

leet.401Vid9illy,With the children and,ill teets were 0b4leted in orie
0
4
.Or twd sesaions.-

r

4

.
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spellinc, one Dly,pelay.

In order to assess short term retention
of spellings for the training words, 16 of the 27 subject pairs were
seen on the day following the final.training session.
The eXperimentier.pronounce& each word and the child wrote it.
After:all ten
Words had been written, the Children were instruoted to 1.04carefplly
iat each of their spellings as the experimenter.pronounoed the words a
second time. If a. child inditet&that a"spelling °1-66,Wed....r1ght", the
experimenter proceeded to the next word.
If the spelling OA nof lock
right, the cyrttrOas instructed to write it again on another line.
The,most accAirate spelling was the one scored.
Spellings were scored according to three oriteria:
number of
rds spelled-perfectly,(makim, z 10)vnumber-of spellings which
co

-

,

,

ained the_aorrrect number'of 1etters,.(1.0., memory for woes!
length) .(maxim*7..1Q)i. number of lettere remembered correctly
(maximum g 71).
In'addition,-i Subset of letters thOught to be
'especially difficult to remember was Identified. These letters Were
considered difficult beeaule they did not correspond to sounds.heard
in the word, they could be confueed-with other letters making similar
sounds,- on they were completely silent.
Scored Was the number of
these letters or ,Ietter pairs recalled-correctly (maximum'=.14). The
letters were: oa-and e in moaple, u'in owumbly, c in bisoha oi in
ploinder, c anTo in scarthop, ea) g and c in teagio, h in ghirb, ff
and 4 i drutfant, and i
rostinvam.
Spelling:
Flve Day, Delay.
This post-test served as an ilidicator'
of .spelling retention followirwa delay of five days, The procedures
were tdenapal to thciSe 'described for the One-Day Delay.Spelling
postrtest. .All subjects were given this task.

Word Pronunciation. Two types of word reading tasks were given.
Ten pairs of sUbjects read, the ten target words listed in a column; 17
patu of subjects read the wOrds,flashed individually on a screen.
The leOpnOtask replaoed the fir'St when the requisite'aUdio-visual
equipmeht became available.
,

Children reading the list,of words were presented with wfolder
Children-read
the words aloud and wen reogrded (in tape.
Accuracy and latency in
,yeading the list: wers'recorded,the letter 'with a stOpwatch.
1

'ionWning the'traininswords. tpedAn.a single column.
.

,

Lateholee to ihdiyidual-woi4ds were collected With the audiO-visual°
-e44pment. thildren ytre seated,3-feet fridt) a ssriew and viewed
slyes Of each printed wird (iisual angle of 2.50); A-mibrophone
ma placed a few_inches tnhe:lettrOf the phild', face. 13, sat in
front Of a' voioe-sctivated timing,deyice and.riAo'irded.the number:of

Seconds':(to th4 peereatUtpi of ti..5ecOnd) 01.0-411psed betwesmtht
Presentation: CfAhe.vliord'an

he onset'_of the child's pronunciation'.Zech Word WisAlioplayed iwice'in .random order.
e
.

4

Oral 4Pe1linp

The procedures-used in Ehis-task were' ideniA01 to
those describld for' the Oral Spelling Pre-test.
The ohildren listened
to recOrded Spellings of each or the training Woi-ds. They were scored
on the number oe+neotly identified:

5-11
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Spelling Recognition.
The children were shown ten cards each
displaying a row of four possible spellings for each of the ten wolis
(i.e., (1) tejlo (2) tegik (3) teagic (4) tiejic).
To make the
distractors attractive, they we
selected from misspellfhgs produced
in pilot. testing.
The correc
ernative varied among the second,
third And fourth positions on
e cards. ,After E pronounced each
word, the child either pointed to or gave the number of the word he
deter- mined to be the lorrectly spelled form:
.0
Picture-Word Matching.
The otiipA.las presentekwith two 8 r/2 x
11 inch cards.
Each displayed theteli pictures:with a target word
printed beneath each picture.
In half of the cases, the word
correotly identified the animal or'object.
The other half were
incorrect.
The child wWs instructed to proceed as quickly as possible, to place a fingcic beneath each picture and to say "yes" if the
picture reftsented the meaning of the words, "no" if it did not, The
child did not pronounce the words or identify.the pictures orally.
Accuracy was noted and the task was tape-recorded and later,timed with
,
a stdpwatch.
.

a

a

Word Definitions. .'Subjects were given e.small ring binder
containing 3 x 5 irlah cards with,.each ot the ten words printed on
them.. The childrerwere asked to. read'each word aloud and to prqvide
its meaning by oral description (1..,e., "druff ant - a
t with five
tails"). No corrections were offered for inaccurate p1._
4nunciations or
incorrect meanings, and unknown words were passed over.
,

:1

/
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Pre-tests and post-tests were administered to subjects in the
ordeP given atove. 4 The 9rder of pnesentation of the Word Pr6un=
ciation and Five-Day Delay Spelling Production post-tests were
oounterbalanoed across subjects pairs to assess.any learning or
practice effects.
.

k

RESULTS

Subject pairs were divided.into three reader ability levels based
oil their pretest scores on the word identification task comprised Of
There were 9 pairs of subjects lit each level.
130. printed. words.
High.abilitY.readers recognized between 120 and 128 words, medium
Ability readers.between 106 and 118 words, arid low abirity readers
'between
-and 106 wOrds.
.

.

,

'noes during pretest, trailing, aNd.posttest phases of the
Perf
to establish that.
experimen were analyzed for several purposes:
and ,,ntrol groups%were equally,matched in basic reading
experiment
ability; to d. r.1 ne whether image-trainedtpubjects acquired more
extensive%qrthogr ...id-knowledge _of words,thari ColitroaisObjectsv to.
;
fectslof traklibg were-more sUbatantia1 among
determin,§. qhetipe
4 low ability* ader 'to determfie whether the$,ordering of-the word
pronunciation ,ahd spe ling ta.sks made a dOrerence,in Oerformanoes; to -^
analyle the course. or preliminOry.word tririningland'image trairtiog'
among the'lpree real
ability.gro4s to clarify the Aportance of
tO-examine the correlattóns mernong..a0,ected
indivNiarchffe'repee

,
.

4
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4
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training,and posttest measures to determine the strength of ineerrelationships among various a.spedts of printpd word knowledge.
Groups
N

j)p verify that image and control groups did not differ in any
important.way, matched pair t-tests were performed oryseven pre-test
scores. Mean values are reported in Table 5-1. -Differences were
insignificant on all tests.

Insert Table 5-1 about here

Further verification that the groups were,equal was sought from
performances in thevpreliminary phase of-viord training.
Matchect pair
t-tests were performed,on two measures of p
ress:
the number of
initial trials needed by subjects to learni/PQ15
the three sets of words to
sriterion (Day 1 + Day 2 + Day 3 scores), and the number of review
4Wials.which subjects needed to reach the criteriOn of 1 perfect.
trial (Day 2 review trials + Day 3 revIew trials).
The difference
between experimental ahd bontrol groups on the number of reifiew trials
to crit'erion was insignificapt, but the difference between group41 on
the number of initial exposures was significant favoring the control
condition. -Mean values are given in Table 5-1.
This difference
,
elldes explanation since the two groups .had not am yet experienced any
difference in treatment and they wore found to be well matched on
pre-test measures._
.

I.

,

.

.

To determine whether this difference in numbs of Initial 0.1.als
to criterion resulted because experimental su6jects took.longer in
learning to debode words.or in learn ng word meanings, the number of
trials to a criterion of one-perfeCt erformance was counted separately for pronunciation accuracy an4 for meaning acOuracy. Mean
values are reported in Table 5-1. Ag ordink to matched-pair t-teats,
neither difference betiteen groups wars Significant (JE > .05).

To determ1ne2yhether the difference in number-Of trials 6,
criterion'for tHid,experiMentai and control groups was localized in any
.0110 of the *three readiA ive1, sogres wereanalyzed 'separately for
the three levels. M.4an values are dipplayed,in Table 5-2.
An
analysis of variance.was performed with reader agility level, training
group, and decoding vs. meaning as the three independent variables.

Insert Table 5-,2 AboUt-here,.
9
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Results revealed significant.efreots of ability, F(2,24) = 1'3,34 k <
.01, and an'intracttionbetween ability and group, F(2,24.) = 4,16, k <,.45.. There was,no,main effect' of group,'F(1,24) = .63, 11*5'...05,
or interaction between group and.decoding vs. .meaningt F , 1. Prom themean values iti'Table 5-2 it is appai.6t that. differences favoring.the
1
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TABLE 5-1
A.

.Mean Scores on Pre-8ests, Preliminary Word Training and
Post-Testm for Image & Control Groups

Pre-Tests

Image

Maximum
Score

Control

4

Matched-pair
t - value

S.D.

\

Word IdIntification
WHAT
CTBS (Grade equivalent)
Nohsaenae Deqodin*

Oral Spelling
Spelling
Words: Perfect
Words: Correct Length

106.67

/107.00
32 26,.
// 32.26
2.27
,2.28
3.37
2.88
7.52 --4%
6.81

9.52
.10.67

_.32
0.00
0.00
1.25
1.42

.(130)

i45)
(10)
(12)

9.19
10.04

(12)
,(12)

n.e.
n.s.
n.a.
n.s.
n.a.'.

20.'65'

27'

/.52
2.31
2.82

27
16
27
27

2.38
1.68

27
27

11,24

27
27
27
27

.36

1.32 n.a4
,

04of Pairs

Sb Preliminary Word Training

Initial Exposures - Totarctrials
Decoding to 'oritet4on
Meaning - trials-to Criterion
Reviai -' trials to criterion

10.81
0,41
8.19
6.37

-2.04
r:.04 n.s.
-1.364n.s.

---1.19
6.96
6.41

n.s.

,

2.52

Poat-Teas
Spelling - One Day Delay
Words:
Perfect
Work: Correct Length
Inca-a-10n of Correct Letters
Incluaion of Difficult Letters

9

,

4.75
7.19

2.69

4.31

5.00
58.56

8.75

6.94

(10)

2.75 "

(10) A
(71.)
(Ili)

1111

3.01
2.46

n.s.

1,76

e

3-.97

16
16
16
16

Oft

t,:

/
V

'-

Al,

.

.;

?n':;.,:,11k*i

'',14.411k0,00.!.140`.',1,. Ac!Mte
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TABLE 5-1 oon't.

Maximup-

Post-Tests eon'

Image

Spelling - Pive Day Delay
Words:
Perfect
Correct Length
Words:
Inclusion Qf Correct Letters
Inclusion Of Difficult Letters

Ui

';tContrOl

4.67
.85
6
89

fc15
.594o
7.33

Word Pronunciations
Accuracy - List
Accuracy - Screen
Aatency
List
Latency - Screen
1st ExpOspre

9.50\
_18.94
11.41

'

Matched7pa1r..

Sorre-,

t .7 value

S.D.

(10),

2.60 "

(10)
(71)
(14)

.3.32 II*
2.58 II*

3.08
2,69
8.48

27
\.27

\ 340

27

.68

10
17

4.59

10

:35
.37
.22

17

9.70
18.65

\

n.s.
.67 n.s.
-.59 n.a.,

10.14.-,

27

A.

Z.12
1.97
1.79

(see,)
.(sec.)
(sea.)

\ 1.89

2.02
1.99
1.69
1.81

Oral Spelling

C.52

8.63

(10)

.2

Spelling Recognition

8 3

67

(10)

1. 6

,

2nd.,Exposure

Fastest time

,

2.09 0

# of Pairs

.

2nd fastest 'time

\

\

Picture-Word Matching
Accuracy

9.96
-8.59

9.78
9.15

n.s.

-1.23

53.6

_yord DefinitiOns'
Pronunciation Accuracy
_Correct Meanings

1.5 4.n.5.

-(sec.)

19.

Latency.

7 n.m.
11 n.s.

n.s.

(10)
(10)

2.4+ 00
-2.17

.

4

17

.27,

17
17

1.52

27

1.90

27

1:32
18.05

27

.33

27
27

1..36

< .05
#111 <
a

air

,

,,,iit

'10:211W**W.IrrkkOr!I

TABLE 5-2

-

Mean .$cores as a Function of'

Training Conditiop-and Reader
Ability Level
.1

yeader Ability
Task
Measure

Initial Trialt to criteriona
Image Group
Control Group
Difference '
'Word Read. Accuracy
(untimed)
Image Group
Control Group
Difference

)

High

MldiuT

5.39
6.22

7.06
6.56
+ ,50

10.00.

10.00
0,00

Low

.

12.44
9.39
+3.05

10.00 ,
9.89

9.89
9.44

+.111

r

-.%

Perfect Word Spellings
Image Group
Control Group
Difference

5 day delay)
1.00

5.-44

1.56

+2,11.

7.3-6

10.7

5:9.

5.'.00

/--'\

+2.00

)

Recall of Correct Letters (5 day delay)
/
68.1
Image Group
Control Group
63.8
/
Difference

-0

.

Recall of Difficult Letters (5 day delay)
I0hge Group
11.4
'.
Control Group
_LI
Difference
+1;8
/

...or

4

+1.3'

*Means are not totalvtrials to criterion.(ttc.) but ttc..Averaged.
for dlpoding.ttc. and-meaning ttc.

41
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*
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control gr'66"p in number of trials to criterion were localized mainly
in the low ability group.
These finaings,indicate that low ability
readers in the control group were slightly more advanced in both
pronunciation and semanti9 word learning(Skiils than low ability
eeaders in the experimental group.
Howe0K,Ialthough their skills may
have differed, knowledge of the target'words at the efia of this
preliminary phase' of training shoOld.not ave distinguis d the groups
since subjects'wert all taken to criteriorky

Training Effects

Effects of the training conditions were assessed with several
posttests designed tO measure different aspeots of printed word
learning. Knowledge of the orthographic identity of the words was
measured in two spelling prOuction tasks, one given'the day after the,
finfiq training session and one given after a five day delay. Orthographic knOWledge wasIlio measured in tests of spelling recognition
and oral spelling identification. 'Knowledge of the semantic identity
of the words was measured in two tasks; one where subjects were
required to indioate a.match or mismatch between-pictures and target
words printed beneatO them; and,one where subjects read each word on a
card and supplied its meaning orally.
The extent to which spellings
were amalgamated to pronunciations was.assessed by measuring subjegts'
accuracy and latency in reading the target words either on a list or
presented individually on a screen.
An additional measure of word
reading accuracy was taken in the Word Definition posttest where
subjects were required to read each.of the words aloud before-giving
its meaning. As there were no instructions to'complete the task
rapidly, this score may be coniidered an index of_shbjects'"ability to
read thr target,words without any.time pressure.

ri-

.

Results supported the expectation.that image-trained subjects
'WOuld acquire superior knowledge.Of the orthographic details of
M.devident in Table 5-1, experimental subjects o4performed
words."
contr81 iubjects on 7 of the lb spelling measures. Several aspects of
orthographic knowledge clearly distinguiihed the groups: memory for
correct word spellings; niemory foryord Thngth, memory for difficult

1etts.
0

,

111.-

.

-One of the orthoffraphic tasks yielding no trempient difference was
pelling task. This reclutrod-the ohU1 to identify the
he orI
correct itarget word,after heaAng it spelled al ud on a tape
Peom observation of subjects' perform noes, it was apparent
recorder
b as were not
that thlk task was inadeluately designed. Althou
"pold ahead of time that the.words they wou d hear w
he target
words, th y quickly devlop4d this exp'ecta ion.
In many instances,
the words'vere siesied following thla experlmentmr',/pronunciation pf
the first r second Iftters Only.
It was appare't that subjects were
lsbasing f om a Prekletermined set of words rather than constructing
mental images of thi words in order to reciagnize them. Foc. t4is task
4o have been effecting', farget words'should have been mixed in with
several
districtors.cmposed of ganglier words
well am unfan411ar
,
/

I.

,
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This would have forced subjects tq process more of the
letters in identifying taeget words.
A second orthographic task, failing to produce significant results
required subjects to choose the qprrect spelling of each target word
from among four alternative spelllngs. The difference between, grkoups
was not significant (i.e., 3r (image) m 8) vs. 1r (oontrol) =.7.7
correct).
In light of the pronounced spelling production differences
between the two groups, this absence of a difference is interesting.
It reveals that the visual exposure training experienced by,control
subjects was as effective as the letter memory training in enabling
subjects td discriminate cor'rect from incorrect spellings. These
results combine with those above to show that the benefits of ortho-"
graphic tmake training were primarily on the production side of.the
spejling process.

Despite their superior knowledge of orthographic details, experimental subjects were not, in general, able to pronounce aloud the
target words more rapidly or accurate1y than control subjects.
Both
groups; regardless or list or screen presentation, performed near
cdiling in pronouncing the. Words, and their latencies were
equivalent. A significant difference faioripg experimental subjects
was detected on the untimed accuracy meas4e4van the Word Definition
posttest (t(26) = 2.47, 2 < .05). However,'' this difference was
accounted for by only 5 patrs, all lower ability readers whose controC4
member,read 9 lq. the 10 words correctly-while the experimental member
mid all 10. From these findings, it is concluded that the two grpups
lid qot differ tn their decoding ability Kith the target words,
despite differences in training experiences and acquired knowledge of
letter details.
These findings indicate that more complete knowledge
of word spellipgs does not necessarily improve one's ability to read
the word5 accurately or rapidly. Apparently partial knowledge
suffioient to support maximum performance.
,

Knowledge of the meanings of words was nOt.expected to distinguish
the two Aroups of subjects since both learned thermeanings to criterion durihg the preliminary training phase and since-training experiences were not designed to influence this aspect of word knowledge..
As displayed in Table 5-1, neither response accuragvnor latencyacores in the picture-word matching task distinguished the groups.*
However, a difference in performance-was detected in the.word
definition task.
Although'performanOes wer4i'close to ceiling in both
groups,
control subjects were able to define significantlilimoreyOrds
Correctly than experimental sUejects. 'Thus, a ditference between
expertmental ana control groubs,which"was-appareht 'during the
preliMinary phaee'of word.traihIng lsurfeeed in the ppsttests.,de.Spite
'the uee or f trials-tocriterion pi.opeaure; Apperegtly; thi5 :,1
procedure di_ not cqmpenmate
mpletely.for initial difference s' in
ig einantio
rd kno
e.
Inspection-Of errors in' this task indicated\'
that. the A7rere,twioi elt....mAny oilissiOni as mistaken dentifications
(i.e., 44vs. 21, errors, respective
)-, spggeAting t e greater.
N
importance of memory.failure than i orrect'word,meaning assoqations r.,
in thIs task.
'

.

,

,

.

.
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Interactions Between Training Effects and Reader Ability.Cevels,
In order toNdetermine whether the effects of training were more
substantial among the poorer beginning readerS,.several analyses of
variance were conducted on.various posttest measures of word.know.ledge.
In each case, the.indepenpnt variables were reader abiMty
(high, middle, low) and treatment(experimental, control). For tasks
administered p-only a subset of.the sample, two levels'of reader
ability were distinguishe'd, high and low.
Not surprisingly, there were significant main erfects of reader
ability detected in most of the analyses.- Mean values for the three
grodps are reported in Table 5-3.
Tukey post hoc pairwise comparison
proc.edurel,were used to locate the source of the-differences.A In most
cases, scores of the low ability readers were significantly Y6Wer than
scoi's of the middle and high ability groups which did not differ.

Insert Table 5-3 about here

, Contrary tO expectations, few if any significant Interactions
the onlY interaction whiph reached significance occurred
with the untimed word pronunciation accuracy measure taken in the Word
Definition task, F(2,24) t 3.71, 2 < .05. Mean values are . glven in
Table 5-2. _Inspection of scores revealed that whereas high Ability
readers fn both groups performed perfectly, among middle and lower
abilitmLreaders, contM1 subjects were slightly less accurate than'
experimental subfecta. -Since ceiling 'effects precluded the possibility of observing differences among ;better readers, results cannot be
interpreted as supporting the hypothesis.- From these findings, it is
concluded that trainihg.effectswere not more substantial among lower
than higher ability readers,-

',.emerged,

A

Effects of Task Order

Because of the possibility that order of completion of the word
pronunciation and spelling posttest'S might make-a difference in
Performance, the taskSHriere given in counterbalanced "order across
- subject pairs..
Statistical Assessment of4Order7effeli1s by ability
.groUp was preeluded since the number of subjects,in each cell was
small and variable. This occurred because an unequal number of'Pairs
.reeltived each order across-ability groups (i.e.; speping befdre vs.
after word pronunciation = 5 vs: 4 good reader pa1r$1,1V vs. 5 middle
reader pairs, 3 vs,
loW ability reader pairs, respectively), and
because subjects were not all given the same type of word
pronunciatAot te$t
some read word,lists, bthers read words on a
s.creen):
P
TO' determine whether task order affected per'formande, selected;
mttan,s0o'Pes on subsets'of the V)tal sampleNbalanced:-for ability wePe
analyzed statistically.
Regarding spelling performance, it did not
.-,apilear that scores were'significantly higher among subjects wbesaw

e.words before they spelled them.

Whe0eas a Mean of 61.2

5W.9-

letters

4

TABLE 5-3
Mean Performance as a' Function of Reader Abipty:Level
'

Readei' Ability
Maximum
High
Mid.
Low,. Score

Task Measure

PRETtSTS
J
Word Identification
123.6
.POSTTESTS
Spelling Productions '(5 day delay)
Words:
Perfect
6.0
Words:
Correct Length
7.7
Correct Letters
65.9
Difficult Letters
10.5
Oral Spelllngs
9.0
.. Spelling Recognition
8.9
Word Pronunciations
Accuracy - List
9.8
.
Accuracy - Screen
19.9
MeansLatency - List
8.9
Mean Latency = Screen
.
1.8
Untimed accuracy
10.0
M
,Meaning6
Picture-Word Matching
19.2
Defini tions
9:1
TRAINING
Initial trials to crieerion
5 8
Review trills to priterion,
4.6
,

i

'

114:1

82,

Min. Signifa
Diff.

(130)

13.01.

f

ANOVAc
F-value

S.D.

33.47"

15.64

27

16.95**
9.87**
14.40**
16.30**
10.94**
11.01**

2.47
2.41
7.30
2:90
1.27
1.58

27

Paolfrs

.
,

tt

4.4
6.2

1.3
4.1
'53.6
5.2
7.4

63.3
9.3
.9.3

8.5

b
b
b
b
b

661)

(10)
(10)
(71)
(14)
(10)
(10)

2.05
2.00
6.07
2.41
1.53
1.31

...

i

27
27

27
, 27

27

...---

,.

--...,....

....... _

9.9
19.0
9PRELIMINART

.6

.9.4
17.4 b
13.5
2.3 b
9.7

(10)
(20)
(sec)

18.4
8.0

(20

10.9 b
6.4

(open)

---

(m)

,

.27

---

11

(10)

.

6.8
3.9

:Wen).t

2.63
3.65

3.20n.s.
8.98 *
3.97n.s.
14.00**
5.64**

.50
2.14-

10
14

5.13

10
VI27

1.06n.s.

1:65

27
27

,4.45'

27
27

.49
.32

0
5** .691
13.34**
5
9.7**

6.19

aTukey PoAt Hoc Pairwise Comparison tests-:
T(S.D.),.p < 050',
bMearrof.Low Ability Group is significantly
'different from each of the other two means, according toTOkey
test.
For tWo-metih comparisons, differences are significart
according to F-value.
< .05, *op < on; n.s. ,not.significant.

.
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was recalled when spellings were solicited first; 63,3 letters were
recalled when spel),ings were produced after words were read, P(1,?2) <
1.
In contrast, word pronunciation measures did appear to be affected
by whethepwbjects had previously spelled the words. In the ANOVA of
mean qord relding.latencies, (screen presentation only), the factors
were task order, and flirst vs. second presentation of the words.
The
main effect of order was not significant, F(1,12) = 2.87,
> .05.
Howver; the main effect of presentation was significant F(1,12) =
7.02,
< .05, as well as the interaction between presentation and
order, F(1,/2) = 9.83,
< .01.
Mean values are given in Tvible 5-4.
It is apparent that,the spelling task served as a word priming

Insert Tabl; 5-4 about here.
-a

experience.
The reaction times of sybjects who had just spelled the
words'were substantialay lower than the subjects who had not.
Furthermore, reaction times in reading the words a-second time droppea
among non-pre-spellers but remained about the same level among
pre-spellers. Accuracy scores as well as latencies appeared to be
affected by task dtder. Among Middle ability readers, every subject
who had already spelled the words read them perfectly (N=8)% In
contrast, pnly 4 out of 10 middle ability unprimed subjects read all
the words perfectly, the remainder misreading 1-2 words.
These
findings ihdicate that the experience of spelling the words served to
make them more available as responses and to enhance performance on a
word pronyneiation task.given subsequently.

'This provides one explanation why training effects may not have
been apparent inword pronunciation performances.
Priming might.have
washed out differences.
To check on this possibility, the word
pronunciation scores of only those subjects who were not primed with
the spelling.task
re compared. However,.no pattern favoring either
the,image-trained gro.v or the contrOl group was apparent. Thus, tt
was. not the ease that, p
ing diluted training effects. The eonelusion reached above that
age training did not enhance subjects'
word decoding skill remains .,changed.
,

Since more of the high than t
low ability readers were primed
prior to the.word pronunciation task, this miy explain why the word_
'pronunciation Scores of high ability readers were -superior.
(See
Table 5-3.) - To,determine whether the difference in mean scores
between high and low ability readers was attenuated among unprimed
subjects, their mean scores were compared.
Results showe4 that the
- difference was still just as elearcut:mean pronunciation latencies
(Screen) = 2,0 seconds for 6 unprimed high readers vs. 2.5 seconds for
10 unprimed low t!eaders; mean pronunciation accuracies = 19.7 'correct
(high) vs. 16.9 correct (low).

Only spme of the subjects were given two spelling tests, the first
test one da# after training and the second test five days after,
training. 41The remainder received only the five-dartest. To.pleter-

,14:21
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TABLE 5-4

/

Mean Word ReRding Latencien in 5eCond3 (Screen Prbnentatio )
s

al a Function of.Task Order and Word Exposure (N = ?8 sub eots)a

Exposure

Spelling
Before

El.trst Reading

1.83

'Second'Rehding

1.85

Mean

1.811

No Spell;"
Before,

2. iy/

P.01

aMSE (12) = .0168
,

4

V

.

te.

7.

mine whether subjects benefited from having the first teat, scores of
a subset 'of the sample were subjected to an analysts of variance. .The
dependent measure was the number of letters recalled on the five-day
test.
Results fell short of significance though the difference was
sizeable and in thg expected direction. Whereas subjects'vven the
earlier test recalled a mean of 62.9 leqers, subjects not/having the
earlier test recalleb. 57.8 letters correctly, E(1,l4) = 2.57,
>
.05.
With more sulkjects, the effect probably,4ould have reached
significance.
,

(
#

Analysis of Performance'During Image Training'

Since the printed words were always visible, reslpnses of control
subjects were close to perfect in all bf the word aGlysis training
tasks and hence were uninteresting. ;In contrast,,image-trained
subjects were required to use their memories to perform the taSks and
success amoeg individuals varied greatly.
These responses were
subjected to analyses of variance in order to compare the course of
image learning for the three reader ability groups. Mean values are
reported in Table 5-5.

lk'

Insert Table 5-5 about here.

Before describing the results,-the dependent measures should be
explained.
In the Letter Placeibent task, we counted the number of
'times subjects placed a leiter 147,Lthe wrong polition on the tagboard
striP, and thelnumber of times subjects Were unable to Identify the
correct letter corresponding to a designated soilnd or to identify a
silent'letter.. Inthe Letter Verification task, We counted the number
of times subjects misjudged the Oesence and absence of designated
letters.
Errors to present and absentletters were entered as atj
repeated measure in the ANOVA. Also, erroes;in this task were
analyzed for two types of letters, thdse 0110 clearly corresponded to
sounds in the words, and those which lacked A single unambiguous
,norrelate in sound.
This variable was entered as a repeated measure
in the ANOVA.
In the Letter Unscrambling task, we counted the number
of words subjects spelled correctly during their first attempt and
also following an attempt to correct those they judged not to look
right.
4

,

.Main.effects Of reader.ability level were Significant in'all five
analyses (E < .05). Post hoc pair-wise comparisons using Tukey's
procedure showed that significantly lower corr'et scores, or higher
error adores were achieved by.low ability readers than each of the
other two grouWwhosemeans were not significantly different.
In the analysis of 'letter verifibation.errors, a significant
interaction emerged.
As apparent in Table 5-5, high and middle
,ability readers made more errorS in misjudging present than absent
letters whereas low ability reader displayed the reverse difficulty.
In other wordsp-poorer readers had more trouble rejecting phonetically
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TABLE
Mean Performance During Training as a Function
of Reader Ability Level
-

,

IMAGE TRAINED WBJECTS (N = 27)
Letter Placement Task
Errors in Letter Position
Errors in Sound-Letter

Reader Ability
High
Mid.
Low

Identificati

Letter VerIfIcafln Task
Mean Errors
Errors on Letters Absent
Errors on Letters Present
Difference
Errors on Present & Absent Lette
Ctearly Related to Sound
Less Clearly Related
Mean
Letter Unscrambling Task
.

Mean CorrW.
_First Attempt
%kond Attempt
Gain
PRELIMINARY'TRAINIkG (N
54)
Initial Trials to Criterion
Pronounglng Words.
Definink Words
Difference
,

b

3.9

5.4

10.4

8.3

6.6

12.2

5.5

11.8b

5.2
4.0
6.3
-2.3

TN
7.2
-3.4

b

Mid. Signif.a
Diff.

ANOVA
F-values

1(59)

2.25

14.45**

(29)

2.81

6.631*

3.71

13.2
lo.3
+2.9

(71)
(71)

8.1
15.4

(36)
(35)

Standard,
Deviation

2.7Q

3.38

.

4.46

12.53111

(main effect)

N
2.82

(interaction)

-

s.

3.6
6.8
5.2

9.7
-9-76
,

MaximUm
Score

t"

9.9

5.0
6.6

.176

1.

7.7

7.1713

9.3
8,9
9.7

5.9
4.9
7.0

7.4

11.9
9.9
+ 2.0

6.2
+1.2

(10)

4.43

12.81"

1.69

(main effect)

1.55

22.01"
(main'effect)
6.99**
(interaction)

(open)
(open)

10.32**
(interaction)

.

1.86'
-.7.4

1.79

ITukey Post HQC Pairwise CompariSon test: T(S.D.) 2 <

Noteof Low Ability Group is significantivdiffereni from each of the other Means'(TUkey test).
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plausible distractor letters than accepting lettei-s truly in the word,
whereas good readers were able to. reject incorrect letters more easily
than to determine which letters were correct.
This'finding.suggests
that poorer readers may have been performing differently from good
readers in consulting images and making judgments.
Perhaps the poorer
readers were depend,ing more upon sound and less upon a visual representation of the word.
As a result, they were more susceptible to
phonetihally plausible distr;actors.
The fact that poorer readers were
making phonetic errorl means that they were aware'of the letter-Sound
relations. This contrastp with the claims of some (Liberman and
Shankweiler, 1977). that poorer readers are unskilled in phonetic
analysis.
Responses in the'letter verificatfon task were'compare'd for
letters.clesirly related to sound to those not clearly-,related.
Not
*surpr'-isingly, the former were much easier to judge accurately. (See
Table 5-5..)

In the Letter Unscrambling task, subjects' attempts to correct
their own perceived misspellings boosted their scores significantly,
F(1,24)
28.27, E < .0l, particularly in the poor rel'der group.
(See
.TOle 5-5.) Since high and middle ability readers were performing.,
°almost at ceiling, there was little room for them to improve.
ThrS
finding points to the role of orthographic images in producing correct
spellings, especiallY among poorer readers.
Being able to see
inaccurate spellings provides information useful for correcting
errors, very PoSsibly because it enables subjects to evaluate the form
against their internal stored image. Subjects with less effective
phonological coding skills needed to generate initial sp'ellings (i.e.;poorer.readers), may benefit the most from this experience.
r,

Analysis of Performance DurinOreliminary Word Training.
To further explore differences in word learning as a function of
reader ability level, performances during the preliminary.Phase of
word training were eXamined. The dependent measure was the'number of
trials to a criterion of one perfect pei-formance.
Trials were summed
fOr the'three word sets across the three days-of initial training,and
across the two days of review. The independent variables in ,the two
analfses of Variance were reader.ability (3 levels), trainitig- group
assignment.,(image vs. control), and response type (pronouncing vs.
derining words).
In the_analfsis of initial,trials to criterioti, the
mainseffect of ability was siknificant (see Table5-73).
Also, ability
interacted with treatment. The i4xp1ieable fact that low 'ability
control subject's tended to learn the words in fewer trials Man low
ability experimentals has already been discussed above. Most interesting In this analysis was the significant.intenAction w;Iich- emerged
between .ability and.response type. Mean scores are presented at the
,bottioom of Table 5-5.
It is Al:PAP:OP t that whereastigh ability readers
learned word pronunciations faster tha'n word meanings, the opposite
Amttertx, was exhibited bSr the .other two groups, Ailth the difference

favoring meaning over pronunciation being largest among low ability
readers.
VieWed another way, reader groups dirfered mere wridely in
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their ability to learn word pronunciations (i.e., range in mean trials
= 7) than.in thei,r ability to learn word meanings (i.e., range = 3).
1In other words, letter-sound decoding was a more important capability
distinguishing. good from poor readers than semantic word learning
ability.
Learning.pronunciations was especially easy for good readers
and especially har'd for poor readers.
In the analysis of review trials Co criterion, the main effect of
reader ability was significant (see Table 5-3). Interestingly a main
effect of response type also emerged, F(1,24) = 43.41, E < .01.
Subjects required fewer revtew,trials to reach criterion in pronouncing words than in defining them (i.e., means .-: 3.9 vs. 6.1 trolals).
The interaction with reading ability was not significant (2 > .05).
Combined with the aboye results, this suggests that although it may
take longer for some tbildren, primarily p9orer readers, to learn
pronunciations than meanings for unfamiliE44 winted words, once they
are learned, pronunciations are less ea31ly tbrgotten than meanings.
The reason is that whereaS RWanings are arbitrarily related to printed
.forms, pronunciations are symbolized by letter's in the word and these
are the cues which govern their storage and secure their retrieval.
Correlational Analysis

.

Correlations among selected measures from the preliminary wdrd
training tasks, the image training tasks, and pre- and.posttests were
examined in Order to identify which aspects of word training were most
predictive of performance as well as-te determine which tasks were
most Closely related. Results are given in Table 5-6.

Insert Table 5.-6 about here,.

The measure.of time to learn word peonunciations during the
preliminary phase of word training (i.e., trials to criterion) was
significantly correlated with all but the word definition posttest.
The significant correlations were all substantial, ranging from .54 to
.74,
< .01.
The measure of time to learn word meanings was significantly correlated with the same measures but to a lesser extent,
ranging from .27 (p < .05) to .52 (2 < .01).
This suggests not
surprisingly, that Word pronunciation learning skill was a greater
contributor to wora Konunciation'and spefling posttest performance
than semantic learning proeesses. 'Semantic learnimg scores were
significantly correlated with word definition posttest scores in
Contrast to word pronunciation learning. Thts is as expected since
the former both.reflect.knowledge of word meanings. However, the
correlation was quite low, r = .27, possibly because posttest defini.tion per.formances mere close to ceiling.

The two trials-to-criterion meaures of wok' learning.were Highly
correlated with each,ottier, r
.66, 2 < .01, indicating that learning
-to decode novel printed Words and learning their meanings do not
:develop independqntly contrary to theories which suggest.that_separate
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TABLE 5-6
Intercorrelations Among Selected Measures
PRETESIe
1.
Word Ident.

PRELIM.TRAINING
2.
Decode - TIT-2
3.
Meaning - ,TTCa

1

2

3

5

-.74**
-.52**

.66**

-.60".

.49*

.39*

-.74**

.76111.

.75**

.64111

54**

.56"

6

7

NAGE TRAINING
4.

9.

10.
.

(11

t.)

7.

Letter Placement
Errors
Letter Verif. Errors
Apsent
Letter Verif. Errors
Present
b
Letter Unscramb.l.

POSTTESTS
8.
Spell
Wordsc
9.
Spell --LettersC
10. Spell - Difficult Letc
11. Pron. -'Accuracyd
1.

12. 'Ilion. Laiency d

13. Definitions.

to'

.77**

.60**
.69**

.61"
:65**
-.75**
:29*

.53**
-.711"

-.71**

-.64**
-.54**
-.60**

-.38**
-.45**
-.38**
-.50**

.55 **
*t.

-.18 n.s.

-.27*

.64**

-.53**

-.70**
-.75**
-.72**

-.69**
.69"
-.54**
.81**
-.58**
.83**
-.25 n.s.
-.55*
-.63**
r.. :30 ri.s.
.34 n.s.
.48 n:s. -.29 n.s.
-.30 n.s. -.37 n:s.
.18 n.s.

-.55**

aTTC r.trisals to criterion
bLefter unscramhling measure was the number correct after children
were allowed' to modify
unacramblings,whipq did not look rightjo them1
cpive-day delay, spelling
dWord pronunciations measured.on screen'
*

(. .05

1.-1"

/

.01
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104
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TABLE 5-6 (cont.,)
f

.1

Intpreorrele.ions Among Selected Meqsures
No. -of
8

9

PRETET
1.

10

11

12

Subjects

Word Ident.

54

PRELIM TRAINING
Decode -,TTC
3.,
Meaning - TTC
2.

-

514
4

511

A

ikAGE TRAINING:
4.
Letter Placement
Errors
.5.
Letter Verif. Errors
Absent
".

27

27

=6._. Letter lierif. Errors
7.

Present
b.
Letter Unscramb1..p

POSTTESTS,
8; Spell - Words
9. ,Spell.- Letterec '''''
10. Spell. - Difficult Lete
11. Pron. - Accuracyd
12. Pron. Latencyd13. Definitions

27
2.7

_-yt18**
.93**

54
54,

,

.482**

-.146**

.11 n.s.

___
.90**
.64**
-.46**
.02 n.s.

.......

54

__-

.41*

-.48**
-.42*
.08 g.s.
.25 n.s.

34'

34
54

_....-

-.-29 n.s,

,.

aTTC x trials to criterion.

1)..4tt,r unscrambling measure was the number Correct after.. childften were allowed.to modify

UnscraMblings which,did not look right to theM.
eFive-day delaY spellihg test.*
ditiord pronunciations measvred on.sereep
p < .05

,

-
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paths, one from Print to sbund, ano, er from print to meaning, Inay be
Their
established when subjects learn tO-ead words (Baron, 1977).
interdependence 13 very likely attributabletto the need for a pronun'ciatton to-ai'1 learners in discriminating. among the o'rthogrephic
_stimuli sufficiently so that.the appropriate meanirig can be attached
to ea,ch-(SamUelS, 1976). BecauSe these were pseudowords, however,
processes rOlected here may differ from those involved in learningreal. words whose pronunoiätidns art already familiar.

Coreelatlons among performances on the four image trainlng tks
were quite.high, ranging from .53 to
2 E < .017 This indicates a
common underlying base, presumably the
esence of spellings in
memory; Performances .on these trainin
dicators were most highly
correlated with spelling.posttest performances+ the values ranging
from 54 to .83 2 < .01. Correlations 4ere somewhat lower between
image t'raining measures and posttest word pronunciation aOcuracy
scores, the vAlues ranging from 125 (not'signiticant)-te) .63, 2 <
.01.
However, image training cot=relations.were loweSt and in most
casesfrnot significantly different from zero for posttest vord prondnoiation latencies (i.e r ranengifrom .29 to .48, 2 > .05) and word
definitions (t.e., r r9pging from .18,
to..40, 2. < .05).
Consistent with traienk effects described above, these results
indicate that factorS important for tmage-trainIng performances were
those importpnt for speiling" and for Pronouncihg the words accurtitely.
However, they bore little relationship to subjects' speed in
pronouncing words and likewise to sutljects' acquiiition of word
meaninp..
.

Some.other interesting relationships were apparent among the
In the tmage training task involving letter vgrificacorrelations.
tion, subjects had to reject letters plausibly pronounced but not
present in spellings, and they had to accept letters present in
spellings.
PerforMance on the former task wap very highly correlated
with an Amportant indicator of reading ability, printed-word knowla
edge, more so-than the:other-measure.
Whefeas the absent letter
measure was correlated .74 wlih word tdentification pretest scores, '(.2
< .01), the present letter measure was correlated only..43, p < 05.
This difference was statistically significant, t(24) = 2.49, 2. < .or,
according to Hotelling's test (Walker and Lev, rq53).' The.plausible
letter rejection measure viss.also highly correlated wA,th both of the
trials to crAterion measures (decoding and meaning) obtained during

preliminary word learning, signif1cantlym6re so than the letter
present measure, t(24)
2.05 and 1.85, p < .05. These findingS
Suggest that the ab11iy to reject phonetically plausible but
incorrect Letters may-be II particulary important indicator of the
ability to learn and retain printed words in.,memory. If indeed
orttiographic images df-words are stored and.are -clearer among-better
rea0erpkandl.f in'a letter verification task when visual.informatiOn
about letter's is Missing, readers judge on the basis Ofv,sound, then
phorieticallY plausible.letters would-be expected to decelve(these
readers..
In contrast, since many present letters do have oorrelates
in sound, this measure should be less sensitive!' since readers lacking
orthographic images could sttll.succeed on ,the sounded letters.
.

'
11'

There waS one other-image training task which also yielded
particularly high oorrelations with 1)re- and posttest measurel,
ability to unscramble the letters to produce correct speiilps of the
words.
ThAs too may tie a particularly sensitive ihx of o fhographtc
word memor.y.-

e

The fact that correlations between preliminary training, image
training; and posttest measures were strorig despite the use,of error
cZwrection, feedback, rehearsal of incorrect responses, and mastery
\r" l'earni,ng suggests that individual differences among subjects instheir
word learning Skills are very powerful and that instructional procedures,-at least of the sort-used here, are notinfluentliaCenought to
overcome these dif(erences.
,

A

.

/--

) Analysis of correlations
among.the posttest measures revealed a
.
pattern consiAent with expectations. Spelling and word pronunciation
measures wOre significantly correlated with each other but not with
the.semantic word definitio measure. Noteworthy is the pattern of
-correlations between woi.d p nunciation accuracy and spelling scores.
Thescorrrlation between pron elation accuracysand total leters
recalled is significantly hkgher, r = .64, than the correlations
between pronunciation aOcuracy and correct riordspellings, r = .48, p
< .025, or difficult 'letters tecalle'd, .e = 41, 27< :01.
fil-is is
consistent with the hypothestb that Only partial letterAnformation is
central in decoding words accurately.
Most important are'those
letters,which clearly map the sounda in the words.
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.DISCUSSION
4h

Findings offered Support-for some 'but not all hypotheses derived"
from word identity amalgamation theory.
As expected, subjects
receiving image trai ing were better at producinA'correct spellings .
than controlesubjeRt .. Differences Were apparent regardless of the
measure of spelling-production toed. Effects of training were
particularly striking oh 5tiOje6ts! memory foryord,length, -w.ith
17valuea exceeding 2 < :0005 cm the one-day posttestl,and p < .905 on
the five-day test. .Thts suggests'that letter memory (image) training
made subjects keenly aware of how many letters had to be ChOluded in
the words.
This is perhaps surprising given the fact that part of the
training given to control subjects in the letter *acement task
required them to count letters'in order to.lodate tbeir positions in
words.
This would lead one to expect diminished rather than
,
exaggerated-differences on memory for length;
In contrast to marked differences in spelling production ability,
the groups did not differ significantly in being able to distinguish
correct froT incorrect spellings although the difference was in the
exOected direction. The failure-to detect a difference on the
recognition test may have occurred because the distractor spellings
were not sufficiently attractive. However, if this were a poorly
designed test, one would not expect scores to correlate as highly as
they ,did with spelling production scores (r =.66,
< .01).
This
suggests that the absence of a difference In word recognition between
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0- groups may be real.

Assuming that a spelling recognition test
reflects subjects' "passive" knowledge of bow words should look
whereas, a apelling koduotion task.requires ictive reconntruction of
letters, it may be that the two groups were quite s1mi1at4 in the
former respect. Certainly the control group npent plenty of time
looking at the words and locating letters.
This experience may have
been stifficient to fstabltsh fairly accurate passive knowledge of word
forms in memory.

Based od amalgamation theory, it was expected that tmage and
control groups mighf dfffer in their accuracy and speed at pronouncing
y,he pseudowords as a consequence of the fact that 'letter memory
aubjects had acquired Mare bompTintes knowledge of the orthographic
forms of the words.
In a previous study, Frith (108) r15und that good
spellers were ;somewhat faster at pronouncing,familiall words than
tinexpectedl#poor spellers.
Also, Rayner and Posnansky (19711) found
that pictures were named faster with completely acCurate spellings
printed on the pictures than with'graphically similar misspellings.
One reaso9 for the advantage inaptocessing might be that the presence
of more ot the letters'either ieMemory or in print facilitatee
retrieval ofthe word and its pronunciation. However, present
findings did not t'ii;port the hypothesis. Bo?igroups performed
similarly. One reason.might be that word'de oding performahces were
close to maximum, precluding the detection of-differences. This
appeared to be the case with the accuracy measurfs where scores were
close to perfect.
However, examination of latencies, which might,be
expected to leave more room for variatión,,failed to reflect expected
differences. In fact, the obposite pattern between,means was apparent
altbough the difference favoring the control group was 'not significant'.
Thus, it is not true that words whose orthographic' forms are
stored more oompletely in lexical memory are thereby pronounced more
accurately and rapidly. Apparently paietial knowledge of letter4 is
sufficient to support maximum performance.. This should comp as no
surOrise given several facts about printed words, namely, that letter.
Sequences are highly constrained by orthographic conventions Creating
much redundancy among the letters, only a portion,of the permissible
letter sequences symbolize words familiar in speech; and onlk a/
portion of .these have been seen,anTlearned by children. Since the
'set of posaible word responses for familiar letter sequences i3 so
constrained, it becomes clear how word recognition can be completely
successful Oen only some Of the letter,details are store in memory.
.

113 evident' above,- present findings failed to yield'a uniform
picture of printed word learning.
Although the image training

procedure sharpened supjects' knowledge of orthograpic details more
than the letter identirication prodedure,"the benefits of training
were not apparent in any word.processing task except spelling productfon.
This raises uncertainty about what the effects of impge
training really were and whether this procedure actuallY_contributed
to the derdraPment of orthographic images. ExPerimental subjects were
required to imagine and consult images pf printed Wrds. No dhild
complained about not being able"to do-this, and they all appeared to
be working wtth images in.their heads (i.e., raling,their eyes upward

t,>

or closing their eyes).-

But were orthographic image actually being
altered and improved byjheir activities? And were.rposttest perform
ances actually mediated by images presumably constructed during
training? Since only spelling production was boosted by image
training, it may be thae'letter memorization rather than Image
construction was the critical activity responsible for success.
Perhaps orthographic images are formed and itproved nbt by activelY
imagining letters Mit rather by looking at words and recognizing how
at least.some of the letters \symbolize sounds in the pronunciations.
Perhaps readers acquired orthographic tmages as well as they could by
learning lo pronounce the words during preliminary training and so
there was little room left to be improved by image training.
One aim of amalgamation theory is to specify the natune cf bhe
infonmation'about printed words retained in memory. Comparison of the
recall accuracies cf subjects on the various measures of printed word
knowledge revealed some interesting ditferences suggesting characteristics of this stored information. Subjects were much more accurate
in recalling letters in words (ice., means of 89%. correct for image
subjects, 83% -for controls) than they were at producing entirely
.apcurate spellings (I.e., 47% for tmagers, 31% for controlS).
Spelling recognition succes$ was also much higher (Le., 84%; 77%).
Difficult letters were not as Well remembered (i.e.,' 62%; 40). These
results show that subjects have substantial knowledge about orthographic details,- Particularly letters with clear correlates in soUnd,
even though they may not be able to produce perfect spellings'very
well%
Assuming that.the-infqrmation'used in thesetasks-comes
pnimarily from orthographic imagest.these data suggest that images
havessubstantial letter 'detail but may still lack thesprecision,
clarlty Or whatever to support perfect production of word sPellings,
particularly when the spellings are not.straightforward mappings of
soun4.
Additional orthographic information, Perhaps stored in a
different form (i.e., footnotes about oorrect letters or motor mriting
programi) may be needed to insure complete'accuracy in spelling
words.
The factsthat despite extensive practiceopsapellings,
-subjects in the present study did not learh'very many 'completely
suggests that it may be quite difficult for learnprs tb engage in
effective memory liactics to preserVe all the details in- memory.

4

1

.

It ia interesting to_notejhat letter knowledge was--found to be
more important for reading mords..than perfect.spelling imowledge in
the present atudt.
This was suggeted by the significantly' higher
correlation between letter recall,and pronunciation accuracy (e, = .64)
than between WOr4 spelling and pronunciation accuracy (r = Agy. This
is consistent with'the concldsion reached above that partial knowledge
of spellings is more critical than complete knowledge for reading
words suecessful.ly
The Critical difference in,training prOcedures thought to accounts
for the suPerior performance Of image-trained subjects on the spelling
production posttests wa the activation,of memory processes. .Whereas
experimental subjects were required to.cOnault Orthographic images of
words stored in their heads to perform in the training-taskr, control
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subjects always had the printed forms of the words.in.full view to
'consult-in answering questions. 'However, there was one other
procedural difference besides dependence upon memery which
distinguished the groups. Experimental subjects received additional
questions about letter-sound relations of 29 moredifficult-to-r4membfr letters in the letter placement training task.
The purpose was to facilitate"the 'amalgamatión process by helping them
recognize how these 'letters fit into the sound structure of the
words.
Since control subjects did not receive any'parallel training,
it remains unclear whether,the letter memory component or this
component or both were responsible for image-trained subjects'
superior knowledge of Spellings. Since bottrcOmponent6 are considered
important'in stoting orthographic information in memory, the extent to
which each contributeS_sbould be assessed.
4,

The value of letter memory practice for learning spellings
appeared to be'recognized by some of the better readers in the cpntrol
,group.
These subjects tried to get t.he experimenter to take away the
printed words andallow them to answer without looking atthe cards.
Trying to remeMber, they asseiNted, woul&be "more fun." Given these
comments, one mightzyorry that the absence of training differences on
some measures resulted because control subjects used ,their memories to
rehearse letters de'Spite.instructions. '. However, if this were true,
interactions between 'reader abtlity and ti-aining effects would have
been evident, and thip didribt:happén.
:Present findings carry impLicStions regardthg the question 9f how
instructIon in spelling should be struekured to be most effective.,
Two components are suggested as important by,present findings: 'letter.
memory rehearsal and feedback, plus learning how,letters fit into the

sound structure of wordsIt is interesting to nOte-that theseprocedures are not prominent in spelling 'texts. According to an
analysis of the'perforMahces required in 7 commOnly'used commercial
elementary spelling programs (Cronnell and gumes, 1979),

"The pract,ice provided by spellim books most commonlmw
involves writing the words'that are printed on the page. Sometimes the spelling task explicitly directs students to copy
words. More often, the task entails choosing a listed word
and writing it--another kind° of copying task.
Although some
tasks could be completed without-looking at the words printed
on the page, stu ents may'not do this.
Instead, some students
'probably comPlete all,Cf their spelling practice by merely
copying.words."

Assuming that copy practice is equivaient to what control subjects did
in the present stUdy, findings show that'this is less effective than
alternative procedures'for remembering spellings.
In addition to examiriling image training effects on printed word
learning,' another purpose of the present study was to assess the'
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importance of individual differences. It is inteeesttng tO note that
whereas training condition did not produce the expectedirelationship
between spelling and reading words, this relationship was clearly
apparent in the correlations between spelling performances (words and
letters correct) and word decoding accuracy and speed measures (r
between )46 and .64, 2 < -.01; see Table 5-6). 'In other words,
subjects who differed in orthographic knowledge of words because of
differences in their learning experiences with the words did not as
consequence differ,in,their accuracy or speed in reading the words.
i)In contrast, subjects who differed in orthographic knowledge of the
words because of individual differences brought-to the task did differ
in their ability to read the worda.
This suggeats that positive
correlations observed between spelling and reading words are not
cailsed:so much by differences in how the words are learned but is
rather accounted for by individual differenoes in underlying factona
such as knowledge or skill development Or learning strategies. It may
be that subjects who have better knowlege Of orthography as a system
mapping speech will learn spellings bettar and will be faster and more
accur,te ab pronouncing words than subjects with poorer.skills, and
this tdvantage may exist almoit regardless of what method is used to
14arn the words or howextensively the words _Fe practiced. This
phenomenon 1013 apparent in a study by Hogaboam and Perfetti.(1978) who
taught pseudowords to*good and poor readers and found that even with
extensilre practicp, the difference in word decoding speed favoring twhe
better readers still remained.
In tfiis case, practice pronouncing the
words did not compensate for underlying decoding skills differentiating the groups. In the preaent study,,differences between good and
poor readers were evident on almost every meaaure.
(See Tables 5-2,
15-3, and 5-5:)
This waa despite the fact that subjects had been taken
to criterIon in pronoyncing hnd defining words andrhad received
extensive practice wi#h word spellings.
These restilts all pci,int to
the conclusion that individual differences in reading/spelling akilla
af.e, more powerful than,the specific nature of',the learning experience'sin accounting for differences in reedit*, and spelling performances.1
,

What strategy, skill, or processing difference might be'the
critical bnes distinguishing good and poor rehder37 liesukts cf the
present study in agreement with Hogaboam and Perfetfl (1978) point to
.4ecodibg slcills as mol4e central thin semantic skills.
As evident at
the bottan or liable 5-5, the gap in performance between high and lowability rea4ers was greater in the number of trials needed to learn
the`pronunciations,of,printed words'than in the number'needed to learn
yord\meanings during the/preliminary training phase. On the posttests, high and lost ability readers differed substantially in their
memory for letters in words but only minimally in memory for
meinings. This ;suggests that capabilities involvingjetter-sound
relations and letter memory separate.the tFo groups.
.

'One capability regarded as an.important part.of-deooding skills
involves the ability to analyze words inio phonemic segments so that- 2
letters can 'be processed as.'symbols for these ounds (Liherman and
Shakweiler, 1977; Gleibian and Rozin, 1973).
Although this may be

tmportant among children just learning te read, one finding in the
present study raised phe possibility that more experienced poorer
readers (i.e., second graders, with two years of reading experience)
may not be all that insensitive to sound segments in words. This was
suggested by their performance patterns in the let4ar verification
training task.
In judging whether lette'rs were present or absent An
words, poorer readers were particularly susceptible'to phonetioarlg
plausible but incorrect letters.
(See Table 5-5.)
In order.to fall
for these letters, subjecta had to be aware that there was a sound
segment in the word corresponding to these letters.
It may be that
poorer readers are not insensitive to sounds in words but rather they
are less able to incorporate this information into the processing
required to atore and retain printed words in memory.
Additional
research is needed to clarify more preciseIy.how, this processing words
and which aspects of poor readers' deooding-memery skills are
deficient.
0

,

Present findings am consonant with our other studies pointing to
the Amportance of a multi-faceted view of printed word learning and
indicating that some identities of words are more interdependent in
their development than others. Results exposed one difference in the
course of learning the semantic and phonological identities of the
unfamiliar printed pseudowords. Performance on the revie*
ials
following criterion learning of meanings and pronunciations10
revealed
that pronunciations were better remembered than meanings. This was
true even among poorer readers who required more trials to reach
criterionwith pronunpiatiqnt than meanings and who as a reault
completed trials beyond criterion with meaeinga. Dea2ite this
oVerlearning, the meanings were' not remembered as welT. Very likselY1,
this is because the attachment of pronunciations tO spellings entails
amalgamating acoustic or articulatfry elements of the motor program to
letters symt4olizing these elements whereas the attachment of meanings
to print is arbitrary.,
.

Analysis of the intercorrelations among measures revealed that
spelling and word pAnuncidtion accuracy measures were strongly
related, suggestingl.nterdependence in their developMent and
execution.
These measures were moderately correlated with the measure
of word meaning acquisition but only weakly correlated witti posttest
meaiures of wordineaning. One interpretation foc this finding is that
learning the meanings and pronuncilitions of printed.wot.ds is an
hterdependent process during the acquisition phasia but-dependence
declines once these identities haVe.beeen estAblished in memory. ,In
other mords, in orsler to establish meanings.for printed words.in
memory4 it is necessary that pronunciations and spellings also be
.learned..;._ However, once learning is complete, semantic recognition
operates Inaependently of the others. This suggest that although
mature rediders may be able to bypass sound and go directly from print
to meaning in 'recogni2ing familian words, they were quite dependent
upon'sound in acquiring this skill when the words were unfamiliar.
The possibility of a shift in this respect oonstitutes a case where
maiure word processing abilities do not reflect their acquisition
.

histories' accurately.

p.

Present findings disclosed some important methodological considerations in the assessment of reaction tlmes to printed words.
It was
apparent that subjects who flgformed the spelling production posttest
before the word fdentification test were able to read the words faster
and more accurately then subjects who completed the word reading task
before any other posttests. This reveals that having another task
served to prime subjects for,the words and hence to reduce their
dependence upon printed forms in order to pronounce words. This
priming phenomenon accompanied by a lack Of Attention to letters was
obvious in the oral spelling task which came third in the sequence of
posttests.
Many subjects were able to identify words successfullY
after hearing only one or two letters. Previous studies have
Indicated that priming effects for printed words may last up to 48
hours (Scarborough, Cortese,-and Scarborough, 1977).
In the design If
studies such as the present'one, this priming phenomenon is a problem
since it serves to reduce the sensitiVity of word decoding measures to
training effects. For sensitivity to be maximal, the.word reading
task should be given before the subjects. are reminded.of the words by_
any other task.
Also, pOsttesting should probably be delayed, for
several days following word training. Furthermore, it may be
important to teach a sufficient number of words in Order, to make
printed %ford processing approximate responses to an open'Tather than a
cloSed set, of stimuli.

One other procedural variation was found to make a difference in
the assessment of word reading latencies. Two types of reaction time
measures -were employed:
the times to read a. list of the.words
measured with a stopwatch; :and timeSto read individual words measured
with a voice-activated relay attached to a'timee. Differences as a.
function ot-reader ability peoved significant on the latter but not
the former measure where the variance among subjects wap sizeable.
(See Table 5-3).
This shows that the difference in sensitivity
.1between-these two, measures can mean the difference-between success and
failure in'experimeitts like the present one.

1
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Chapter 61

Effects of Image Training on Printed

Word Learning in Beginning Readers

A s'econd study was.conducted to determine whetqer explicit
training in the formation of comfilete orthograpic images would
enable ,beginning readers to identify the words more accurately and
rapidly as well as to produce more complete.spellings.
This study
differed from the one reported in Chapter'5 in that first rather
than second graders were tested, the words were real rather than
made up, and eadh subject served as his pwn control in the
comparison of word learning'methods.
Also, procedures used to,
facilitate image formation as well as to posttest subjects differed
insseveral respedts.

In previous studies, it has been found that good readers have
better word recognitlon'skills than poor readers (Perfetti and
Hogaboam, 1975). Also, good spellers appear to be faster at
recognizing words in isolation than unexpectedly poor spellers
(i.e., subjects who can read adequately but are poor spellers)
/(Frith, 1978). One reason why these differences might exist is that
good readers/spellers have more complete knowledge of letter details
for words than poor readers/spellers.
According to ghrk (in,
press-a), vissession of more complete orthographic images in memory
should facilitate the wocess of matching external.print to-internal
images, and this should enhanceithe process of recognizing and
pronouncing words.
Evidence from the above studies, however, falls
.short of confirming this hypothesis.
Differences ln word processing
were observeebetween high and low ability subjects, and ft is not
clear yhether these differences arose.from specific word knowledge
or from other characteristics diStingdishing the two groups.
'Results of the study rgported in Chapter 5 provide evidence that
superior knowledge ,of 4ord spellings does not result in. more Stalled
ord_reading. The purpose of the present study was to test this
hypottlesis in a slightly different wdy.
.

,

.

.

,

, The experimental design entailed teaching tWo sets of unfamiliar
real words to the aime beginning readers in two contrasting ways.
The set of words in the experimental condition was practiced
according to procedures thought likely to enhanee the establishment
of orthographic images in memory. .Children learned.to. pronounce the
printed words, then they learned how the lettera symbolized separate'
sound 5egments4in the pronunciations, then they practiced imagining
the words and identifying compohentjetters in their images. The
set of words in the control condition was simply read Several
"times.. PoAttests were given 5 to 7 days later. to measure'effeCts of
'WOrd training on. Subjects' speed and accuracY St decoding the-Words.
and their knowredge of Word apeilinga. This.delay was thought
adequate tóittip subjects' long7term storage of the' words in lexical
memory.
.
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Methods

Subjects

Two simples of children were selected for training, one from
first grade clasles tested in the spring (N = 15), .one froka
parochial school and a day7care center tested in the summer (N
114.
The latter grOup included three post-kidgergarten subjects who
had begun learning,to r&td. There were 17 females and 9 males, mean
age 84.3 months.
WOterials and Procedures
expekimenter worked individually with chifdren bn from 5 to
13 occasions (median z 7). During the firtt tession, several
pret;sts were administered. Word training required from.3 to 11
The, time was allocated as follows: one or a portion of
sessions.
one session for preliminary word reading, 2 to 10 sessions for image
training, only 5-10 minutes'for control training, and one or a
portion of one session for reviewing'the words at the end of
Posttests were administered during the final one or two
training.
sessions whinh were oonducted 5-7 days after the final training
session (except in 3 cases where posttests ifere given 3, 13, or 14'
days after training due to sickness or vacations).
,

Pretests

Several pretests were given to assess subjects' ability to read
The tests

tar:get words gilt' various aspects of:their reading skills.
were given in the following order.

Printed Word Identifidation. -Children were shown and asked to
read 114 words.which.included 71 taken from their classroom texts,
16 target words.serving aS 9andidates for training, and 27 words
commonly learned during beenning reading. Each word was printed on
a small card. Children were told to guess or Skip any unknown Words.
The experimenter named 14 letters (5 vowels, 9
Writing Letters.
consonants) and had children write each in lower case form.
Decoding CVCs., Ten consonant-votiel-consonant (CVC) units were
printed,beneath animal pictures on ca-eds,(i.e., baf, jik, fop, dev,
There were two CVCs testing each short vowel sound. Children
lum).
If unsuccessful, they
attempted to read each mede-up animalname.
identified the sound symbolized by each letter and then attempted to
No corrective feedback was
blend the sounds to pronounce the name.
propvided,

Naming Letters. Children saw and named 25 lower-case letters
(ell'but L) printed in five rows of 5 letters each. They were told
to go as rapidly as possible without making errors and to skip any
unknlown letters. Latenolesiwere timed with a stopwatch.
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44..3pe11inl-Aided Sound Le_srnin.

This task developed by Ehri and
Wilce (1979 was included in-order to tassess ehildren's ability to
use letters to store sounds in memory. Subjects were given a
maximum of 7 trls to learn four CVC nonsense soundsqn a paired
associate task.
The sour* were: hes, fug, kiv, pab. The stimulus
prompts were the initial letters of each unit.
The anticipation
method was used. On the first trial and after each recall attempt,
children were shown 4 spelling of the unit. Of interest was whether
the spellings would serve as a mnemonic alap enable children to learn
the sounds. Children were told to pay attention to the letters
because they would help them rememper the sounds.

Word Training

4

A within-ubjects design was used.to comfere the effeCts of tWo
kinds of learning experiences On children's knowledge of printed
words.
In one condition, subjects practiced forming-and consulting
orthographic iniages of the words in memory. in the Other condition,
they simply practiced reading the words.
Words thought to be unfamiliar to first graders Mire paired
according to letter length and comparable letter-sound complexity.
The,p pairs were:
cube - gold; obey - qesy; silly.- angry; dream noie*; spider - window; punish - filthy, trouble - thirsty; garbage
- whisper. Members of 6-letter pairs considered interChangeable,as
were members of 7-letter pait-s. The words were printed on cards
alone and with piCtures-mhfeh illustrated the meaning of each target
word.

"For each child, 6 pairs of words were selected for training.
Word members were assigned,randomly to the tmage and control
conditions. The words selected were ones flu; child could not read
readily on the word identificatin pretest.
(There 'were 3 subjects
each of whom could read one of the ex training words'on the
'pretest.
In two cases, the word was included in the control pet, in
one case in the image set.)
Training was divided into four sessions. First, subjects
learned to read all the words:- Then they completed image. training
with half of the words,,and they practiced reading the other half.
The order of completion of the two latter aesiions was counterbalanced among subjects. A review was conducted at the end of
training.
.

Preliminary Word Readin . Children saw and read all 12 words
printed beneath pidturea. frhe.experimenter Corrected any errors or
omissions, On.the first Oial, she explained how the picture
1/ustrated the.wordta meaning. .The set of-wOrds was Shuffled after'
each trial and re-rpresented until the child could read each word
quiCkly -Ow twO consecutivie trials.
As soon as indiVidual-words
reached this criterion, they were dropped from the deck. Next,
printed words wfthout pictures were practiced with:the dropout
procedure to the same criterion. This exercise waa repeated once.
;\
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At the end,"words were divided into the two sets to,be taught
separately, and subjects' accuracy and latency.ln reading each met
was measured.
9

Control Word TraillIng.
words on cards 6 times.

Children saw and read each of the 6

Image Training. There were four phases. First, childreh welt
taught to segment the Words phonemically,
This was in order to
create sounds for the letters to symbolize:
Then, they were shown
how letters in the spelling corresponded to these sounds. Next,
they practiced imagining the words' spellings\and recognizing
whether particular letters nmmed by the experimenter were present pc
not,
Finally, they practiced imaginiqg spepAng* and naming the
letters themselves. Details of these phases are described below.
I.

Phonemic Segmentation

The child was shown how to break up words into their compontnt
squnds by watching and.then imitating the experimenter.segment
"bat." She said the word, then put down a colored square as she
pronounced a sound for each phoneme. Work commenced with.the target
words. During trtal 1, the experimenter pronounc*d each word, had
children repeat it, then divide-it into segments.
If unsuccespful,
the experimenter demonstrafed the correct response, and children
imithted, it.
Practice continued to a criterion of two perfect
segmentations or a.37trial maximum per word.
Words.upon reaching
criterion were dropped from subsequent trials.
2. .LettercSound Analysis
Children were told that in this task they would see how to make
sense of the spellings. The experimenter displayed each spelling
comprised of moveable letter squares propped up on a tray.. On the
first rials,. subjects read each word.
Then the experimenter moved
one or two letters to the left on the trhy as she pronounced
phonemic pegments symbolized by the letters, one segment at a time.
Then she repeated the word pronouncing tt slawly and runntng her
*finger beneath the letters as she passed over each sound. On the
first trfil, chtldren imitated this, routine for each word. On
Trials? end 3, -children performed these rountines from memoryErrors Were corrected,by reviewing phonemic segmentation with
colored squares or by demonstratihg and explaining the correct
resOonse
.

Silent letters were'Olustered with an appropriate adjacent
letter as In *dream" and "trouble" segmentea as d/r/ea/m andt/r/ou/b/le.
3.

Letter

Recognition' '

.Children were told that in this task they would see whether'the
words had moved into.their heads. They were told to pretend that
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Lthey were looking at the cards .with the printed words and-to try to
get a cleor'pidfmre of all the letters in their heads., Each word
was'pronounced, children repeated it and naMtcy:Fie\firet letter.
Then the experimenter identified in random order all the other
aletters plus two non-occurring letters. For each,.children indicted
whether they could see the lettAr in their image. After completing
each word, they looked_at its printed form and.identified any errors
they hatimade. For letters missed, the experimenter aeked them tol
find each in the word and to locatowthe sound it symbolized in the
pronunciation li.e., if the child missed D in "spider," he would say
/d/ and "spid-" stopping when he came to the sound).
Children then
closed -t,heir eyes and practiced imagining the word with all the6
letters again.
Performance continued to a criterion of two perfect Consecutive
trials or a maxtmum of four ekals per word. Words reaching'
criterion were dropped.
.

4.

Letter Production

Children were tckld to imagine each-word and tO naMe its
letters.
If unsuccessful, they looked at.the word, locatyd their
errors, and searched for relevant soUnds symbolizing any lettere
omitted.
Silent letters were taught aA having no separaie sound but
rather Joining with other letters to'make particular sounds.
.

For 10 of the sUbjects, this task was perfOrmed from 1 to.3
For 16 of the subjects) Craining was extended to a criterion
br 2 perfect coneecutive trials for'all 6 worda.- Words reaching
criterion were dropped.
tiles.

Review. A review of all 12 target, words was given at the end of
training.
Children read each word and recalled its pictuce.. Errors
were corrected by the experimipter and these merle, were reviewed
until correct.
.

Posttests

Several posttests were given o assess thti.effects of wond
training experienCes.
Not all proved,tb,be. yell designed or
appropriate for first graders. .ROcause two of the taskslwere
ttimli-eonsuming to administer,.:because responses of intet;est appeared
to be obscured by irrelevant factors, and;because ilo differences
between treatment conditions were evident-in perf6rmance, they were
dropped after the first round of subjects was tested: a.cloze
sentence reading task, and a word search task.
The following tasks were given to all subjetIts in the order
listed below.
,

.

Memory Drum4ord Reading.
Following-practice with 6 familiar
words, childremsaw and pronounced 32 words presented on a Memory,
drum.
Words weise exposed for 1 second with 3 seconds intervening
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before the vrext word appeared. 'The list-inoluded the 16-target
words plus 16 graphically simifar.words. The latter words all
'shared at least'a first letter with one of the target words-and some
ftZ
shared more, up to four letters.
Reading.
Each-set of 6 target words'was listed twice,
oh-ce in:each of two columns in a folder. SubjeCt% read the'two
columns'on each liSt !VS rapidly as-possible without making
mistakes.
A different random order of words wtO'presented in each
column. .The order of presentation of the image and Control word
sets was counterbalAnced across subjects. Latencies.were measured
with a stopwatch for the first column and for both columns combiried.
Wor:al SpellinK,
Children were told tO.imagine vach word and-0
record its letters on paper. If they thought the Word.did n?t look
right, they'were asked to write it again. Words from both training
conditions were presqnted in mixed up order.

Results and Discussion
In order to compare effecta of the 'two types of word learning
experiences, matched-pair t-tests were conduoted on posttest
scores. Results are presented in Table 6-1.
Image training had the

Insert Table. 6-1 about here.
,

effect Of boosting'subjects' knoWledge of orthographic details over
that acquired.by simply pronouncing the words repeatedly. However,
superior knowaedge f spellings did.not enhahce sUbjects' accuracy
or speed in pronounc
\ ng
the words. These results reveal that
ex0.icit training in t e formation and use 9r orthographio Images in
memory aan iMpriolim beginning readers' ability.to-spell words but"not
their ability to, lecode words.
Apparently partial.knowledge of
orthographic forms is sufficient tosupport maximuM performance ,in
the latter mase. These conclusions are identidal to those reached
.in theietAidy reported in Chapter 5.

-13ecauseI6 of the 26 pubjeQts were taken,to criterion in the
Letter Production,treining task while, the others wereAgivep o
,l
A.o 3 trials, it was expected that the 'postteSt perforMances of he
former subjects might bd buperiOr. ,One difficulty arose making
statistical comparisons more difficult.
Inspeotion of pretest means
and standard deviations of the.two groups om the word identification
_measure revealed'that the.criterion-trained subjects inaludedb,some,
of the less-advanced readers and their scores were much moPe,
variable than scores:of the-noneriterlon subJecta. Nevertheless:0,
positest:me*na revealed the:expected pattern. The relevant valuea
are displayed lr Table 6-.2. Inspection -0\f scores disclosed,
,

-

.

.

Insert Table 6-2 about here.
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Table 6-1
,

14ean Performance.on.the Pgsttests as a Function
of

--word Training Experiences

.(N

,

= 26)

k

- Training
Posttest_

Im4ge:

Word Read. Accuracy
Memory Drum
List
,

Word Read. Latency
List (6 4ords)
List (12 words)

Con'trOl

3.58
10.88

9.22-

*,

20.22

\

Max.
-Score
'

t-stat.

3.58
11.27

n.s,

(6)

1.39 n,s.

(12)

8.1

.79 n.s,'

(;ec)

1T.13

1,36 n.s.

(csee)

0

,S.D.

1.50
1.37

3.38
7.20

Spelling
. Words perfect.

Lettert recalled

2.6i

b.85
24.88

3000,

1;

6.22 "I
5.a4 *I

(6)

1.31
3,98

(33.8)

.,
.4-

9.

"

Table.6-2

Comparison of Posttest PerformanCes of Subjects
Taken Vs, Not Taken to Criterion in Letter

Production Training
Means
Criterion

PRETET

Score

(N=16)

Not
(N=10)

Stand. Dev.
Crit.
Not
A

Word Identif.

58.81

63.40

3.69
4.31
9.95

,3.40
5.80
8.06

1.66
1.74
4.81

1.43
0.42
3.57

3.13
31.13

1.80
28.20

1.36
2.45

132

0.94
24.50

Q.70
25.50

1.24
6.16

1.06
2.32

20.16. 10.94

POSTTEST.

Read "Image"-Mords
Accuracy. (M.D.)

Accuracy (List)
Latency (List)
Spelling "Image" Wordl
.

.

Words Correict

Letters Correct
Spelling Control Words
Words Correct
Letters Correct

+b.*
1r

(6)
(6)

(sec.)
(6)

(33-36)
(.6)

(33-36)

2.94

\

..
4

differences favoring the criterion subjbobs only in *pelling the
image words, not in spelling control words or in reading the word
sets. T-test, confirmed that criterion subjeots produced mow
accurate,spellings of image-trained words than non-criterion
subjects:
for words correct, t(24) = 2.45, p < .025; for letters
correct, t(24) = 2.91, R < .01. These findings fit-with those above
in suggesting that image training contributes primarily by boos ing
memory,for word spellings.
Furthermore, they indicate that mu 4,
h 53f
the gain in spelling tEnowledge resulted from the training task in
which practice to criterion WR3 given in 'Imagining words mid
identifying the letters in ttieir spellings. '
Its

Pearson product-moment correlation 46efficients were calculated
to examine the strength of relationships adong the various preteste,
training tasks, and posttests. Measures displaying variability and'
typifying performance in each yksk were selected:
il) CVCs decoded
correctly; (2) apeed in naming alphabet letters; (3) CVC sounds.
recalled correctly on Trial -4 of the soUnd learningAask; (4)
printed words read correctly; (5) target/words read accurately
following.preliminary word trainingHAT speed in reading target
words following preliminary training; T7) image words segmented into
phonemes once correctly during iimage.training; (8).'image words in
Arhich letter-sound relations were identified correctly on Trial 3;4
(9) image words in which-letters were recognized correctly twice;
(10) image words in which letters were produced corre8t1y on Trial
1; (11) target words read correctly on memory drum; (12) target
words read accurately on list; (13) speed in reading target words on
ltst; (14) target words correctly spelled; (15) nuMber of letters
correctly recalled in target word spellings.
Correlations are
reported in Table 6-3. Since subjects differed in the amount of
.

Insert Table 673 about here.
st

image word training received, mcores of only those given criteri,on,
,training Are used to calculate-correlations involving posttest
noores (Variables 11-15). Correlftions between theAmage training
measures.(Variables 7-10) and pogttest measures (Variables 11-15)
were nalOnlated only on Performances involving image-trained words.
Of particular interest were the .cortelationsAnvolving the sound
learning pretest meanure which.Ebri and Wilci (1979) interpret as an
indicator bf subjects' ability to store letters ip memory as symbols
for sounds and yhich they to pose as a central'4er underlying
'printed word learning skil
The word trothing provided in this
study involved teaohing children to form and store images of printed
words in memory and so it-was expected that sound,learning'scores
WOUld reflect subjeete'suo6ess in engagthg $:r1 ttieserimoge-ocquiring:
activities. As eVident in Table 61:-.3, sound learning scores were
significantly correlated with 3 of the 4 imagtrainipg activities.
These results suggest that phonemic segmentation, letter-sound
A
anaysis and recognition of letters in-imagined /spellings are

&

At 23

Table 6-3
3

Correlations Between Pretest, Training, and Posttest Measures
,

PRETESTS
1.
CyC Decoding
2.
Letter Name Ekt.
3.
Sound Learning

4 Word Identif.
'PRELIMINARY TRAINING
5.
Word Accuracy
6.
Word Latencies
IMAGE TRAININGa

Phon.A0g.
Letround Amalgam.
Let. Recog. JUdg.

7.
8,

-

.

.ty

9.

10. Letter Prod.
POSTTESTS4
11. Read Words.- Mem. Drum.
12. Read Words -A.ist Ace.
13. Read Word2 - Latency
14. Spelling. ILWords Cor.'
15. Spelling - Let. Cor.
.

<

.05 Amp. <

.01

CVC

LET

1

2

S.L.

W.I.

WRA

3

-.26
.38*
.46**

-.34*
-.50**

.43*
-.10

-.45**
.69**

'5

P.s.

WRL
6

7

.

LSA

LR
9,

8

41.11,11.08

4

I
.68**
..530*
.32
.22

-.03
.501
-.13
.21

.6000

-.27

.55**
-.39*

Mb WM

-.45*

.

-.52**.
-.50**
=.45*
-.30
-.39
-",-.38
.08

7.38
-.711*

6.42*

.38*
.40*
..0 6

.09
.34-

.56**
.43*
.70**
.49**

.62**
:50**

-.25

.42,31.

-.32
-.49**

.39

.17
.59

.48**

.60**

.08

-.29
.00

..33

.32

.73**
.60**

.52*
.58**

-.39
-.31

.68**
.43*
.28

.01
.41
.15

.46*
.47*

.26
.21

40
.33.
.13
.42
.30,

.71**.
4.

.14

.38
-.21
.76**,
.63**

do.

'Correlations of Var. 7-10 with.Var. 1145 were calculated on.scores for image-word set only.
.Relevant ;statistics for th0:6 words in the set are. giyen in the final columns in-parentheses,
statiatios'were calculated on all 12 words.

dther

i
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Table 6-3 (cont.)
Correlations Between Pretest, Treining, and Posttest Measures
-

LP

RWM

10

11

RWA

RWL

12

13

-s-ri
14

PRETESTS
1.
CVC Decoding
2.

Let. Name Lat.?

Soand Learning
Word Identif.
fRigLIMINARY TRAINING
S.
Word Accuracy
6,
Word Latenoies
3.

4.

.
-

1

)

MUGS TRAINING4
T.
Son. Seg.

4.92
22.92
1.88
60.58

10
sec.
(

NC.
.

Ss-

2.96
7.68
1.21
17.09,

4

114
-

S.D.

26
26,
26
6

1 71
9.91

40-2

see.

26

-,
%...

4.23
4.81
2.77
2.27

,

Let-Sound Amalgpai.

Let. Aeon. Judg.
10. LetterPiid.

i.

,

,

'',

P=TTESTSa

6*

1,77

6
6

/
1.61
1.56

26
26
/

.26

26

)

11. Read Words - Mem. Drum.

.21

__

7.50.
,

(3.69)
9.25
(4:31)
18.81

-

12. Read Words - List Ace.

.51*

-.45*

13. Rad Words - Latency

.24

-.30

14..Spelling - Words Cor.

77**

.47*

.82**

15. Spelling - Let. Cor.

.47**.

.46*

,.69**

12 < .05

Score

10.27
24.31

.

8.

Max.

Mean

*412,

...-

-

-.14

..01

__

.-.19**

-.10

--

.64**

12
(6)
12
(6)
sec.

2,.45

(1.66)
2.46
(1.74)

16
(16)

16
(16)

5.3

16.

(428 )
(9.95)
(see.)
4.06
12
2.2
(3.13)
(6)
(1.36)
55.63 66-72
8.29
(31.13). (33-36)' (2.45)

(16)
16
(16)
16
(16)

4

ACOrralatiOns ofVar. 1,10.with Ver. 11-15 were calculated oniacores for image-wOr:d.4't
#910vAnt tAtistios for the 6 words in the set are given in the final columns-ln parentheses. .0ther
4titist1cs were calothated on'all'12,words.
A

16

3

1Pir

p.

sely related to and may be part of the ability to store letters
In contrast, the ability to
memory as symbols for mounds.
kidentify the letters in word images was not correlated significantly
This suggests that letter production may not
with mound learning.
be as central as letter recognition in storing alphabetic images of
words in-memory.

.4

Although most of the training ta'sks as well as the pretests
measuring letter-sound analytic skills were correlated with sound
learning scores, the measures of word reading skill (preliminary
training and posttest scores) were not. These results conflict with
the expectation.that this skill is centrally involved in printed
word learning. One reason for the absence of a relationship gind
also thestailure to detect stronger correlations involving sound
learning May be that the skill.was not really operational' among most
Inspection of performaps's in this task
of these beginners.
revealed that most had difficulty learning tfie sounds. )pnly .7; or
27% of the sample were able to reach a criterion of two perfect
recollections in 8 'attempted trials, Another reason 4hY
correlations were not very impressive may be that since subjects
Were given training on this aspect of word knowledge, the
variability in posttest performance as a function of this factor was
reduced to a minimum. If.true, one would..expect low Correlations
for performance on ithage-trained words but higher correlations on
control words. Inspection of the correlations betwden sound
learnir)g and posttest 'performances for image-traine'd and contr9l
swords separately disclosed gorily one correlation which was higher,and
swind learning was
significant in the cpse of control words:
si4niticantly correlated with pOsttest list rigireading,accuracy
t pot for image wOrds,
.53, p < .05,
scores for control words, r
r = .05, p > .05. Thus; only weak support for this explanation was
A third possfbility is that there were too few subjects and
-Found.
too few words to yield veey powerful tests of the hypothesis

One procedbral difference between the sound learning task used
in the present and the previous studies should,S6 mentioned.
Subjects here were told to make use ofsthe let'ters in remembering
sounits whereas ln'the previouS study they were shown the letterp but
This difference may have had something to
not told how to use them.
do with the lower correlations obierved. Further research is needed
to clarify whiether the sOund learning task does reflect an important
compone4 or printeioword learning, and if.so what it is.
As we hive observed in other studies (Chapters 5 and 7),
ghildren's ability to read a list of printed words constitutis a
powerful predictor of theeir performances 141 many types a alphabetic
As evident in Table 6-3, the pretest word-tdoRtifioatioo
tasks.
measure was signifioantlrarrelatedwith almost -a11 of the ether
measuresc86% of them); more so than kny of the other p'retests
(43-57%). This shows that the more printed Vords beginners have
stored in lexical memory, the-more effectively they will learn,ne4
,
printed words.
/

,

.(

a.

1

27

4

the other pretests appeared'related to more specific aspects of;
CVC decoding and letter naming speed were
printed word learning.
highly correlated with letter-sound analysis measures (Variables 7
and 8) and with memory for correct letters VI the posttest (Variable
However, they were in general less strOngly related to whole
15).
This points to the importanoe of letter-sound
viord measures.
,analytic skills for learning letter components of words but not
neodssarily whole word spellings.
It 13 interesting to note that sucCess on the image training
tasks (Var. 7-10) contributed primarily to posttest performance on
These
the spelling tasks rather than the word reading tasks.
results further contribute to the conclusion that image training
benefits spelling rather than word reading ability.
s

There are some problems limiting inferences baled on
correlations. It'may be that word training washed out otherwise
significant, effects, precluding conclusions about the involvement of
some variables. Also, because so many variables were interrelated,
it is not clear which might be responsible for what. Furthermore,
tasks were given in a fixed order, so it is not clear how
performance on one affected performance on another and thereby
altered corre104ons involving the latter variable.' Also, it, was
the case that better readers were taugHt longer'words than poorer
!leaders since they could readihe shorter easier words comprising
the potential target set. The effect of this would be to reduce
correlaflons between pleasures. These limitations must be.kept in
mind as interpretations are formed.
\,

One goal,of the present study wam not met. We had hoped to
determine whefher suPerior knowledge df printed words iould benefit
However, ,
the reading of sentences'containing those words.
difficulties in thedefign of an adequate sentence reading task -,
prevented achievement of this objective.
.

is

Iil concluMion, results of the present study confirmed findings
reported iii Chapter 5 khat training 0 the formation of orthographio
/images given to beginning readers is peneficial in improving their
'ability to spell the.words but not to read the words.
_
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Chapter 7:

Do Beginners Learn Printed Words
-

Better In contexts or.in Isolation78

One of the most impoptant capOilities In learning to read is
learning to recognize printed words.
Research on beginning readers
performed by Shankweiler and Liberman (1972) and Firth (1972) reveals
high correlations,between the ability tO identify printed words and
skill in reading text. The purpose of this study'was to explore
skills and experiences which facilitate thewritten.word acquisitioti
process among beginning readera. There is substantial disagreement
about which skills and .experiences are most important. ,.Some authorities stress letter-Sound.tiapping-skills (Rozin & Gleitman, 1977;
Liberman & Shankweiler, 197Ti. Others emphasize the importance of
1e6rning to recognize printed words rapidly and automatically.(LaBerge
& Samuels, 1974; Perfetti & Hogaboam, 1975; Perfetti & Lesgold,
1977). Still others proolaim the centrality of learning to recognize
the meanings of printed words as they participate in larger sentence
and story contexts (Goodman, 1972; Smith, 1973).
Disagreement arises
also about the best way to develop word recognition skill. ,One
recommendation is that beginnersyractice reading single words on
Tlash cards to- improve decoding aceuracy and speed. People offering
this approach assume that once a. pronuncitation is derived,' word
meanings are accessed automatically. However, others objeot, arguirig
that pronunciation does not guarantee that words Will be interpreted
quickly and correCtly. An alternative recomAendation is that beginners practice reading words in story contexts so that meanings can be
aroused and attached directly to printed forms.
.

'

Id order to contend with these multiple iisues add uncertainties
surrounding the word learning process, Ehri has proposed a theory of
printed word learning which integrates some of these seemingly
disparate views (Ehri, 1978, in,press-a, in press-b; Ehri & Wilce,
1979);
AcCordihg to the theory, reading-capabilities get Underway
when ihe reader becomes able to store printed words in lexical
memory.
The lexicon is conceptualized as A repository for words fl
.child hae acquired by learn ng to speak. Each word has everal
identities:
a pronpo4tfon or phonological identity, a characteristic form class or syntactic identity, and a meaning or semantic
identity. When the child learns to read, another identity is added to
the lexicon.
Atile/she practicee reeding A word, its orthographic
form is retained'in memory and amaigAmated with the 'ord's.other
identittes sothat one unit is forMed...Once orthog aphic identities
ofrwords are esiablished, the reader no ionger need tY to use general
decoding skills toidentify these words.
Visual images tave replaced
sound as the address inItemory,' so'the reader can redognize the word
_aby ally metoh4ng the print to his 'stored Visual representation.

.
''

r
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aneferred to wtother chapters as Ehri andloberts (1979).
Published in Child Development, 50, 675-685:
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Since words have ueveral ident,ities which undergo amalgamation
during reading acquisition, the process of learning printed words is
viewed as having not one but several dimensions to be investigated.
Gne can examine not only whether readers can recognize a word's
phonological identity from its graphic form, but also whether they can
recognize how the word functions grammatically and what it might mean
in sentence contexts.
In addition, one can examine how completely the
orthographic form ham teen stored in memory by ilving readers write
out the word or distinguish correct from incorrect spellings.

In considering how word identity amalgamation develops, one can
expect varioUs types of skills and experiences to prove central to One
or another aspect.
In order to store the orthographic identities of
words, very likely the reader must possess systematic knowledge of
letters as they map into sounds, he. must be able to use this knowledge
to store word spellings in memory, and he mus.t.spend some time
attending to and analyzing the written forms of single words.
A
Mifferent type of experience 13 probably important for attach,ing
syntactic and semantic identitles to printed word forms.
T e
ader
must practice recognizing and interpreting printed words accurately as
he reads text for meaning; In this way, the meanings become active at
the time the reader looks at and.decodes the, printed form.
4

-The pUrpose of the present study was to compare the effects of two
types of word learning.experiences. Begrnning readers wenOttqught to
read words Vhich were printed.either in meanirigful sentence erRptexts
or singly on flash cards.
Based on the above view, it was exi7ected
that context tra,ined subjects would learn more about the semantic
identities of printed wqrds, whereas flash card trained subjects would
remember more about orthographic identities.

The possibility that semantic identities are not learned well Oen
words are seen in isolation receives support from a number of
sources.
Goodman (1973) is highly critical. of the flash card method
of teaching words. He has asserted that if readers are taught to
pronounce isolated words, they will learn merely to "bark at print."
One reason is that the meanings of many worda are not salient in
isolation.
This is particularly true of context-dependent words
(i.e., is, was, of, from) which must be eibegded in sentences to have
meaning and also true of ambiguous words with.multip10 meanings.
Anottmr reason is that children have.little practice recognizing
single words as unita of spoken langUage. 'In speech, attention is
directed at meanings of phrases and sentences rather than Words.
Evidence presented by Ehri (1975, 1976, 1979). indicates that prereaders do not recognize .context-dependent words pronounced.in
isolation as real-words. However, even with interpretable words,
children tend to think only minimally about tWr.meanings unlesi told
to do so.
Several studies by Rohwer (1971) reVeal that young ohildren, unlike adults, do not spOntaneously imagine semaripo relations to
.00nneot noun pairs when the words are presented alone. The levels of
pPoceh'sing
(Craik & Lockhart, 1972) describing how information
is Itored(and.remembered uggets that people process information to

1 go
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the depth actvated by the demando of the task. If nothing more than
pronunciation is,required, then printed words will be encoded phonemically but not semantically.
The possibility that semantic identities of printed words are
learned better if the words are seen in meaningful contexts has some
merit.
Available evidence on oral reading miscues indicates that,
syntactic and semantic constraints aro very active and exert a strong
influence over the word ohoices a beginner makes as he reads a line of
text.
When words are misread, substitutes which are syntactically and
semantically consistent with the preceding text.are produced in their'
place (Biemiller, 1970; Goodman, 1969; Weber, 1970). This suggests
that relevant syntactic and semantic identities are active when
beginners encounter new words as they are reading for meaning. It:
readers identify the words correctly, then this should be a good way
to attach apPropriate grammatical functions and meanings to printed
words, pai-ticularly context-dependent words.

,

.

Although the context method might be good for learning word
meanings,..it may not be so good for storing orthographic details.
The
reader who runS into new words in a text is thinking about m9aning.
His attention is not dGected at compOnent letters, and he spends
FUrthermore, it
little time inspedting each word as.a separate unit.
is often the case that h can use contextual cues to guess at less
familiar printed words an so he has little reaSon to pay much
-attention tb all the graphic cpes.
In contrast, the child who. studies
.words printed on flash cards may note and remember much more about
word spellings.
.._

/'i

,

o?

In the present study, context and isolation methods of word
learning were employed with enl-of-the-year first graders who were
trained to read 16 words in one of the two ways. Half of the children
read the words printed in meaningful sentence contexts. The other
half read the words printed singly on flash cards and then listened to
leaningful sentences- containing the words.
Several pre- and posttests
were given to assess whether children who always encountered the words
in sentences would learn asmuch"about the meanings and spellings of
words,as children studying the Vords in isolation. Although isolation
subjects were provided with sentence contexts identifying word
meanings, thIs information was Kesented only after they had pronounoed the words.
Since meanings were not ea-Tieat the time
isolation learners looked at and decoded words, it was expected that
orthographic-semantic amalgamation would be less effective.
In the presentIstudy, word learning 'was assessed in various ways.
Orthographic knowledge was measuped by examing subjects' acciuracy and
speed in reading ehe words, their ability to spell the words, and
their ability to discriminate correct spellings from a set of plausible misspellings. Syntactic/semantic knowledge or word iletiltities
was assessed by having subjects produce meaningful sentence* Containing the words, either sentences like the ones they *ere given
during training or other sentences.
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The words seiected for training were homonym pairs, that 13, worda
which are tdentical in sound yet have two,AiliCerent spellings, each
associated w'ith a different and distinctive meaning.
Homonyms were
chosen because we wanted to:study the-Trocess of attaching meanings to
spellings without sound being an important mediating variable. By
usi,ng homonym, we insured that befng able to Pronounce a printed word
,would.not guarantee correct'retrieval of-its meaning-.13y,plaking
semantic retrieval a variable procesa,
could assess whether word
training exerted a differential effect.
One additional purpose'of the present,,study was to examine7the
relationship between various beginning 'reading capabilities and word
learning skill.
Two types of capabilities were measured, those
tapping knowledge of subcomponents of.words
accuracy.and spee-ci
at naming alphabet letters, ability tc aound out and to spell
consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) nonsense syllables), and those tapping
knOwledge at a lexical level (i.e., number of printed words known; ,
detection of misspellinu of words, knowledge of spellings of
past-tense verb inflections). Of interest was whether lexical
knowledge might prove more central to the acquisition of word identity
information than sublexical or letter-sound knoWledge. If words are
the most tmportant units o,f printed langilage and the key to reading
acquisition as Ehrils theory suggests, then one might expect
childrenls knowledge of lexical orthographic patterna tO cOntribute
more to the word learning process than-thdir sublexical-knowledge.
.

Method

Subjects

The children, 22 females and 15 males, mean age 7.1 yOhrs, Were
taken from the first grade of a middle class elementarli school.
Children were tested in-the Spring.. They had undergone 7 to 8 months
of beginning reading instruction... Children who had progressed too far.
r
or nci far enough in the HOughton and Mifflin series were excluded.
7 Subjects'retained Were.those reading in either the second Or the final,
,
books gW.the first gr'ade level.
'lieachers were asked to form matched
-,pairs of subjects based on reading ability. Members of each pair were
assigned randomly, one to the isolation condition, oneto the printed
I
context condition.
Materials and Procedures

The experimvnter-Worked wit0 each child individually on five
occasions. Several pretests were given to measure various aspects of
thecreaders,knowledge of printed language. Then word recognition
training, either with isolated printed words or with words embedded in
written contexts, was provided.
Finally, Various posttests were
admdnistired to measure the effects o( word training.

V
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Prlet,ests

.0

Letter Naming.,. The child,was asked to name 25 lower-case letttis
(alr but "x") as faSt m possible, to avoid errors, and to skip any he
did not know.
His performance was timed with a stopwatch,
Homonym and Context-Word Identification. The ohild was asked to
read -aloud 167 words presented individually, 16 homonyms plus 151
words to be used iii sentence contexts during word training.
The
latter words were taken.from the children'S readers.
,

Recognition of Nonfense Syllable Misspellings.
The child was
shown spellings" or misspellings for 12 CM sounds Oronounced by the
experimenter. In three cases, the letters correctly reprepented the
phonemes, alcd in 9 cases, there were single errors.
The child had to
detect and correct.any misspellings.
A

Recognition of Wdrd Misspellings.
Misspelli;gs of 18 real w
were presented.
Por each word, the experimenter first read a
meaningful-sentence containing the word (i.e., The boys walk to
school.), she repeated the word and then showed the misspelling.
In
all cases, one letter was missing. For half of thlst words, the missing
letter mapped a phoneme:
find, smile, help, away, work, after, there,
fish, house.
For half, the letter was silent: real, school, like',
tree, your, wait, tell, play, walk. The words were presented in
random order. The child was asked whether the word was spelled
correctly and if not how to correct it.
Four-Choice Discrimiilation of Target Homonyms.
The child was
shown 16 cards each displaying a row of four possible spellings for
each of-the 16-homonyma 0,.e. (1) waks (2) whacks (3) wax (4)
wex),,
To make the distractors attractive, they were selected from
iisspellings produced by subjects in a pilot task.
The correct
alternative varied between the second, third, and fourth positions on
the cards.
The experimenter first read a meanfngful sentence
containing the homonym (i.e., The wax from the candle dripped onto the
table.).
Then she presented the printed words and had the subject
point:to thi -correctly spelled form.

Decodigg Nonsense Syllable. Children were told to read aloud
eight CVC nonsense stimuli printed on.cards: Haft Har, Nep, Reb, Jin,
Fip, Tuk, Vug.
Spelling Nonsense ST1lables. Eight CVC nonsense syllables Were
pronounced by the experimenter, the child repeated the-name; and then
wrote it out.' The CVC'forms contained short vowels but were otherwise
different from those used above. /
Spelling Inflected Verbs. Six past tense.verbs were pronounced
and the, child was asked to write out each.
The v.erbs were chosen so
that the Inflectional -ED endings did not alWays map into the tOO
separate phonemes predicted by the letters. In two oases, the leiter;
mapped intO a separate syllable (i.e., started, nodded).
In two
oases, only the final:letter -D mapped-correctly into sound as a

-

,c...

voiced /di
cleaned, turned)
nwo oases, the letter -D
mapped Nfinal voiceless /t/ (i.e., watched, soaped). For each'wprd,
the ch'vd listened to a defining sentence Context-4.e., The boy
watched his mother do the dishes.).and then tried to write out the
tar-ger-verb.
Scored was the number of times'he/mhe wrote out the
infloè,tion coz:rectly.

Detection of Verb Misspellings. The child was shownia misspeiled
version of the above six verbs. In each of theae,'the ihflection was
spelled phonetically
WATCHTT CLEAND, SOAPT, MEND, STARTID, NODDID.
The child judged l':-/hether each was correct and if not how 'to.make it
right.

Wird Learning'

The following homonym pairs Were selected f,or training:
which-witch, wring-ring, tows-ros6, choose-,-chews, bald-bawled, wax-whacks,
burtes-berries, haul-hall. The.hemonyms 'were diAtided into two sets, A
and B, with a member of each pair assigned randomly to one of the
During word,training, these sets were always taught separately,
never mixed.
Subjects saw either Set A or B on Day 1, the other set'
on Day 2, and both sets presented separately on Day 3.; The Sets were
kept separate in order,to.minimiie chances that the child would mix up
qhd homonyma or recognize that.he was learning two different words
with the same sound.
Apparently, this effort was successful4 It-Was
not until the posttest when the forms were shoilki together t,hat any
child commented about,the fact that the words, sounded the,same.
sets.

For each homonym, four sen tence co ntexts were;writtv Co highlight
the distinctive meanings Of the homonyms. Foe exampler,-!the word
"witqp" was presented iq,sentences such as, "Here'comes the bad
witch." "The witnh is Plding in the tree." The other words in the
sentences were drawn from the children's clasSrcom texts to insure
that context words wodld be-familiar and would thus aid
contexto-reading subjects in leprning the syptacticand semantic
identities Of unfamiliar target words.
In'addition., supplementary
material.in the form of questions, instructions or pictilres'was
created fOr each Sentence.' These were designed to insure ,that
subjects.thought about meanings of the woi-ds,after ttiey read them.
For examOle, the child might be told to pretend to perform the action
he,had just read about or heard. Sentences were organized into four
blocks so that eaqh tomonym occurred once%in each of the_blOcks.
-

Th1 timqi were printed on-carft. For the prihted context
oondttion;,each sentence wastyped on one line in loWer case letttrs'
'(except for an i ni,tial capital) on a-5x8 card. Only the homonym was
underlined.
FZ,
'tp-t;,t,
isolated word condition, each hoMonymwes typed
,
stone On a car
A

.

e

.,-SUbjects

re Matched according to teacher'ratings Of their
reading ability: 'Pair Members were 43,igned randOmly to learn-the
homonyMs either as isolated,WOrds tot. as part of printed contexts.
gach child completed,three days of'word training during whiCh.he,read
:

0

-

'1
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each of'the 16 h monyms a total of 16 times. On Day 1, he was exposed
twice to four sentences for egoh memt?er of ona,homonym.set (A or B).
On Day 2, he was given fOur sentences twice for each member of the
other-set.
On Day 3, he read the entences twice for'both seta7of
homonyms. The sentences Mere presented in,blocks,'with each of the
eigtit homonyms inoluded once in each block.' The order of the
sentences in each block was determined randomly. -The Order of
presentation of homonym sets mat, counterbalanced among subject
Children wer'e instructed to read each card, to think about
meanings, ,Ind also tep plikattention to thejetters in the word* so
that.they'could learn to saY the words -themselves.- tSince most R,ther
words were familiar and could be read by subjects viei4ing.setence
.

contexts, this instruction was presumably interpelted gs-pertaining
mainly to letters Ah homonyms.) ChildTen.were told that after they
read eaCh card, the experimenter andlthe subject,woull talk about-4,1Whag
it meant.
Subjecta assigned.to the printed context.condition wne
shown, the cards with sentenoes and were told to Tead each
Reading,errors,were corrected by the experimenter. Subjects'aaSigned.
to the isolated word condition were shown each homonym printed alone,
were,tOld to pronounce it, were corrected if wrong, and then heard a
,sentence context read by the experimenter.
Prior to the learning
Xrials, isolaIon aa'weil as Ontilxt-subllots were informed that the'
oral. sentence Contexts conveyed the,words'Nneanings.
During the first
,presentatiOn of each blocked list, the experimenter presented supplementary, material in the form of comments or questions to evoke further
semantic processing of the 'homonyms. During the second presentation
of the bl,ocked list, children read the cards with the same sentences
but without the supplemeptary material.
10.

Posttests

Homonym Identification and Sentence Production. Subjects mere
sbown each of the homonyms they had:been taught,' wene aaked.to read it
alOud, and then-to recall either exactly or approxiniately one of the
sentencea which Purl accompanied the Nord.- Jf they coUld not.remember
a rntenee, they were told to identiry the:meaning in theirown'
vords... In' fact, childreW.had no 'trouble producing sentence contexts.
The list of 16.homonyao was presented twice, each ln a different
.

orler.. Pair methberm, were Separated by at least Iwo other worlds on the'
Tlits.. .If a word was mis "d,_the experimenter,corrected it before

the context wate reqUested 0

-

*

..
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Two-choice'EomOnym'DisOriminatilm. iThe subject was shOWD 32:car s
displayiniCeentenbeshe had heard or ree&durl.ng training. The
homonym was'replaced by'a blank.space.. Homonym pairs were printed
beneath.the sentences 0 Choices (1) and (2). The experiMenter read
each sentence and.then,had subject'point to the-correctly spelled
word.
Each hodonym Wis.tested twice.
.:

;

pcmcqym leadirls Accuracy:and Latency.

The Subject:was shOmn each
set:or,:eight.hOMonyms printed in'a'c011amn and was tOld to readthem aa
Tfast'ail possible wittplit errors and to okig any he,did not recognize.
His latenbles-.q41 Set A:and Set H,were measured with a stopwatch.

A.,

-

Context Weed Identification.
This task was identical to the
second pretest above,except that the target-homotlYms,were not included.
'Homonym Spelling. 'The experimenter read ach of 16 senteftes
taken from the word training ask, repeated the homonym from that
sentence, and had subject spell the form. Pair members were separated
by at least four other words. The subjectls previous spellings were
covered up as he proceeded through:the taak.
rour-choide Disdrimination of Hootonyms.
to the7fifth pretest' described above..

This.task was identical

Both pretests and posttests-were administered 0 subjects in the
order given above.

ReAkts
There were 18 pairs of first graders,trained and tested. Complete
data were obtained from all but two pairs who missed out on the
four-choice homonymodiscrimination task. One extra subject was
traintd and tested in the printed.context condition, and her responses
were inaluded in the correlational analysis reported below.
,1

0

In order to verify-that sUbjects assigned to the isolatiOn and
context training groups were comparable in basic reading skills and
familiarity with the target homonyma,-their perform6nces on the
pretests were subjected to matched-pair t-tests (two-tailed). None of
these;differinces was statistically significant (E > .05). Mean
valuestare given in Table 7-1..

tr .
Insert Table 7-1 about here.

Training methods wire successful in teachtng subjects in both
conditions.to pronoübce almost all of the target homonyms. Two of the
posttests required sdbjects to read isolated printed-homonyms. All
but one subject read every homonym perfectly at least once in'these
tests. fTbe one exceptiOnal-subject alwais misread one homonym.)
Mean values fpr the two groups are given in Table 7-1. Matched-pair
t-tests indicated that the groups did-not'differ in this capability (p
.05).

Although.all subject learned tO pronoynoe,the homonyms scour-.
ately, the two groups did not acquire equivalent information about
other aspects of the words' identities.. The purpose of the seqtence,
production osttest was to see whether.subjeidts recognized correct
meanings for hOmonyms. In this task, children wereshown the printed
words and asked ito recall'one of the training sentences they,bad.been
given .or to .create their own ptnterioe... Mean-Values are r;eported in7)
Table 7-1 .where.it'Wepparent thit the conteit readini.grqup produced
significantly more correct.sentences forthe homOnyms,than theisolation group, t(17)
3.21, 2
.This Was desioite the filet
t:

z,8
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Table 7_1

Mean Scores on the Pretests and Posttests
for the Isoration and Printed Context Groups

L'exical Pretests

Isolation

Read Context

134

Context
126

(Maximum
Score)

Standard
,Deviation

n.s.

(151)

18.9

12.7
2.0
3.3

12.0 n.s.

(18)
(6)

3-5 n.s.

3.7
2.3
2.4

19.1

21.0 n.s.

5.4

10.1
5.8
4.7

9.3 n.s.
5.0 n.s.
4.2 n.s.

(12)

7.4
15.9
31.9
10.9

5.4n.s.
15.7 n.s.
31.6 n.s.
15:7

(16)
(16)
(32)

4.2
0.9
1.3
5.7

22.7 *

(32)

4.7

23.4

24.4 n.s.

(30

49

6.6

7.7 n.s.

(16)
(16)

2.6
2.6
+2.4

Words-

Word Misspellings
-ED Misspell gr
Spell

Sue exical Prete4ts
ter Name
Latency (Sec.)
VC Misspellings
Decode CVC
Spell CVC
Homonym Tests**
Word Reading
Accuracy
Pretest
Posttest Plo. 3)
Posttest (No. 1)
Word Read Latency
.

2.

n.s.

1.8

(8)

(8)

)4+%

)

2.4
1.9

(Sec.)

15

Sentence
Production
Disorimination

,18.9

(Two)

Disorimination
(Four)

Pretest
Posttest
Pre-Posttest
Oain
Discrimination

A

10.5 n.s.,
+2.7

(Four)

Other Homonym

3.6

3.5

2.3

2.0

1.4

Chosen..
t

Misspelling
Chosen
Spelling.
Word5 Correct
.Letters Correct

'

4.9 n.s.

5.1
67.7

(16)

-'

3.0

63.9 (sign test)

-7

c

,

4/2 < 05

I"Babb was a posttest unless OtherwiSe

esignated

t

,
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that both groups were exposed to .all sentences the same number of
t
es during training.
A check of the errors committed by subjeots
're aled that it was not the case,that the isolation 'group had more
t ouble rememberiog the sentences. There were very few instances
whdre subjects fa/tled to recall one of the training sentences.
Practically all error-31-9.71, were cases where the sentences were
appropriate but for the other homonym.
This indieates that the groups
differed primarily in their ability to retrieve correct semantic
identities corresponding to particular spellings. These findings
supliort the hypothesis that reading words in printed contexts is a
better way to help subjects amalgamate sempntic identities' to orthographic forms-than reading words in isolation and hearing contexts.

Whereas gontext subjects were superior in recognizing the semantic
identitims of words, the isolation subjects were somewhat more
familiarand facile with word forms.
The purposes of the homonym
d1scrimisnatio64,read1ng speed, and spelling posttests were to measure
chfldren's meinori for orthographic deta?ts and their facility with the
words as units.. Results of somtrof these tests yielded significant
differences.
Isolation subjects Were able to read the list'of
homonyms about 5 seconds faster than oontext subjects, t(17) 4 3.94, 2
< .01.
On the four-choice discvimination task, although posteest
scoNes did not differ, t(15)
6.83, 2 > .05, the gain in number of
words correctly identified from preto posttest was greater,among
isoaation than among contextubjects, t(15) = 2.56, 2 < .05.,
Analysis of the errors committed by subjebts in this task revealed
that both groups chose the incorrect member of the homonym pair about
the sameAnumber oT times. The major difference distinguishing the two
groups was that context iubjects tended to select a misspelling more
'often than isolation subjects. However, the means were small (see
table 7-1) and this difference fell short of significance, t(15) =
1.62, .05 < 2 < .10.
.

.

If it is true that isOlation subjects were more attentive to
orthographic details than context subjects, one would expect spellings
to reflect this. However,-as evident in Table 7-1, 'mean values on the
spellihg test dill not differ0(17) = 0.25, 2 > .05. Furthermore, the
means were quite low. In this task, the experimenter read a sent,nce
containing each hqmonym snit gad Subjects write the word. To receive
credit, subjects Rad to record the correct member of the pair and
spell it,perfectly,. We reasoned that such a strict scaring method
vti-gbk be insensitive, particularly since isolktion subjects'did not
learnNsemantic identities sq mell. Perhaps if we accepted either
homonym and also gave credit for partially cot.rect spelling's, we might
deteet differences. We adopted a different scoring briteripn and
counted simply the number of letter; recorded whidh were correct for
.sither' of the two homonyms.
To illu;'trate, if a child wrote WH/TCH
for either "which" or "witch"Oe was given a score of six for that
Spelling.
(Such blended spellkngs were observed oftasionally.) If
wrote SABRES for "berries/ or "buries," his score was five. Because
the distribut&on of scores was skewed, a matched-pair sign,test was
"used.
Comparison of tObe:pairs of scores revealed that disproportion,ately more of the isolation subjects (i.e., l)4 out of 18) had higher
1

k,
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letter scoi-ea than their ortext matel, z = 2.12, 2 <..05. Mean
-Icores are iven in Table 1-1, Thlre findings combined with those
&love offe support for the hypothesis.that studying words in isolatfon is a better way for readers to learn about orthographic identities than reading worda-in c6htexts where ette tion is directed
:t
'meaningm rather thlp form.
t

Subjectsjn the context group recell5ed pract ce reading printed
Though these backgroad words
were raken froMLthe children's classroom texts, most subjedts were not
able to read all 151 words on the pretest. Comparison or, pre-and
posttestiperformancekrevealed that'all but two context children
showed gains in the ford identifidation task (mean 44in = 10.3
words).11,(The t;; exceptionA recognized almost all the-whrds'at the
outset.77 IsAation Subjects, who did not practice reading these words
but simply heard them, displayed a mean gain of only 24 words, with 8
serktence contexts as ifell as homonyms.

of these :subjects sllowing no gains.
Thus; context reading Yielded one.
additional benefit not available tq isolation stibjeets.
These

children learhed to recognize several additional printed.words.
A secondary purpose of the present study was to compEire the
tmportance of lexical and sub-lexical knowledge for word learning
processes. .Lexicial knowledge refers to the reader's knowledge of
printed word forms,:structural as well as wOrd-specific. Meastleels-of
lexical knowledge included the number of printed words childrA could
reed, the number of word misspellings (i.e., omitted letters) they
()chin detect and correct whe4 the letters were pronbunced and when
they 'were silent, the number of verb inflec-.tions spelled correctly,
and the-n4mber of verb inflection misspell- ings noted and corrected.
Measures of pub-lexical knowledge.conaisted of letter naming speed,
decoding\and,sp011ing CVe"nollsense syllables, and
recognition-cprrection of CVC misspellings.
-

41

Correlation coefficients were examined to determine whether
lexical- or -sub-lexical capabilities contributed more to processes
4, r inirolved in learning semantic andlbrthographio identitieS of
homonyms. Results are.repOrted An Table 7-2.
Inspeotion of the
signifioant correlations involving sentence'produotion,scores, the
measure of sema tio identitr learning (Variable 10), revealed that
only the lexica measures (Variables 1-5), Aiot the sub-lexical
measures (Variab es 6-9), correlated witp4erformance. Inspection of
,

,

)/nsert Table 7.-2-about here.'
(--..
/

the significant lexical and,sublexical odrrelations involving the

orthographic peasui-es -- hOmonym spelling (Varia e 12) and founchoice /
: disorimiaatio6 (Variable'13) -- indicated that 1 ical correlations
(Variables 1-5) were generally higher than sub-l1xiot correlations'
(Variables 6-9).
i

The four-choice homonym discrimination Ask (Variab1e,13) had been
given as a pretest.
In order to examine c rrilations between this
...
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Table 2

..air

)

i."----\

StatEstioally Significant Correlation Coeffibients Bqween Measures (N t 37 Subjects)
._

-I

Lexical
1

Pretest-Lexical
1,
Read4rontext Woeds
2.
Silent Misspellings
3.
Pronounced P44pe111n.g s
4.
-ED Misspelli s
5.
Spell -ED.
Pretept- - Sub-lexical
6.
Lett r Name Latency
7.
CVC li8spe1iing s
8.
Decode CVC
Spell CVC
9.
Posttest - Homonyms
10.
8eritenoe Production

X
rs.)

WoklRead Latency

11.

6

5

7

8

__
.

7

.59**
,64**
:50**
.59**

_-

:72**

-.63**
.42**
.54**
.58**.
.415,*

-.78**
.63 its

13.

.73*P

-...

..61**

.59**

\

W.,

.12...3pe11

D13oriminate (Four)

3
.

.

-..1

2

\
SUblexical

.

-.18
.20

.50**'
.38*
.52**
-.34*
.70**
.70**

.50**
I

-.32
.48**
.70**
.66**
.39'
-.46**

-.17

.1-2

.17

'.69**

.57**

.

)

?.11

:45**
.38*

.39*
.36*

.61 mil

.58**
-.31
.69**.

-.24
.67**
64**

,

.

6
.6**

__

.

.

7.05
-.15
1-.28

-.06
.74**
-.30
-.28

.....-

:60**

.82**

.13

.28

-.25
.17
.36*

__
.31

-.3no
.51

.49**

,e

,

or >

33

2_< *°5

> :42, 2 < .01

c,
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Table 2 (Cont'd.)
4

Statistically Signif ca9t Correlation Coefficients Between
Meastmes (N = 17 .tubjects)
)
Posttests
10

12

13

Partial Correlations
Tretest-Lexica,l
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

head anteld.Wordi
Silent Misspellings
Prond4pced Misspellings
-ED Misspellings
Spell -ED

.37*
.460*

.48**
-59**

.28

.53**
.57**
.58**

.53**

Preteled- Sub-lexical

6.

7,
8.
9.

Lett,er Name Latency,

PVC Misspellings
Decode CVC
Spell'CVC

Posttest - Homon
0.
Sentence Production
11.
Word Read Latency
12.
Spell
Discriminate (Four)

I.

k
*sr >

. 42,

k

.01

!OM

-.07
.68**

.59"

-.40*
-.51**

.68**

.63**
.60**
.36*

.54"
.58**

re
...,'

measure-and lexical and sub-lexical measures with the effects of
preteSt knowledge removed, partial correlation coefficients were
calculated.
Out of eight'correlations", three, all lexical, were
significantly greater than zero: reading context words (Variable 1),
r m .68, p < .01; silent letteN misspelling (Variable 2), r = .62, p <
.01; pronounced letter misspelling (Variable 3), r = .55, p < .01.
Decoding CVC's (Valqable 8) just missed significance, r = .37, .05 < p

.

< .10.
1

t
,

To further confirm the greater importance of knolledge at the
lexical than the sublexiolA level for learning the orthographic and
semantic.identities of words!partial correlations were calculated.
This was nbcessary because lexical and sublexical tasKvwere significantly cdreelated with each other.
It was expected thit even when
sublexical knowledge was Oartialed out, the correlatiOnstbetween
lexical knowledge and homonym sTres would remain significant. The_
sublexiCal measure chosen to-be partialed out was the cyc deCoding
measure (Variable 8). Results are reported on the second page of
Table 7-2.
They were for the most part consistent with expectations.
Correlations remained signtricant except in the case of Variable 3
(recognizing pronounced letter misspellings) which bore the highest
correlation With the Smblexical CVC variable (r = .70). Very IikelY,
this task reflects lex cal knowledge less adequately than the other
tasks since, unlike4th others, success is possiblelusing sublexical
letter-sowd knowledge
In sum, these results.offei- evidence for the
greater contribution o lexical than sublexical knowledge in learning

ir

wprd
r

Performances in the two verb inflection pretests were examined in
order to determine whether children who produced the ED inflection
oorrectly in their spellinglipalso recognized when this form was
misspelled.
The misspelling% were thought to be attractive because
they maRped the final 'sounds in the verbs phonetically (i.e., WATCHT,
STARTID).
Scores of the children were otteSsified as high or low in
each task. Results are given in Table 7,r3.. There Were 19.children
who produced ED correctly in mOst of their Spellings. However, nine of these subjects Subsequently accepted most of the phonetic
!

(
Insert Table 7-3 about here.,

misspellings as correct also.
Some Ot these children.reoognized the
discrepancy but decided that.the phonetic formsliere preferpble:
"It
Sounds better so it must be right." In contrast, other clniTdren also
recognized the discrepancy but proclaimed their awiredess of the
lexical regularity and stAnk with their earllier answer6, stating that
they were sure ED'was riett "even though you don't hear it." These
responses-disclose an,instance wtlere'knowledge of lexical patterna.li
in ciSmpetition.With the 'principle that letters map:tfieir sounds.
It
is interesting that there were a. number of children who "knew better"
yet were persuaded by the letter-sound rule. Others recognized the
lexical pattern as a different type of regulerity from the lettelkound

7.0.

1

(

Table 3

4

Numb

4

or chil,dren Receiving 'High

r

and-Low Soores (Maximum . 6) in the
Verb Inflection Spelling Tasks'
,

'Production of -ED
Kecognition of
-ED Misspelling

High

Low
(0-3)

Low (0-3)

High (4-6)
Total

_t11:61

Total

17

9

26

1

10

11

18

19

37):

vb.

Wok

'V*

4

14,
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consistency principle.
AchteveMent of this awareness may represent
important progress In the acquisttion of reading competence.

Discussion
4
.<.-

Findings of the present study indicate that there
mIsrit in\
distinguishi
and studying several aspects of rcrinteçI w2rdA as'they
are 1carnpby beginning readers. Reu1tW are interp eted as offerihg
supportr the word identL
viqw.
amalgamati
Results'showed-that
the papticular aspects of
s mhich get noticed and stored in the
lexicon are influenced by ,readers' experiences.
Reading words in
printed contexts appears to be a better way to amalgamate meanings to
print than reading words on flash cards and listening to meanj.ngs.
The explanation for Ole advantage of cpntexts is that when words are
read,/appropriate syntactic and semantic cues are activated at the
time the reader looks dt the graphic form. Information such as the
word's grammatical role, its position relative to other words, and its
semantic features thm* become attached to graphic cues. In contrast,
when words are viewed and pronounced in isolation, the reader thinks
only minimaliy about syntax and meaning.
,

\

.

,
'

.

Although context readers leNrn more about word meanings, they
appe'ihte learn less abObt the orthographic identities of words than
subjects stUdying the words on flash
The advAntage thought to
be peovided by isolated woretrain g is
at readers have more time
to atudy words as separate units,
o analyze letter details, to note
how letters map sounds and to store more complete 1 'ages in thetr

lex4ns.

-

/

\

P

Nit

,

Although a particular type of word wa6 selecte in thelpresent
''atudy, the intent was ts obtain results which cou d be generalized to
/ the learning of all- types,of words. It is impor ant to review the
rationale for this choice. Homonyms were selec ed because it was
thought that they would.better expose the process of aTnalgMting
meaning to pr nt. If words with unique pronunciations and single
meanings had teen taught, this would have Oovided subjects with two
routea into t e lexicon.
1r reoognition based on orVhographic.cues
had faileA, hey could have used sound to access meaning. This would
have boosted performance close to ceiling on the sentence production
task measuring meaning recognition, arlidifferences as a function of
word training methods would not have been expoaed. Bycteaching
homonyma, we were able to reduce-the importance-of sound and(to place
i
the burden orsemantic retrieval on orthography.
Note that we are not
Iunterpreting present findings /la evidenoe that readers depend less
pon sound than upon print, or that they go direqtly from print to
meaning and ypass sound. Such tnferences would be inappropriate
since the stiuly was aet up t9 lima the role of sound. Rather thls
experiment was intended simply to explore the process of acoessiKg
meaning from print and to determine whether one method of word
learning might oontribae moriethan another.
/

4

.

'
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The questl.on of how readers learn to attach meanings to print is
Important to address. Recent evidence has indicated that.beginning

7- 1 6
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readers do not depend upon phonemic recoding In their recognition of
printed words which Are familiar. Rather they appear to extract
meanings directly from print (Barron,'1977J.Barron & Baron, 1977;
Rader, 1975). What mechanism underlies this is trt known.. It-maY be
that a dirret path is established from.the start as words are learned
(Baron and Treimap, 1980) or it may be that the phonemic recMing step
eops out once orthographic forms become amalgamated to the word's
other iqe t ties and establishad as a visual image in.,memory (Ehri,
1980-a)
sent results contribute by suggesting that if 9hildren
are able to ecognize meanings diredtly frOm print, thtf 'ae.more apt
to acquire-this capability by reading printed words_in meaningful
contextp than In isolation.
,

A secondary purpose of the present study Was to distinguish-two
types of word learning skills:, knowledge of'sublexical units (i.e.,
letternames, single letter-sound correspondences) and knowledge of
lexical Orthographic patterns which-do not map letter-by-letter into
sounds. Results4indicate that this distinction does appear to
characterize two amoects of the reader's knowledge of printed language.
The,conflict between lexiol And sublexical types of orthographic regularity was apparent in the. reactions of children to the
variablealappiogs Of -ED in the vi4rb inflection spelling tasks. Also,
in the misspelling recognition tapk, 4children were-successful in
detecting the Absence of silent as w4,11 as pronounced letters in
familiar words (X
6.0 silent vs. 6il pronounced letters correct),
indicating that they had acquired orhographic information extending
beyond singl6kletter-sound relation*hips to include the whole word.
Baron (1979) reports evIdence for a !similar distinction, between the
use of letterrsound rules and the uSe of word-apecific paths in
learning to read words.
), f

The main reason for distinguistg lexical and sublexical skills
in the,present study was to compare,theif-confributions to the process
of learning orthographic and semlinqc identities of words. As
elpected, eesults favored the imporltance of 16xical.skills.
These
results arWconsistent with Veneziq's (1970) analysis which reveals
that the heart.of the system of "orthography as a mpp for speech is not
at the single lefter-sound level but at a lexical level entailing
patterns of letters co-occurring within word*.
To progress very far4.
id learning to read English, findings suggest that it may be more
important for raders to acquire knowledge of lexical patterns than
singla letter-sound relationships." Of coUrse, these results are
\\.,correlational andr any causal inferences await verification. Regardless, present findings underscore the Iiportanop of distinguishing andl
.studying poth types of knowledge as the, emer
interact, and
contribute to the process of learning printe
rds.
I.
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Do Beginners Learn to Read Function WOrds
Better in Sentences or. in Lists?

,
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A) major .burdle.in 1darning to read is'learning tO pronounce and"
to recognize the meanings of printed 'words accurately and rtipidly both
In and out or meaningful.contexts (Baron, 1977; 184Arron, 1978; Clair
1969; LaBerge & Samuels, 1974;yerfetti & LesgoW: 1977; Shankwi'ilar &

Ciberman, 1972).' The presentstudy was intended to explore expe0ences-which influence the printtiemord learning proopss among .beginning readers,--rils'study follows on the'Keels of previous
studies and was conceOtpalized according to a theor of printed word
learning (Ehri, 1978; in press-a; in press-b; Ehri a 41 wil5a, 1979).
Central tO this theory is the coneefit of a ,lexicon compri4ed of words
having.several different 4dentitie5:
a pronUhciation or phonological
/ identity; a typical role in sentenoes.or saptactic identity; a meaning
or semantic identity.
Thesefidentities are acquired when children
learn to speak. Another identity is added when children learn to
read:
a visual letter-analyzed image or orthographic identity: IA
order for orthographic,images to become established kr, memory, readers
__must possess enough knoWledge ofillipt-h9graphic-speech mapping Otterns
so thatimpellings are procesSed as symbol's for component sounds
detectedIffn word ptonunciations. In this way, orthographic identities
are amalgamated with phonological identities.
Also, orthographic
images mu# come to symbolize syntactic functions and meanings. This
develops as readers see and kpterpret printed words in the context of
meaningful sgntences.
When the various identities of specific words
*
are amalgamated ln memory, readers become able to glance at their
printed forms and recognize them at,once. They-can pronouncelhem
_Accurately.andAuickly, They can Adentify at lea3t some of the
letters in their spellings. And they,can illustrate how,the words,
function in sentences.
*,
.

,

.

From this description, it is apparent that there are,a naMber-of
aspects of printed words for readers to learn. Ehrt and 'Roberts
(1979) examined to what extent acquisitión of these aspects migkt be
tnfluenced differentially by two types bf word learning experiences,
one where readers learned the %fiords in printed sentencesi another
where readers stUdied the words on flaSh cards. The words taught were
homonyms, that is, woras with different spellings but identical
pronunciations (i.e.,' buries - berries, which - witch, bald - bAwleq,
wax-- 4hack5).. These words were chosen becaUse thei.-present special
Semantic amalgamation problems. Readers mUit learn whioh spellings go
with which meanings without the aid of pronunciationS. Ftrot graders
who could, not read many Or the words were selected.
Half of them
practiced reading the words in sentence contextsr Half real the words
in isolation on flash cards and then listened to the same sentences.
A3 ',expeote0, the two experiences iiere round td influense word learning
differently. -Context reading boostedtpcquisition of the ayntactticXsementic identitieS'of words (i.e. , pontext reeders-were better able
to eilbed printed homonyms in sentendes depicting their.correct
mevinfnge).
However, flash card reagng enhanced knovledge of orthographic identities and their amalgathation to pronunoiations (he.,
isolation readers read the words faster and knew more of their
.

f
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letters),

111* explanation-for the advantage of sentence reading is.
that appropriate syntactic and Semantic identities were aötivattd'for
word:52.st the time readers looked at their graphià forms, and so"this
informat* became itmalgamated to the orthographic images .stored tn
memory.
The explanation for the advantage of flash-cards is that
readers sOntHmore tame,looking at the words and were foroked to rely
on 1etter-s6Und processing to pronceunce the words
rhiti resulted in
the storage of more.ocmpleteinformation about orthographic identities
and 'how they symbolized phonological identities.

The purpose of-the present study was to determine whether these
findings would generalize to smother class of words also thought to
create identity amalgamation problems rot beginning readers, .FutctiOn
words, that is, words dependent upon contexts"for their meaning
prepositions, conjunctions, auxiliary and peast-tense*erbs, re/ative"
pronouns) are not,familiaVto young children. In studies comparing
readers' and prei-etders' abifity.to perform various operations with
context-aependent words (Ehri, 1975, l976,'1979), we,found that
prereaders often aid not- recognizef these as real words when the words
w're pronounced in isolation.
They had dirficulty distinguishing them
.----'from nonsense words, einbedding them ittmeaningful sentenca$, detecting
their presence in spoken sentences, pulling them out of:sentences, and
remembering them 83 responses.in,a paired'adisodtate learnfilg task.
Chklren had much less trouble When the words wgpre meaningful nouns
and Jjedtives.
Also, children' who had learne) tolread function words
performed these tasks easily.
The pre;-(WN study was intended to see-whet:her the process of
learning printed"function words would t)e influenced by the way

beginning readers studied these words.
FThst graders were.salected.
Half practiced reading the words in meaningful sentenbes.
The other
half practiced the words in unstructured lists and then lisfened to
the words rearranged into ipeaningful sentehces. 'Various pre- and'
posttests were given to asseSs the effects of training on subjeCts.'.
knowledge of word_identities.- It was expected that-context readers
would/ learn more about syntactio/semantic identities pr prtnifed"
funodion words whereas list renters might learn more about tAeir
'orthographic identities as they'had in 'the preVious study;
This
hypot esis seemed tapecially Important to-test since fUnction words
are a ng the" first taught to.beginners as part of sight vocabulary
lists an
ere is:controversy about how instruction should be handled
(Gocidman,.196, Hood,,1974, Smith,- 1973).
.
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There have, been other investigations of printed--word learning in
beginning readers.
Samuels (1967) showed that if-pietures'accompany
printed Words, learning is slower than if-the words are studied in
kaolation. Aanger, Samuela-and 4pirOff (1974) oompared theifraptS of
Pentenc4 Ontexto as well as,picturea_And feqind that jearniiiiHima less
oftloiont in both_cases.
These studies Iliffe.from-the present in-

that.only.onekspect of.printedWord learning-VWFirssessettle.
ability-to protiounbe,wirdm. ,A4 EtTA, and RobeetS (19791 .shovfed,
oontext&mey retertthe prooese of amalgamating OrthOgraphic to,
phonological:ldentftnO, but it may aid in amalgamating orthographip'
(x,

... ,,,

-

to aelaetio identities,. Before opno ding thaf one method is best, it
is essential to examine all aspeot of the process.

Method

'

Subjects
'Pretesting was used in two'middle class elementary schoola to
aeleot 40 first graders, 18 males and 22 females, Mean age 80.8
months.
Subjects selected were those who Could decode no more than
six of the target words and who could be paired with another child.
scoring similarly Pn .t.hP.t.Orget word identificat,ion test and other
pretests. Pair members were assigned randomly to'the context and
isolation groups. The experiment was conducted in'the fall and winter;

Materials and Procedures
The experimenter worked with each-child individually'on 7-9
occasions to complete the pretest, word training and posttest phasep.
of the experiment. Although there was some variation In scheduling
etween pairs, .members of the same pair received identical.treatment.
'EXCept where noted, the tasks were presented insthe order listed
below PoSttests were' begun on the day following the final day, of
r
wOrd'training. All.sessions were tape recorded:
.

Pretests
t7.

Word identification. Xhildren read,aloud 85 äommon high
f'requency words, each printed'On'a. card.
Sem) inclAided the JO target
words to-b4 taught- plus 47 supplementery,words,to.be'bsed during
'training, and 28 worde'providing the-sentence conte*t6 for:the croze
peettest.r Mixed in with the words were-1.9 pictures to'Oe 'used as
symbt;x1; for 16 nourisand rcolorm during.training..', Children named
.theie and.were rsisted by Vle experimenter. 'The PiOtures wene
lincluded,to Maintain the motivation of- children unabie to read fa-any of
Aqe, printed worrWand aso to.introddoe the symbolS,
,

Letter naming,.
Wee asked toiname 25 lowercase-letters
(all but L) es fast as poesible,.to avoid errors, and to skip any he
did not.know. His performance was.timed with a stopwatch.

2

N

Fanallar mord spellina.
Prom,tfie:nontargetwords eich child
suocelef011Y rebOsnVed on the word'identificatioh task, et..=10 were
eelected to be written odt.. Aithoughthe'partiOlprVOrds varied
solewhat between sUbject'pairs,.imembers.%ofthe siMe oakr spelle'd the
sale words.1- The-dependent measures were ehe proportions of,w0i4ds and
letters written gorrectly.,.
.

.10r...00und ,ynOWledge."

ChiXaren were shOwn4 9. Aingli. 06ilagnantP

6 consonantpalri (oh, at, Ah, th"wht'fr) And R'Vowele (*, 61 it 11.1);
and theOfere-asked to produce the typical Sound each symbolized. If
unsuccessful with the vowels, they wed: Aown a' CVC nonsense Word and
&eked to"giVe the vowel sound. They mere also given six nonsense'
Vordsuto blend:

bif,..ne14:tukl tin0.4
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measure\surmnirizing, this skill was the total number of correct

Tesponses.

111,

I ,

6und lqarning aided by letter mnemonics. Ilishis task developed by
'Ehri.and Wilce -6979) was included in order'to assess childre's
ability to use letere to store sounds in memory. Subjects were given
several csials (maximum of.7) to learn four CVC nonsedse sounds in a
paired aSsociate task. The sounds were: wek, lut, fip, may.; The
stimulus prompts were the initial letters .of each unit. The"anticipation method was used. On thtt fir;St.trial'and after each
/
.
recall. attempt, qhildren were shown a spelling of the unit.
They were
told to pay atte tion tothei letters beoause..they would help-them
:remember the soun 3. Used as the dependentemeasure to,..compare
subjects was the.number of sounds correctly recalled on Trial 3.

A

.

,
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Printed. Word Leaisning

A,
TO context-dependent words-were selected for training: gave,
might, velly,iwhile, which) must, both, from, should, enough. For
each, three meantqgful sentences (4-9 words long) were written. The
supplementary words in the sentqcces were drawn from-a set a 117
words.
Pictographs symbolizing meaningsjor sounds in the case o'f a
few words like "for" - B, "are" - R) wei%e created for all
but 7..fun9tion words.' Each sentence or list waS printed on a separate
card.
Sentences were printed in rows. Lists displaying the same
words but in scrambled.order were printed in columns.
The supplementary words were printed with.pictographs appearing.above each word.
The reas9p for including pictographs was to make it easier for
.

4011116en -to identify-non-target words and for those n te context
treatment group tb combine the words into meanlngful sentences.-,Some
of the sentendes are illustrated in Figure 8-1.

Insert Figure 8-1 about here
.

The fitst -step was to teach subjects to identiry all 47 suppleEach was printed on a card. The words were grouped
for presentation into sets:. function words; people names; animal and
object namei; actions; feelings and object characteristics.
For each
wor;41 the experimenter explained how the pictograph yepresented the 4
concept.
To teach function words, attention was drawn/t6 letter-sound
corm- spondenCes, and short sentences were given to illustrate the
function words.
Each set was practided to a criterion of two perfect
trialS.
Then the sets were reviewed'together once in order and twice
mixed up. All children were-successful 4n learning to identify all of'

Mentarvwords.

'

.

the supplementary. wat,ds.

Tftining on the target wor. A came next. It was structUred po
that the M403 treatment ifro
ead the target and supplementaltV w,9rds

the same number of times'ans
ponded to t
meanings of the
,aentences in the Same way. The
itical dif rence between the groa%1L
was that the context roup read the target wor
in sentences while
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the isolation group read the words in non-maaningful lists and.then
.1'
heard the sentences.
Context suWects were told by the experimenterA
; that the words they would read "go together to say something to yoU,
so as you are reading, think about what the words are saying."
Isolation subjects were told, "First you'll rend the words. Then T
"will tell you how the same words can go toge6ler to say something to
,

'I you.",

\ .

i

Subjects read through each sentence or list tcace in succession
on each of four trials. If-target or supplementary.yords were
t
misread, the experimenter pi---6nounced the word, pointed out how letters
mapped sounds and which lettera were silent, and had ohildren
pronounce the word correctly, 'On the first trial, the three sentences
for each" target word were presented together in auccession. On
subsequent'trials, the same sentenoesreappeared but in mixed order
with at least two other/targpt-word sentences intervening.
During Trial 1, after each sqntence_was read or heard, a
discussion of its meaning commen6ed.
A picture or object was
presented,.and the child was given.a questionPor directive which
required applying the meaning of the sentence to the picture or
object.
To illustrate, for the target word "very," children rep or
heard "The girl looks at the'very fat Or* then saw a picture of a
girq loloking iot two pig pictures. The experimenter's directive was,
l'Show the the one." For the word "should," children read or heard,
"The dog s ould not sit on the car," then saw a picture taken from-a
book abou Cl fford, the big-red. dog, in which Clifford is cro ched
next to a sma I smashed car. The experimenterNkqueSOion was, rilow
come?" On su.sequent trials after reading or hearing each sen nee,
children were asked to remember the picture they saw before and
e
same question was asked. The picture was p5psented afebrJ ,their an wer
oeif they could not remember it. 1
Posttests

Spelling productiorv
Each target word was pronounced, children
repeated it and then wrbte it out.r.,
Ipelling_reoognition. Children were shown four possible
spellings.of each target word.
To make misspellings attractive, they
were seleoted from those produced by first graders in a,pifot task.
The correct spelling appeared in the 2nd, 3rd, or 4th position on the
card.
The experimenter pronounced the'word, subj tp repeated it and
pointed to their choice.
Isrg t,and supplementary word identification. ,,Children attempted
ud 43 cf-the supplemen ary words wW.ch had accompanied the
target words during training.
EaJ appeared on a card without its
pictograPh.
Next, they read aloud the 10,target words 1 hbed in a

/to read a

column.

to

They were told 0 proce d rapidly but *to aØemi.stakes and

skip ahy unknown words.
Thei, latency on the list was timed with a
stopwatch.
The target words were, presented again, this, time individLally on cards, and children proAdunded eichwitpout any time pressyre.
.
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7Sentence production. Children read each target-word on a.card,
'they were corrected by the eXperimenter if necessary, and then they
attempted tc show they knew what the word meant. by embedding it in 4
,meaningful sentence, either.one of the training sentences or one ofl
their own creation.
Sentence productions were classified as complete
(full sentences containing reference-denoting words and,maklng good
sense)., Auestionable (sentences with odd meanings; sentences abbreviated with pronouns and general verbs such as "t1(5;" incomplete
sentences consistrng of phrases)., or unacceptable (an9malous or
ungrammatical sentences; n response). The reliability of these
classifications was verified by'a second rater whOlplassified 93% of
the sentences identically.
Multip;$ choice cloze.
This task waS given to,6 pairs of
subjects who-were required to read sentences and select which of four
target words belonged in a blank space. The task proved unsatisfactory.
It waa time-consuming to administer. Some first graders
never learned to respond readily.
Rather than glance over the four
word choices and select the correct one, they would stop and read each
word aloud, thereby disrupting the syntax of the sentence, or they
Would proceed by' trial and error through the word choices, embtidding
each in the sentence.
Difficulties were not limited to one Aroup.
Thus, this task WAS dropped and replaced by-the sentance anagram task
for 13 subject pairs.
Sentence anagram. This task was intended to assess subjects'
knowledge of the grammatical role of target and pictograph words.
Subjlpts were shown sets of 5-8 words in mixed up order., each word
printed on a small cardboard square, and they were told to figure Out
how the w4!)rds go tdtether to make sense.
It was expected that since
conieWsubjects had experienced all the words in sentences, they'
would .De gble to form sentences more accurAtely and faster than
isolation subjects. There were 10 sentences, one for each target
wo'rd.
The remaining words were drawn from the supplementary words
taught during training.
Iaoh was.printed with its pictograph.
All of
the sentences differed from those used during training.

;

Before-constructing tApese sentences, subjects practided to
criteision
on four non-target yord sentences. For each construction,
subjects were shovel the wordsim mixed up order with the target word
always near the end. First'they identified orally all the words, and
then on signal they tried to rearrange the squares to form a
meaningful sentence. This latter responae was timed with a stop:watch.
If subjects were unsuccessful, the .eXperiMenter prompted a
seoond attempt by lining up the first two.Words in the sentence. The
sentence anagram task was always given after the word,detection task.

Word deteCtion. rhis task was.intended to measure subjectsl
awareneis of target. words as funct hal urgta-mith syntactic and
semantic identities,
Twenty sentence P14 words in_length'were'
written, two sentences burYlng each target word.at least, four words
from the beginning and four wordslfrom the end of the sentence. .(All
sentences were Offerent from those presented during training.) In
1
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half of Che sentences* the boundEly sounds of the target word overlapped with adjacent word sounds
"The green garden froariavv,
vegetables to"the hungry rabbit.").
In the other half, the sounds
were different (i.e., mUle rich grandfather gave dollar bills to the,
needy children."). The sentences were tape recorded. Intonation
pattAtrns were prescribed for each sentence so that minimal stress and
pitch were assigned to.target words. The order of the sentences was
random except that recurrences of the same target word were always at
least five sentences away. Each sentence was repeated once in
succesaion on the tape.
Before responding to each sentence, children were shown Cour
If any errors ocurred, the experimenter
corrected them and had children reread the four words. Men they
listened to the sentence and reported whebher they heard any of the
printed worda and if ao which one: If unsuccessful, they rereadthe
worda and liatened to the sentence again. Ihey were allowed 5 seconds
to respond.
Prior to beginning the task, they received praitice with
two non-target-word sentences.
target 'words to read.

Results

To verify that context and tsolation groups did not differ in any
important way, matched pair t-tests were performed on eight pretest
scores.
Mean values are reported in Table 8-1.
Rifferences were

Insert Table 8-1 atiout here

insignificant on all but one test.
Children aasigned to the isolation
group wei-e, unexpectedly more accurate in naming alPhabet letters than
subjects in'the context group, t(19) = 2.94, 2 < .01. However,
inspection of scores revealed that the mean difference was very small,
less than one letter (X = 0.65 letters).. Of the 20 pairs, scores of
only'four differ-el by more than one letter,, with three being the..
largest disCrepare6y.
Pairs did not.differ'significantly on the other
peasurea considered more relevant for learning worda: word
itientification and spelling; letter-sound knowledge; letter-aided
sound memory. And pairs were identi,caf in their ability to read the
target Word,. Nevertheless, to chect for effects of this bias in
subsequent,analyaes; posttest compariaiOna favoring th list group
were verified on a aubgroup of 10 pairs ,who did not di er in their
knowledge of letter names.
(See resultg below.)

Effects of word training were asses* with several posttests
des gned to measure different aspects of iwinted word learning.
Know
(le dge of the orthographic identitiea of words was measured in a
spelling production and a spellini recognition task. ,The extent to
which .apellings were.amalemated to pronunciations was assessed bY
measuring subjects' accuracy a?fd latency in reading a list of target
-words.
Knowledge of the syntactic/semantiloidentities or words was

8.48
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Table 8-1-

Mean Scores on the Pretests and Postests as a Fdnction
of Printed Word Learning Condition

Pretests
r

Context

Isolation

2.2
43.1
1.15
23.4
55%
.,
18.9

2,2
43.4
0.50
23.4
2%
85%
18.9
1.5

t-valuea

Maximum
Score

Word identiOnation
Target
Other

-Letter name errors
Latency
Familiar word spell.
Letters
Letter-sound knowledge
Sound learning (Trial 3)

I

ppsttests

t

--Tftrget unttmed

Latenoy Cs
Gain (

n.s.
n.s.

./word)
11

e to pose)-

Sentences - Complete
Questionable
Word detectifn
Anagram
b
Mean latency

10

75
'.

1110

n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

25

(sec.)
100%
100%
25
4

-,.

.

Spelling - Words
Letters
Spelling recognition
Word identification
Target timed

Supplement 4

1.4

.00
,42
2.94
- .05
.58
.00
- .05
- .31

j

2.25
29.9
7.1

3.1t
33.8
8.5

-2.65 **

10

7.2

8.2
9.4
1.80

-1.96 *
-3.09 'a
-2.52 **

10.

84
2.B3
3843
+11.8
7.6
1.3

44
0.

+13.6
5.2.

2.9
13.2
7.1
2.84

15.5
7.0
2.66

-2.44 *
-3.01 11*

10
47

'

10
-

,-3.05 *0

43
_

-2.00 **
3.47 *II
-3.04 **
2.14 **

10
.

10
20

10
=.8102 Zs;

--aAsterisks denote a significance difference on matched-pair t-test:
< .05,
A nonsignificant difference is n.s. Two-tailed,
tests were used or pretests, one-tailed for posttests.

bMeln number-of seconds per word-calculated only for sentences taking
the child lesi than 30 sec. to construct. lanly 13 pairs of subjects
were given the anagram task.
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measured in three tasks: one where subjects eMbOded the target words
in meaningful sentences; one where subjects listened for the presence
of target words in spoken sentences; and one where subjects
unscrambled words to form sentenceS. The dependent measures' were the
number of correct responses and/or the number of seconds to respond.
List readers'scores were subtracted from their sentence reader mates'
scores and these differences were subjected to matohed7pair t-tests.
t-

Results confirmed hypokheses.
Mean values are glvedlin Table
Whereas children who read function words in meihingful sentences
learned more about their syntactic/semantic identities, children who
read the words in unstructured lists learned more about their orthographic identities and about thelr spellings as symbols for sounds'.
As revealed in Table 8-1,-context learners redeived Significantly
higher scores in the word detection and sentence.production tasks.
In
creating sentence's, contexts subjects supplied more semantically
coherent and complete environments for target 'words:whereas isolation
subjects gave more abbreviated or partial sentences'or sentences with
questionable meanings. However, isolation subjects outperformed
context subjqcts in spelling the target words, rectognizing correct
apellings, and readia.g the words quickly and accurately. Furthermore,
they learned to read more of the supplementary words without .pictographs than context subjects.
8-1.

There was one task which failed to yield,the predicted-difference. ,Sentence readers did Aot outperform li
readers on the Anagram
task.: Both groups unscrambled about the same number of sentences
correotty, and their mean latencies. (seqonds per worM:on,aentence
-con6trections consuming less than 30 second4,were notVsignifidantlY,_
different.
(See Table 8-1.) One 'factor-bOóstIng the-perforMance of
list-readers,. and hence limiting the sensitivity of this measure to,
word training effects, may have been that subjects had already learned'
to read some of,the supplementary words prior to the experiment (X of
list readers = 27 words correbt out of 43 on the pretest). Thus,
their ability te cOnstruct sentences was not solely a function of
their word treinind'experiences in this experiment.
To verify the superiority of list readers on the spelling and
word reading tasks with letter naming skill differences removed,
matched-pair t-tests were conducted on 10 Pairs whose members scored
identically on this pretest. The differences were sti.11 significant
at .2 .< .05 except in the spelling production task where the Ofference'
in number of words spelled correctly'was significaht
< .10.
This
confirms the pattern reported above. These findings are condistent
with those in our homonym word learning study (Ehri & Roberts, 1979),
They reveal that reading for,meanine.facilStaties theirbcess:of
attaching syntactic/semantic identitles to printed words whereas
decoding .experiences -with lista. of 0,10rdsloromoteeJearning their

orthographic and phonol9gicia,4dontitiea''
To examine the copra, of wird loarning of the two groups, their
oral reading errors Were'tallied. On each trial, children read 30
sentences of lists, each twice in succession. On the first trial, the
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three sentences or 1i3t3 for each target word were presented
On subsequent trials, they were mixed up.
toleeti4er.
The fixperimenter
responded to any errors by pronouncing the word and then pointing out
letter-sound correspondences. 'Since ltst reading subjects did not
have anY meaningful contexts to help them identify target words, thPy
might be expected to make more errors than sentence reading subjects.
This is what happened.
Results pre displayed in Figure 8-2. An
analysis or variance on the number or word errors during the firAt and
second readings over trials for each group revealed a main effeqt of
trials, F(3,57) m 66.29, 2 > .01, a matn effeCt of repetition, F(1,19)
m 52'.50, 2 < .01, and interactions between trials by repetition,
F(3,57) m 48.57, 2 < .01, and between training condition by trials by
repetition, F(3(57) = 4.78, k < .01.
As evident in Figure 82, list
.readlng subjects made more e'rrors than sentenoe reading subjects.

Insert Figure 8-2 about here

These results reveal that one of the revons 4hy list readers
acquired more information about orthOgraphic identitieS was Chat the
inadeqtkpcy of thetr knowledge was exposed So that the exvr1mentelcouldOntervene and help correct 1t
In the case of sentence readers,
the foresence of meaningful contexts tad:the effect of propping up
performance/but at the expense of learning orthographic identities
,coMOletelly, enoUgh to be able-to read the words outside of contexts.
'MIA effect of sentenee conCexts is similar to the effect of pictures
on printed word, learningsreported by Samuels (1967,'1970). Gagne
(1962) identifies.other instances,of this phenomenon where performance

4

)11

'isiziropped tiO but At the-expense or learning.

In the present study, 'pictographs accompanied 'non-target words to
enhanceethe ease of word Identification durrftwititcAining.
Despite
these prompts, subjects In the sentence reading as well as list
reading groups learned to recognize several of these words from their
-orthographic forms alone. Scores rose from A mean of 26:7 wiords recognized on the pretemtto a mean of 39.3 recognized on the poSttest
(maximUm = 43),-a gain of 12.6 mords.
It suggests that first graders
were not ignoring graphic cues and responding only to picture
prompts.
Perhaps the experimenter's method of pointing out
letter.rsoilnd relations, contributed-to the gain. For some pictographs
,where multiple labels were possible, it was necessary to notice
letters to'produce the correot word
(These result's show that the
Presence of.pictureA does not preclude Acquisition of information
about printed words.
k

g

One factor posAibly boosting the performances of list readers in
\ the tasks measuring knowledge of syntactie/semantie identities of
\tunctlon wor4 was that Some of tihem were observed attempting to
For example; one
\create mean:theta phrases out of.the word lista.
',list reactor after pronounOtng "the while children" asked., rThe wild
Children/4 After completing a few trainng trials, some list readers

indicated that they recognized the spoken sentence as betng comprised
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TRIALS

Figure 8.Z. Mean number of target word identification errors
made by sentence and list groups on the first and second reading over
trials. ..
e
.

.

.
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of the wordS thei had just rctad. One child remarked, "Hey, that card
had.all the words." Some subjects spontaneously produced the sentence
themselves or answered'the meaning question.immediately after they
'read the word list before the experimenter had A chance to speak.
Although their efforts were not always successful, these,responses
Andtcate that ltst readers were att&lipting to find meanings for words.
:Posttest performance pat'terns favoring sentence or list readers
were checked across the 10 function words to verify that differences
Were not acounted for by a small.subset but rather held for the
majority of the words. The number of successful responses for each
word was calculated separately for sentence and list readers on the
follswing measures:
complete sentences produced, words detected,
words spelled correctly, words read tcurately (untimed). Differences
were subjected to matched pair I-tes s.
In all cases, they were
significant ( R < .05).
This confirms that training effects generalized across words as well.as subject pairs.
In the sentence
production task, performance differences favoring the sentence readers
were especially great for the words "while" and "which" which several
list readers misinterpreteck
"wild" and "witch." In the spelling
task, as might be expected, the words hardest for subjects were the
most irregularly spelled words, "should," "might," and "enough," which
none of the sentence readers wrote out accurately, Words displaying
the weakest training effects overall Were "very" and "from," the two
most commonlY recognized target words on the pretest.
.

.

The possibility that effects of training sere greater for the
less proficient beginning readers was examined also. Reading
proficiency we's determined by word identification pretest scores.
It
-turned,out" that',t4b groups .cc.Puld.be.distinguished, 10 pairs of
subjects who knew 0 or 1 target wo'rds and who read 18741 out of 75

other words (the loW readers), and 10 pairs who knew between 2 and 6
target Words and.46-687other words (the high readers).
Scores of the
two groups on the target and supplementary word posttest measures were
subjected to analyses of variance.
The independent variables.were.
.reeder ability (high vs. low) and training condition (sentence vs.
11,st.readingi.,
Ot_intereat was the presence of an interaction between
thasi t
Natig4em: Reluits were positive in four analyses: word
ringing aii*cY'i-F0;18Y =
< ,05; word reading latency
'(obodSisei4.-WOr4)';'F(1418) 2OWT7* IL< 4-05; detection of 'Fiords in

PirYIT

<',D54 reading supplementary

511 #4 < 615
In 'all tour. interaoiona, 'posttest
pOrtOrm*40tffetenclo between sentence and list readirs were larger
in the low thsri the hilkability group.
Mean values are illustrated
in Figure 873.
InteractiOns between ability and treatm nt were not
significant in the analyses of spelling and sentence proti6tIon scores
*borlo,-.t(1ilP)

fie

ert Figure 8-3 about here..

.

and also in t
analyais of target word reading errors during training
(2 > .05)
eretpatterns were similer for high.and low groups.
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Figure 8-3.
v . low) and word training condition (sentence vs. list) on four
m asures of posttest performance.
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Analyaea conducted on prete3t mea3uren revealed no a1gn1f.tcant ability
by treatment interactions
(z.. .05), indicating that interactions
detected on posttests :arose as a result of training.

The word detection task was designed to include two types of
contexts for function words, one where boundary words'overl pped with
adjacent words and one where boundarylsounds were different.
We
expected that word "buried" in sentencis might be harder tck detect.
However, matched-pair 1-tett3 revealed that Subjects identif ed about
the same number of words correctly regardless of acoustic overlap, I =
7.1 non-distinct vs. 7.2 distinct words correct, 1(39) = -.31, p
.05.
These reslilts revealothat word analysis in this task is not
conducted on an acoustic or phonetic basis hut involves a Aeeper level
of linguistic analysis.

V

4

One of the claims of.identity amalgamation theory is that.printed
word learning entails a "number of separable aspects.
In the pre'sent
study, evidence was sought regarding therextent of independence among ,.
these components.
Intercorrelations amen the target word posttest
measures revehled significant relationships among the spelling
production (letters correct) and word decoding taccuracy and,speed)
FileasuPes (r t -.44- to -.56; r
+.46 to +:69,
< .01).
Likewi30,
sentence production and word detection scores-were significantlY
correlated (r = .47, 2 < .01). however,,.00rrelations between the
orthographic-phonological measures (rii.1t set) and the syntactic/semantic measures (second,set) were low and non-significant (r's
ringing from -A5 to *.,23, p > .05) except in one case where i;orderline significance was apparent, between spelling .production (eorrect*
letters) and word detection (r
.32, p < .05).- These findings,
suggest that processes of establishing orthographio images in memory
nd amalgamating these .to phonolOgical identities develop together.
However, they are not,closely tied to the process of learning the
syntactic/semantic identities of words, at least-not-in the case of
function words.
That is to say, children may learn about the'
syntactic/semantic identities of function words as a:consequence of
22

their reading experiences whethe -i. or not they also learn' enough to
spell the ',Oda and toopronounce them. accurately when they..are seen in
isolation. Such disparities may be more apt to ocour with Words wher(.3

each component of the process.has its own source or difficulty.
In
the case of function words studied here, mean1ng6 were opaque,
spellings entailed silent 1ttar patterns, and there were
disorepancies in'pronunciations mapped by the sals, letters.acros6
words (1.4., while.- which - might; both 7 fr2p;.021:11d 7 enaugh)
To
what extent the components or printed:Uord learning develop.separately
Or together may'vary depending upon factors such as these.
.

Discussion
,

Findings of the present study are consistent wi0. our.previdus
homonYm study (Ehri & Roberts, 1979) and offer further supPort for'
word identity amalgamation theory.
This conceptualization Provides a
useful way of describing the various aspects of printed word learning
and the impact of word training experiences. According 'to present
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'findings, beginners who practice-reading and-interpreting wards in
Meaningful senteincea' learn- Mdre about tt;air syntactic/semantic
identities whereas obildren who read the words as isolated units learn
more a6out their spelqings and 'how the'orthographic forms symbolize
,Pron oiations. The advantageof reading words in sentences is that
ings are activated when'the orthographic Torma are seen.
In
Jsolation, it may behaVkd for readers -'po determine mdanings
particularly for context-dependent 4w-1ds...illy, disadvantage of rmiding
',words:mn senences is tfiat'less attention is paid.to word spelling,'
and how lektdrs,map sounds.
This is particularly true for 'funOtron
worbs which can be gueSsed 'more basily and which tend to be skipped
ever during2readingi(Hatch,'Polia,-A Part, 1974).
Also,-because or
Obntexts_creaders make febMr eiors thIA Preventing a bystander from
deteetingivld correcting inadequate',word knowledge.
Having readers
..'"Pra01:4pe wo6da in isolation overcomes-thelp Rroblems.
Successful
decoding of single weds requires attentión.to letiers es they. map
inauffieitnt_km5wledge is immediately exposed for
,
correction-

'7,

Results of the present study are consiStent with previous
fiodinga suggesting that function words present special problems rcr
beginning readers (Ehri, 1975; 1976; 19/9)., Results ponAirm:that thesyntactic/semantic identities of these words ane'not Obviotib to
children as a consequence of acquiring spoken copPetence with
English. \The experience of learning to read the words in sentence
oontexts may be necessary'. to developchildren's awareness of these
7words as separate units with funcbional.significaRce in their languaFe-.:.
,

One or another of several fagtors mai explain why list readers.
learned the.orthographic and .phorOogioal ideftities of Ointed wards
better than Sentence readers. During training, liet read6s hadtd
depend upon graphic cues to identify words whereas sentente readers,-,
.had context sues as well.
Also, list, readers made wire errors in,
reading words than sentenpe readers, anA so they received more. - ,correotive feedback regarding letter-sound relations frdth .the experimentor:
One might wonder whether'list readers would 'have mtperformed'r
Sentence readers if Ihe.experiMenter had corrected errors,by-merely
pronouncing.the word* The,answer appears to be affirmative. 'Ehri
and Roherts (1979)' used this procedure alId obtained the-Same pattern ,
of results.
Actually, though the letter-sound,correCtive procedure
was used less often, it probably heneritted sentence readera More than
list readers.since the former'were the 0RO/is-Jess apt to procees
graphic sues completely.
In the present study, effects of training tXperiences were founi
to exert a greater impact upon word learning among leas proficient
beginning readers. This finding is open to.twO interpretations. It
may be that lower ability readers are influenced more by their
experiences because unlike better readers tpey either lack or do npt
spontaneously invoke the cill s'or strata ies which would enhble t em
to compensate for deficiencies in instruc ion. Alternatively, it May
be that in contrast to high ability rea ra, low readers were familiar
with few it any target words prior t
e experiment and so their
4
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knowledge_df- the target words was .acquired'scleltw.as a consequence of

their experiences in the expeiment.) For this re*son, training
effects were moi-e substantial.
Present findings cannot'i'ettl6 the
matter since both- chriacteriAtics (i.e., basic reading skills as well
as pre-experimental fapliliarity wit,h target words) distinguiAed the
high and low
ability geoups.
4

: It is'.interestingt to,note the parallel between reSults of the
present study and SaMuels' (1967) findings with:pictures as contexts
.ror; word learning.
Like _sentences, pictures appear to slow down the
prpicessiof learnidg to prpqounee.wordq accurately in isolation
(filthou, not
studies'hav6.detected this effect, cf. Martley,
,1970;_SatUels, 1970; MontAre, ElMan &Cohen; WM' SaMde16,, 19771
HP

/Arlin, Scott, CWebster, 1978-79):

(Also, according to Samilels' (1967).
',data, pictures like lentenoes.appear to retard learning prinktrily
amiong poorer-readers. t Samuels- explain& his resulbs in terms of--.
atte)Aronal OrocesseS and poorer readers'greater susceptibility to
distraotion; An aleerhative explanation.more.compatible with-amalga,mation,theory is that poorer.readtrs qack the letten.-sound
necessary to Aecode the words-complpetely arid store their orthographic
formorllomostmoty when they'aPpear in sentences or along with,ptcturesBecause top-down processing supplies ari!licceptable Wohd based upon ,
partially oompleted-bottom-up processing'(Rummelhart.o.,1977), the.
poorer redbersjail to nptice_how,all the, letbers,map sounds..z,..Their
'frequent subititution ofi"might"..and "dUst" for each .other may be an
.instance.of thib.process.
It is interesttng to note that in the,
Sipger-et al. -(4974) study where artfficial orthography'was used',.
interaction between.pontext-no- cotitext treatment and reader ability '
(10 4 2ndvgraders) was observed, pbssibly trecause .the releyant-1.
letter-4aound skills were inadequate and not differentially developed
in the two.grade levels.

One question of interOt ln the present study was to,wtiat extent
the various components of printed'Iprd learning develop-.separately or
'7-interdependently.. Results ihdlpated ehat learning spellings and
tearilinepronuncilations,fOr printed words emerge.Wgether and are more
: interdependent than learning.syntact16/semantic identities of wqrds.
A pattern of interdePendence between decoding and &pelling and some
disparitz between these skills and 'semE6tic p
aing ot words has-:
been deibribad by others9 .Fr1th"-(.1978) examine
'rd pro4ss1ng
Year-Inds who were_good.at 40mpr
nding texf-and
clomparable in thii; respect/but Mho diftered in spelling ab11ity4
She
:found that tiotti groups.were;e9uallinqki1led,at prdeessing the meanings
of print
words but the.poor spellers-knew fewer orthographicAetails
and,,wer
also-slower at pronouncing.familiar wordsv' Baron (1977) and,
Baron,dnd Treiman (1980) regard.dispaigties in:printed Word proce&sing
-a60) ng 'quite possible and'likely to develop. AbcOrding to their
.:multiple route thedry of-printed word learning, one or minaher*.or,
several varallel:butOdopendent paths'among mental wOrticodes may_1:1e
the lexicon-- print tO sound, printjtojaaning, print
,:established
':.to'SoUnd to me(aning - depending ion readers' skills learting
-howthek habit ally'practice readIng word1117 AithOugh
:experienoeS,
ihis view appears, to regard in ependence"among word identities as more
,

.1'
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probable then anialgam'ation theo'ry,'both are in agreement that printed
word kearning has multiple parts which do not-necessarily develop
together.

Findings of the present study carry implications for reading
'.instPuctiOn.
Results show t at each niethod of teaching beginnere to
'read printed words - reading words in meaningful,sentencea, and
readihg words in isolation on nets-- offer unique advantages and
disadvantages, 100 that yle method whi.h Is best for amalgamating
meaniAgs to printedi-formAtmay not Ilso be best for learning to decode
and to Spell words.
In-deciding wifich methodbight be most etfective
in My instance, an instrUctor must consider several factors,'most
igportently, the purpose of Inatr'uction (i:e.,'which aspects of
printed words are to be learned), ahd the particular characteristics
of the woi-ds themaelves (i.e., how o vious their meanings ai-e out of
contexts; whether the words are eas
guess4d And passed overWhen
embedded in cohtexts).
Perhaps the b t approach iS to proliide both
'104?
6rpes of word reading practice.
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Chapter

Does Word Training Increase or Docrease
,

-"-Interference77sin a Stroop Task?a

The process of learning to recognize printed words is regarded,by
many as a central part olearnginto read (Gibson. & Levin, 1975V
The reader's success in recognizing words can be measured in_three
ways, according to the theory of automatic informatl.on processing
proposed by LaBerge.and Samuels (1974). One can examine how
accurately the child can identify printed words. One can determine
whether the Child can recogrqze words autimatically.
This subdivides
into two capabilsities. One IS whether 015 reader can recognize words
without.having to.attend to components such as letter-sound.
correspondences.
The other is\-how rapidly the reader can process
words.
Speed is seen as important because several.mental operations
or stages are thought to be involved in the transformation from visual
to semantic information.
As the reader practices-recagnizing words
4
successfully, movement through these stages speeds up, and the
separate stages areWadually integrated or consolidated into single
units in memory.

r

-

.0ne particularly interesting task which has been employed to
study beginning_readers' ability to procesa printed words
autOmatically'IS the picture-wom0 interfererice task.
Patterned after
the Stroop test (Stroop, 1935), this task requires subjects to name as
rapidly as possible a set of 20 pictures depicting common object or
animals.
Printed in the middle of each picture is a distracting ord
labeling'some other object or animal. liosirlski, GollIFkoff, iid
n Ku ish.
(1975) deMonstral,AA that it takes subjects fonger to hame pictures
when distracting words arlOpresent than when nonsense trigrams or when
correct labels are printed on the pictures.
This word interference
effect has been observed among readers as young As first grade. The
fact that readers suffer interrerence from the words despite attempts
io ignore theta is-inteppreted as.indicatingthat the Oords'are
processed automaticatly witho4jttention.

o-

-

.

In order for printed w ds to create interference in this task,
,
findings af'various studies i dicate-that,readqrs must be able 05Aloode the words accurately anI wit
:Oertain amount of spend,
Ehri
'(1976) and Pace a0d,Golinkciff.(1
) fotind that second nd third
graders who had Aifficulty recognizing diltuctor words
who.took'a
long time'suffered lesd^interference than cflildren who'could read the
words easily. It liab'further-shownlhat iinimal interferende id not
stem from a general inability by poorer readers to process printed
words. Pace and Golinkoft (1976) and also Golinkoff and Obsinski
(196) round than when poorer readers were shown,Rlatures printed with
distractor words' t.hat could recognize easily, they suffeeed am much
interference from.4he words as good readem, !ThiS indicatds that-it
'aPublished as
L.C. and Wilce, L. S.
JolmaI of
Experimekal :Child Psychology,. 1979, 27,.352-364.
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is not jubjectS' general reading ability'but rather their deoodt;g
,skilyliith the particular set of distraotor words which0 the
critical determiner of interflrence.,j)
4!"
...r

1

The present study was intended io'explore the relationship
between word recognition skill and interference.
In previous stiudies,

A

effects of wcird recognit.accuracy and speed have not been cle.
separated in
alyses of results or in explanations of intertii-e

Y
e.N

Pace and Golin off attribute good-poor -reader-differences sometimes to
word decoding ease, sdilia-Illes to word decoding immediacy.
However,
the two ire not synonymous.
Less_tskilled readers may recognize fewer
printed words corre;litly than good ?-eaders. Qr less skilled readers.
may require more time to decode words they can recognize than good
readers (Perfetti & Hogaboam, 197.51.
It has not been clarified
whether both of these)ypes of word diffioultit's have the same impact
on interference in'the picture-naming task.
,

Three experiments were conducte4411 the present -.study, one
preliminary experiment summarized.briefly, and two better designed
experiments described in full. Thelr purpose wet* to assess the
effeqps of oord training on interference patternN'in, the
picture-naming task.
Two queApions were,addressed.uld children
who were unfamiliar yith theldistractor Words and were taught to read
theM more accurately experience greater interference from these words
in the picture-naming,task following training? Would children whowere already familiar with the distractor words and were taught to
read theh caster a1s0 suffer more interference from the wordsfollowing training? It was reasoned that in both.groups, Aubjeas
would be learning to recognize'more distractor words automatically and
so interference should increase.
.

,.

In th6 first experiment, second,graders were preeested to asiess
their ability to read the distractor words and to measure the amount
of interference these words created in a picture-word task.
Two'
groups of subjects were identified,from peetest word'recOgnition
scor4s414hose who could read fewer,than 16 out of the 20 words, and
those who could read almost all of the words. Subjects'were then
given several learning.trials which had the effect of. increasing the
number of words recognized in the first group and improving word
reeding speed in the second group. A posttest interference task
,
followed

Reiults tf.tbis eiPeriment-faed 'to conflim the hypothesis.

4mong children who were familiar with the words initially and learned
to recognize them more rapidly, sinterferenoe'depreased rather than
increased on the posttest. No change in interference was detected
Soong subjects who learned to recognize additional distractor wordsaccurately.. .1n otteWing to a0count'forresUlt6, several features of
the experiMent were identified as-possible icurdes obScuring
view Of
-Wtrd treiningeffects.. Pretesting, word.training,aend podttesting
weee ell conduc.ted in one sesWion tather tkan distributed over days.
Word training ignored meaning and simply entailed teaching children to
pronounce printed.words. Children were not gi*en any chance to,

4

-

.,practIcie and.adap t to th

picture-word interif4renot;"-twzik prior to the
A. 0*ond-exPe iment was designed to rectify these,problems.
Tt is deacribed belaw'to6ether'wt.th a final experiment which was
conducted tg.verify that changes in interrerence observed on the
posttest were .a consequenoe of word tralnIng effects rather-than
simply at:cansequence.of praqtice-with the picture-word interference

sl

preteSt.

task.

.

Experiment 2

Method

\

Subjects.
The subjects wel44:30 first-graders"(mean age 82.3
months), 14 males and 16 females, tested in the spring, and 6 second
graders, 4 males and 2 females, tested in the fall (mean age 88.8
months). lr

Materials.
Two sets of 20 short, high-frequency nouns were
selected -(e.g., "flas," "gun," "horse," ."wagon," "apple,"

Pictures of common oNectA or animals semantically related to each
noun were drawn (i.e., picture of cow for word'"horse").
Pictures
were arranged in five rows of four objects each. Two different
arrangements of the pictures were prepared, one with distracrtor nouns
printed on the picturesvore,sithout any print. One of the
picture-word sets was used to familiarize subOcts with the
picture-word interference task. The other was used on the pretest and
the-posttest.

A

/

The word training materials co6Sisted of 40 cards, 20 printed
with single istractor words, ind 20 drawn with referents of the
distractor rds( These card were mixed together randomly.
,

i

A

.

.

Procedu es.
Each child was pretested, trained, and posttested
individually by the experimen,ter is two or three sessions.. On Day 1,
all subjects
e given the
rd fpiliarization task, the
pretests, and 2- wnrd training tria . -those children who did not
learn.all the.wor
by trial 2 were iven a second day ot training.
The posttests foll wed.,, always on a separate day.
-

,

-

In the famil. trization task, the
pictures (no words present). Then he
printed with distractor nouns apd was
quickly as possible and to ignore the

subjdct first named each of the
was shOwn a VO-picture array
told to label tbt pictures aa
words. .The purOase of this task
was to acquaint the subject with the exakencoof interference, so
that excessive delays due to reactionS of iurprise would not
contaminate performance on the pre(est.
A

-

The picture-Owing pretests and posttests werelbonducted
Identically. Firsti the chOd was given a wa up picture-naming
trial. --,Tben he named the picture arrays twi
once with words
printed on them and once without words. He
told to name the
pictures Ss rapidly as possible and to ignore tte, words. Finally, he
read a list of the nouns umed,as distractors no pictures present):
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He was told to read these as fast as possible and to skip any he did
not know.
Latencies with_eacq picture set and word list were measured
w1tt3wA stopwatch from the onset of the first word to the onset of the
20th word.
The order of presentation of the picture labeling tasks
(with aft4.-wiEhout words) was counter-balanced across subjects, with
the same order used on pre- and posttests for any indiVidual child.

0

Zetween the pretest an4 tile posttest, each child was given
trairling and practice at recognizing thp diAtractor nouns.
A word
recognition training trial consisted of having the child identify 40'

cards, 20 printed with distractor words and 20 depicting referents of
these words.
For'each printed word, the subject Wa3 asked to say the
, word and then name a function (i.e., "If you had one/some, what would
you,do with it/them?"). For each picture, he was told to Identify
it
and then give the first letter of its name. Any unfamiliar written
word was..pronounced for the chila, he was asked to spell it,
and if
unsuccessful to copy it. This training procedure was designed to
insure that subjects thought about the meanings of printed words as
as practiced pronoUncing them.
All children were given at least three training trials, more if
they failed to recognize some of the words correctly during the second
trial.
Subsequent training was'conducted on a second day. If
"subjects still failed to recognize some words after three more
train,Ing trials, additional praotice wae given on these words.
/I

Results

Of central ir;st'in this experiment was the distinction

>

speed and accuracy word training.
The distinction was
operationalized by separating children into two'groups based on their
pretest word recognition scores, those Who could identify most of the
printed words, and those who failed to identify at least 16 out of 20
words correctly. The former subjects were called old-word/speed
learners, those who would be learning to read familiar Words faster.
The latter groupjoes labeled new-word/accuracy learners, those who
would be learninirto read unfamiliar distractor wordsaccurately.
It
is important to note that the speed-aocuracy distinction was not built
into word training procedures but-was based on subjects' pre- and
posttest performatytv. Word learning'inetruotion and practioe were
oonducted identically for both grqups, and speed was not even
mentioned as an objective. Thus, the groups did not dirfer tn their
set for adcurate or fast responding:in the taskl\.
:

L_

Of the 36 children tested, 16 were classified as old-word/
learners,.20 readert as new-word/accuracy learners. All of the
old/word readers wei4 first graders. Sik.of the new-word subjects
were second graders, the remainder,were first graders.
In the old
word group, 14 subjects were given three traintng trials on the
picture and Otord cards; two subjects saw them 4-5 times.
New-worOor
learners received from 3-6 traintag trials, with Most (i.e., 12 out of
20 subjects) undergoing 5 trials.

.
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liord recognition training yielded benefits for all children:
Bettina are given in Table 9-1, Old-word/speed learners were able to
read the 11st of distractor wordp m1gnificant1y faSter on the postest
than on the pretest, t(15) 2 3.7,
< .01 (mean gain t 3.5 sec.).
Likewise, word identification scores of every new-word/accuracy learner

Insert Table 9-1 about here.

(

improved on the posttest (mean gain 3: 9.9 words).
These findings
serve to validate the speed and accuracy labels given to the groups as
well as the Inference that word training exerted these specific
effects on the groups.

Separate analytes of variance were oonduoted on picture naming
latencies for the twp groups of readers.
Wordiprint/eondition and
time of testing were the two independent vartobles p(f primary
ihterest.
Preliminary .anllyses revealed that neithersex nor
presentation order ce the picture-word tasks (Le., clean pictures
labeled before versus after distractor-word pictures) produced any
main effects on interactions (p. > .05), so these variables were
*

ignored.

Anaiysi of old-word/speed llarners' latencies revealed main
effects
print condition,. F(1, gio) 2 42.92, p < .01, and time .of
testi
F(1, 15) = 11.11, 2.< .01. The interaction was significant
< .10, with F(1, 15) = 4.30, .05 < k .10. From the mean values
at
,

reported in Table 9-1, it is apparent that latencies were longer wah
diltiraotor-word pictures than with clean pictures, and littenices were
In order to compere the
lonfler on the pretest than.the piittest.
magnitude of interference on the Dre- and posttests, a matched-pair
Results indicated that the difference between
t-test was conducted.
latencies with and without words was signficantly smaller on the
;wettest, t(15) = 2.13, 2 < .05. Out of 16 subjects, 1?! or 75%
These
revealed less interference on the posttest than the pretest.
findings are consistent with those.observed among speed lelners.in
Experiment'l whioh ineluded more subjects. Although there ma no main
effect of time of testing ih the first experiment (f < 1),: there was a
main effect of print condition; F(1, 27) = 169.06, 2 < .01, and.the
interaction was significant( F(1, 27) =.6.47, p < .025. The matdhed
pair t-test revealed that iriterference was Rmiller on the postivt
than on the prefeet, t(27) = 2.54, p < .02. Out of 28 old-word/speed
subjects, 20 or 71% suffered a. decline in interference following word
were
training. %,ThOs, 'results for epeed readers in'the two experime
virtually identical but quite the.Opposite of the pattern expected
Apparehtly,,training subjects Who ean read most of the -distract*
words to read them faster serves to reduoe the amount of interfgrence
created by the wOrds in the picture-naming %ask.
.

.

Table 9-1

^

Mean Latencies in Seconds and Mean Words Correct
on the Pretest and Posttest for Old-Word/Speed Learners
and New-Word/Accuracy Learners in Experiment 2

Measures

Pretest

posttest

Mean

.--.

Pictures A1one7(sec.)

17.5

16.8

17-1

Pictures 4- Words (sec.)

31.5

27.1

29.3

Old-Word/
Speed

Interference

-10.3

Learnersa
19.1

l'\,Words.Corgect (ma..x. =20 )1

(N = 16)

New-Wordi '

3.7

Word Latencies (sec.)

16.3

12.8

Pictures Alone (sec.)

21.

20.3

20-e

30.5

28.1

I.

yictures 4, Words (sec.)
Aitcukacy

c"------\

25.7

4--

1/

.

-11.4s

Interference

-10:2

Learnersb
.

(N = 20)

"Words Correct (max. = 20)

7.4

17-3

\
1

e, Word Latencies (sec.)

47.8

aFor picture naming latencies, MSE (15) = 12.72
bFor' picture-naming latencies,, MSE (19) = 22.30

4
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Analy 3 of variance of the picture-naming latencies among
new-word/accuracy learners yielded,a main effect ot print condition.
Pictures with disti-actor words produced longer latencies than clean
pictures, F(1, 19) = 32.33, p < .01.
There was no difference between
pre- and posttest latencies, F(1, 19) = 3.53, p. > .05. The
-4.atera9t1on between theme two factors was significant, F(1, 19) t
7.69, 2 < .05. Mean Values are given in Table 9-1,
A matched pair
t-test employed to determine whether posttest interference exceeded
pretest interference proved signifiwt, t(19) = 2.77, 2 < .01. Out
of 20 accuracy learnerS, there were 16 or 80% who displayed this
pattern.
These results support the hypothesis\that training subjects
to recognize a greateis number of distractor words serves to increase
the amount of interference oreated by the words in the picture-naming
task.

The procedUre used in the above analysis to detect shifts in
interference was to subtract subjects' latencies in naming clean
pictures from their latencies in naming pictures-with words.and to
compare these differences on the pre- and posttests.
One might worry
- 'that the patterns observed are peculiar to the use of clean pictures
as the baseline measure. Since picture-word interference studies vary
in the choice Of a baseline, with some using nonsense *grams rather
than clean pi tures, it is important to demonstrate
at performance
patterns in the present study are not a function of th particular
baseline chosen.
Another way to,show that interference rom
distractor words changed following training is to compare pre- and
posttest picture-namdng speeds with distractor_words dire tly.and to
ignore.baseline latencles. A matched-pair 1-test 'for spee learners
revealed that posttestiatencies were significantly sthaller than'
pretest latencies, t(15) = 2.99, p: .01.
This verifies the decline
in interference for children who learned to read familiar words
faster.
A matched-pair t-test for accuracy learners reveaied that
posttest latencies naming word7printed pictures were signifioantly
larger than pretest latencies, t(19) = 2.49, p < .025. This verifies
the increitse in interference resulting from accuracy training.
Experiment 3

Contrary to expectations, old-word/speed learners experienced
less rather than more interference following word training. This
effeOt was, evident in hoth Experiments'I and 2.
It may be that
increased word're0ognition speed brought about the reluction of
interrerence on the pictureword posttest. However, there is in'
alternative explanation to be checked. Dyer (1971) observed that
interference in a oolor-word Stroop task declined when subjectspracticed the tzAk. In &der to be sure that reduced interference bra
,not a conSequence nflimply repeating the picture-word interference
.task, a. third experiMentwas conducted.
pUrpose Was tO determine
'what.liappenis to intfrference when' nO word:training intervenes between
: the pre- And posttests.
New groups °tarot. grademwere Selected,
and the pretest and posttest proCedures employed in EperIment 2 were
repeated with them.
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The subjects were 30 first grElr, 16 girls and 14 boys, mean
age 83.4 months. Children were tested in the spring:

The same materials and procedures of Experiment 2 were employed
here except that no word training sessions were provisied.
As before,
"pretest" and "posttest" were conducted on separate
Results

Of the 30- .phildren tested, 21 were able to Acognize at least 16
of khe 20 printed,distractor words correctly.
These were retarded as
-control subjects for the old-word/speed groups in Experiments 1 and 2,
and are referred to as old-word readers in thettext below. The
rema4A+Phg subjects recOgnized fewer than 15 words.
These were
considered controls for new-word/accuracy 1earner6 apd are called
new-word readers.
Anftlyses of perfwmances of the two groups were
conducted separately.

In the analysis of variance of picture-naming latencies for
old7word readers, the independent variables were: order of
presentat on of the iiicture sheets (clean pictures named.before
after pi tures Printed with words); time ofjpesting"(first vs. second
day); pi ure print conditlon (no words Ars. printed distractor
words).
he tatter two variab1,v0W-N!r-re eated measures.
A
_46preliminar
any-11;13 failed to reveal
y effects as a function of sex
(E. > .05)
this variable was igDo ed. One subject was dropped fromc
the main ANOVA to create equal cell ifies.
A main effect of1picture print condition emerged, F(1, 18) =
153.50, 2 < .01. Results are given in Tabele 9-2.
Pictures printed
with words.took longer to name than clean pictures. The interaction

Insert Table 9-2'about here.

between this variable and time of testing was not significant, F(1,
18) = 1.61, 2 > .10. Tintedei testing exerted no main effect, F-< 1.
In order to determine whether tnterference declined on the posttest
for the o1d74;-rd readers, a matched-pair t-test was conducted.
this/Tinding suggests
Results were negative, t(20) = 1.47,
k'
.05.
that diminished interferenpe obse'rved among speed learners on the.
posttests in Expertments 1 and 2 can be attributed.to iffects of word
-recognition trkining rather than to practice;

One other-effect was detected in the ANOVA of)Picture-naming
latencies for old:word readers. Picture print,condition interact
with presentation order, F(1, 18) = 7.39,
Apparently the
< :05.
amount of interference was somewhat greater when clean pictures were
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Table 9-2

Mean Latenties in Seconds and Mean Words
Correct on the Pretest and Posttest for
Untrained Readers in Expertment 3

Measures

Pretest

Pictures Alone (sec.)

18.1

18.8

18.5

Pictures + Words (sec.)

32.8

31.7

32.2

-14.5

-12.9

Posttest

Mean

.4%

Old-Word
Readersa
Interference
(N = 20)

.

,

1

Words Correct (max. = 20)

19.1

19.3

Word Latencies (selt.)

I.i

13.0

Pictures Alone (sec.)

\ 20.2

21.1

20-.

27.

27.5

44.

New-Word

P*tures + Words (sec.)

27.7

.Readersb'

t

Interference

-7.5

(N =9)
Words Correct (max. = 20)
Word Latencies (sec.)

30,1

#

aFor picture-naming latencies, MSE (18) = 7.62

bFor ptcture-naming latencies, ms

-(8)

9.7

= 11.68

4!
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named before the word-printed pictures than when_they were named after
the word-printed pictures.
This difference was due primarily to a
slowdown in naming the clean pictures when thin task followed the
distractor-word picture tank. Why this should be ls not clear. Such
an interaction WAs not detected in the other two experiments.
Analysis of word recognition latencies for.old-word readers on
the "pre-" and "posttests" revealed that they were faster in reading
the list of distractor words the second time around, t(20) =
<
.01.
(See Table-7.)
The.difference between these means (i.e., gain
of 2.1 seconds) is somewhat lels than the gains observed in
Experiments 1 and 2 among old-word/speed learners'(i.e., 3.8 sec. and
3.5 sec., respectively).
A t-test comparing these differences (4.e.,
Experiment I combined with Experiment 2 mean1differetre-versus
Experiment 3 mean difference) was significant, t(63) = 1.78, 2 <
indicating that training in the first two experiments dill increase
yord reading speed beyond that occurril when the word--ead-ing task
was simply repeated.
.Since the main purpose of Experiment 3 was to obtain control
subjects for speed rather than for accuracy learners, fewer accuracy
controls Were c*Alloomee(N = 9).
Analysis 'of variance of their picture
naming latencies revealed only a main effect of print condition, F(1,
(8) = 9.08, E ( .05.
As reported in Table 9-2,' pictures with word,'
were named more slowlY than the clean pictures. .No% other effects were
significant (2 > .05).
A matched-pair t"-test revealed no change in
the amount of interference on the pre- and posttests, t < 1.
DiscusSion
t-

To review, three experiments were conducted to clarify word
training effects on performance in the picture-word int e ctrference
task.
Results were somewhat surprising.
It Was expecte that word
recognition training would serve tO increase the amount of
interference created by the words in the picture-naming task because
subjects would be learning to recognize more of the.words
automatiAlly. This turned out to'be true for subjects who learned to
read distractor words which were unfamiliar to them prior to
training.
However, the opposite effect was observed among subjects
who could read.all the words initially and who learned to read them
faster during training.
These results confirm the tmRortanoe of
distinguishing between effects of word recognition accuracy and word
recognition OW in the,picturetword task. Apparently training
subjects to read distractor words more accurately serves to increase
interference whereas training subjects who already know the ords to
recognize them more rapidly serves to decrease interference.

...,

.0.--

Although at first glance it may seem that presentfindings
ise
doubt about the adequacy of aut(pmaticity theory in accounting for
interference.patterns; this is itot so. The reason that results do
square with predictions is not the fault of the model,but rather the
failure of initial,predictions to take full account of the model and
tp distinguish between training effects involving attention and
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training.effects Pnvolving speed,
If. differential predictions had
been created for the two effects, then interference patterns would
have conie as no surprise.
Recall that the 6oncept of automaticity
entails L!!..2 types of cha es which occur when readers learn to
recogOze words automati
One change is the elimination of
attention as a requirem
or word recognition. The ot4er change is
a gradual reduction prItrodessing time required by the cognitiVe.
apparatus in recognizing Wqrds..
Findings make sense if interpreted in
ferms of both types of changes, the first type aoddunting for results
withlbew-word/accuracy learners, the seCond type for results with
old-word/speed learners.
In the case orismcuracy learners, printed
words iiroduced more interference followirg training because subjects
learned to recognize a greater number of distractor words without
attention, and so more of,the words were inadvertently.prooessed on
the Posttest than on the pretest. In .the,case ofIspeed learners,
these subjects could recognize most.of the words(without attention at
the ouset, and.so word training did.not produce any changes in
attenti6nal demands. What word training did was to speed up or
unitize the mental operations required for processing the words.
Distractors produced leas interference on the posttest than the
pretègt because the wdrds were able to move through the central
processor in less time,AbOs allowing the pictures to enter sOoner and
be processed. Given this interpretation, findings do appear to
Support autOmaticity theory. They provide evidence for the
distinction between attention and speed as separate criteria defining
automatic word processing, and they suggest that 'children learn to
recognize words without attention before they itchieve maximum Ted in
processing words.
It is inter:esting to note that present findings and their
interpretation are conAisttnt with a model of the reading task
proposed by.Perfetti and Lesgold (1977).
They portray the process of
reading text for meaning as requiring concurrent execution of at least
two separate operations: decoding words and interpreting sentence'
meanings. Both of these operations must be handled by a limited
capacity processor which cannot execute both lit once and $0 divides
its time between the two operations, with wor recognition receiving
priority. To the extent that words can be r cognized rapidly, they
consume less time_in the processor, thus pe itting sentence
operations to be.executed more promptly. 14 the present study, this
,was the interpretation given to reaults for peed learners who were
simultaneously naming pibturea and processing printed words,1 albeit
inadvertently. If the picture-word_task can be regarded as analogous
to the,task of reading text, then present,results lend appeal to
,
Perfetti and Lesgold'spodel.
)0-

a

..

It is interesIng to:note-that interferencepatterns observed in
the present studY can also be dete;ed in thTe study,bY Paoetand
Oolinkoff (l970)
ough theY do not 4.fo0Us upon these patterdi or te t
'them for sigdif
nce:
Paco and GolinkoMimpoeed a set of
hard-to-road distractor words' on pictures and gave theme to good and
poor renders in the fhird and fifth grades; From subjects' word
recognition\performances, it,ii evident thkt the good third-grade
readers were more_acourate in reading the words than the poor third
9-11
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grade readers.
In contrast, the good Yifth-graders differed from the
poor'fifth grade readers not in accuracy but in speed. They
recognized the same number of distractor words buy they took less time
to read them than the poor readers (I.e., mean ) tencles = 14.8 sec.
Vs. 22.9 sec.).
Interesngly, in the picture 1 beling task, the
interference,patterns dfnlayed by these two grade levels were
.opposite.
Comparison of picture-naming latenctos with and without
odistractor words reveals that gobd third graders experienced more
interference than poor third graders (i.e., 19,6 sec..vs. 12.7 sec.)
whereas good ftfth grader, evidenced less interference than poor fifth
graders (i.e., 11.0 sec. vs. 16A6 secT):- According to the explanation
proposed abQve, interference Was greater among good than poor third
grade readers bloause the good readers recognized more of the
distract9rs without attention. Interference was less among good than
poor titth grade readers because the ,good readers processed the
drstrIcting words faster.
-

.

Although the automaticityexplanation is favored, one might
attempt tO develotiNan alfernative account for the decline in
interferedce among old-word/speed learners, an account involving the
idea that training built up sOme sort.of immunity to the Printed
words. For example, one might speculate that perhaps worp training
enabled readers to become more familiar with the visual forms of the
worda and so made it easier for subjects to ignore or divert their
attention from these forms dIr
the picture-naming posttest.
Arguments against such
ggestio
oan be offered.
First, speed
learners practiced read ng eaoh diatractor WOrd only three times
during training.
This is hardly sufficient to breed excessive
familiarity with printed forms. Second, word training was always
conducted on kseparate day from the posttest. Thls precluded the
operaticb of aRY temporary word inhibiting effect such as semantic
shtiatkon (Lambert & Jakobovitz, 1960).
Thtrt, it makes no sensv to
argue that speed subjects learned to ignore w6rds while accuracy).
subjects did riot) .The same training procedures were used with both
groups.
In fact, accumly learners saw'the words mor,4e times than
speed subjects, yet training made them more, not less sensitive to the
woeds.
Thus, the word iMmuNity hypoehesis does not seem adequate as
an explanation.
.

,

Experiments conducted with .the picture-word Stroop task by
Roslnoki and his colleagues 'and also Ehel (1977) have been directed at
de nstratithat word interferenoe.ariseS-from sementic Sources.
Fo example, Rosinski (1977) showed that_sematically related words
7.:te substantially more interference than
ere
semantically unrelated
words.
In contrast, the interpretation given to results of the
present study has avOlded being specific about whit aspects of,words
produce thd increase or decline in interference followidelford v)training. the queseipn of Whether the Source ie.peimarilY semantic is
interesting and Molts inV.estigatiqn;

m

.

,

Same impliCations of present findings r4 beginning reading
struction can be offered. Results suggest that there may be.value
i
teaching children to .read vords'neA only accurately but also-.
.."

a

8

rapidly. To the extepti that words are processed effortlesslyit
-attention and other mental -esources .can.be devoted to higher .level,
comprehension and thinking processes. In. addition, findings 3ugg68t
that only a moderate amount of practice may be required ,for beginners
to attain au.tomatic levells of .proceSsini. In Experiment .2, most, speed
learners stucrifki the words_only tht'ee times,- 'and most 'accuracy
learners only five times. In discussions of' autotnaticity, ustially
exbensive yractioe i thought to be needed.. to effect sign,ificant
Change. In: sum, qndings 91 the present study.. suggest that ,beginning
readers can-benefit fronCpractice in identifying' printe4 words.. 'The
next step is to gathei. experimental .evidence'tliat these.beneffts
.

,

include an improvement in reading comprehension.
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Chapter 10:

Overview Summary

The goal of this research Project was to understand more about
how beginning nesders acclUire knowledge orprinted words.knowledge
pf the tort4hich enables them to spell words fairly Aeoul;ately and
to- recognike words correctly and quickly as-they are reading text.
A theory of printed word learning provided the.framework for this
research.
-The theory-has been' 14be1,ed. "I'brd identity amalk gamatiOn

-

theory." According to this-view, the most important captbility to
.be aequired in learning to re*d is learning to rebognize printect,
words tedurately,"rapidly, and also'boWetely in the sense that.a
word's meaning as well as its pronunciatien is apparent ,when the
-4 printed form is see)k_)
%

Chil,dren already poss as substantial,linguistic competence with
apeeeh Awl they start
o read. The major task facing them

is learning how to inoorporate pr nted language into this existing
knowledge.
In English, the most'pereeptible end-dependable units of
pritited language are words, so .it it at a lexical level that
.chilClren work at issfraTiTing print to theV7WW?;ting linguistic

The 14xicOn'is oonceiltualized.aSra Wore of abstract word 'Units
having ieveral-dTtrerent tacets'Oii,identities. Every word 41a$ a
hen lo i al idedtity comprised of articulatory! IIPOUstict and
o properties. Every word has a synthetic identity specifying
'how 'tPie word typically functions in sentence contexta.
And most
words have a sgMantic-identity something.like a dictionary
diArtnAtionf'-These identities #re acquired.by. children- when they
learrito spqak.
v,
.

4

pf

In,the nut**,
learning.to INNO, inother_identity Is dded to,
the lexicen,phe word's orthographic,:form, whieh gett established in
Memory as a visual image. The term amalgamaton refers to,procease&,,
bi which this orthographic identity merges with the word's other-.
identities to form a single unit in lexical bemory.
.1

Vo

OrthograpnIO'llages Itre Acquired not., rotely memorized visual
figures but as sequences.of letters symbolizing sountAegments
fa
Aseected-in a word's"pronunciation. .Tip set up'images in-me:ivory, the.'
.readermust, already know how at least some orthfjetters symbolize
'islunds-abid he must, notice and "process-these as he reads the word.
To the extent that-a word'sNletters are amalgamated, 'to its sounds, a
plete andidetailed'okhogratihtti'image,:is sepured in memory.'

.

fairly

,

=11

.

In order to,beoome'k visual symbol for all bf a word'P
identities,' the trthographio fprm,musehe aMalgamated not ju
with
thikword'e:phondlogicil representation Out-also with entaotIb apd
' semantic information. Yhpi ooqrjrs a riesders'ipraotice pronouncing'
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and interpreting printed words while they are reading text for
meaning. When orthographic tmages come to symbolize meanings as
poll as sounds, their possessors can read and interpret*words
accurately and quickly, and also they can spell words.,p)
In our first expei.iments,'ym wanted to show Iliat,nrthogrephy can
function Ns a mnemonic device, that it can be used to preper4e
sounds in,aemOy when it provides anf adequate printed symbol for
those s nds. We Already knew from a previous study that young
,.
childi-en have difficulty remembering nonsense syllables. We
designed a paired assoeiate soUnd 'earning task to explore whether
seeing spellings'might impeeve their memory for Meaningless sounds.
.

,

'Beginning 'readers

first and second graders) were given several
trials to learn-fOUr oral donsonant-vcwel-consonant nonsense
'syllables such as MAY, REL, KIP, 0g. Recall of these responses was
wproipted by a variety of stimulus cues in four experiments. What we
wanted to determine wad' whether-we could boost or impair memory for
the-sounds by having children engage in various types of study
activities between the test trials.
The following types of study
activities were compered in one or another experiment:
4

Paving children look at correct spellings of the response sounds
'Having children look at'misspellings of the response sounds
,Haying children listen-to correct spellings and form visusal
limes in their heads
Raving ohildren tehearse the sounde one extra time
ing c;hildren listen to the sounds broken into component sound$
41444 children listen to oral spellings of the sounds.
We found that children remembered the sounds best when their study
aptivities consisted of looking at correct spellings or forming
flail'', images of oral spellings.' Performance was'poorer in th'e'
other conditions. Looking'at misspellings made it especially hard
to learn the sounds. When we examined the erroca made by our
learners, it was apparent that their difficulties centered on
remembering the re§tonses, Rot matching them up to stimulus
,
prompts. We,interret these results to indicate that spellings k
-improve memory ror sounds because ttey induce ohildren,to form
,- orthographio.imagad,
and,these images preserveyhe sounds in memory.
77
.

-

.

,

,

The next_thing we wanted.to find, out was,whe%her this ability
might be thesmeichenism whiehrenables childeen td-store and remember
"the printed forms of Mial *arils': In the above, experimentst we
*Ought correlational
idence for thisopossibility. lie difided our
first gradirs int(Osup C4ssfu1 and unsuooessful_learners based on
their'ability to mil a 11 ings to remembEr tho sounds. Then we counted the number orprinted-words these two .groupi were's-able to
read ma word identifioation test. This test included irregularly,
spelled words.whill childrenshad to have'seen before in ordeNto.
reoogdize. We expected that stiooessful'iound learnere would be 1
familtar +With many printed words whereas children lacking an

,
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orthographic memory would know relatively few words.
This
expectation was
Subjects fell into two distinct groat.
Those with orthog phic memo
a could read moat of mu- words while
eilOfthose without could read v
tw words.

Although these results fall short of demonstrating 6 causal
relationship, they arlapat least consistent with the,plaim that when
ohildren learn to reaal they Atbquire.an orthographic representational system and this oapabifity.enables tOem to build up 6
repertoire of visual images- forwo1rds in lexical memory.
We have undertaken another beries of experiments to explore the
nature Of
images. One.qOestion we addressed was
whether all the le ters in a word's spelling get deposited in memory
when the printed form is learned. Weireasoned that if orthomphic
images underlie the word learning process, then silent letters
should Ile. as firmly plirtea in memory as pronounced letters.
HOwever, if an ilternative view is more accurate, that Is, if words
are always processed4b* decoding print to sound, then silent letters
should not be'very _ion know.
To test thiiitypothesis, we designed a memory task to comRare
the salience of
iled and silent letters in ir_s. The task
three parts. First, we. hacisecond and third g ders read ail
the words to make sure they knew them. -Next, we had subjects
imagine the orthographic forms of eaoh wordfand decide4whOther it
contained a particular letter. For example, they imaglned,the word
"kind" and Niere Asked, "Does it )iave an N?" All of the le4ersdpere
in noninitial positions. Finally, we surprised subjects with, a
recall task. Each letter was shown and children were asked to
identify the, word they hadvimagined for that letter. We examined
two aspects of their eerforoance:
their success in locatipg theA
letter in the imagined-iford,,and their ability to recall the word
whew.shown the letter prompt. We reasoned that,,if both letter
types.are t1rmly planted in xemory, then perfoemance on-the
letter-loca ion task should be near ceiling, andisilent and
pronounced etters should prOmpt equivalent recall.

aro

,

-f

The results were not quite as ve-expeoted but good enough. In
ter looatioP task; our-subjicts were aware pf almost all the
silent letters ip words although a few more errors were made in
judgi
silent than pronounced letters,
fl recalling the iords
associ e'd with letters, to our surprise, silent letters prompted
11 t an pronounced letters.
better. r
We repeatedthe-WxperiWent
with 0,dir
design and nett words ap4obteined the same
resultakk Tr
ese filiaings"we oonclude thdt silent letters are
as fina01 pl
in memory aisptionounced letters, perhapirmore so
V14,

k

'So

The nektiquest on we-reiled was hoW...are.silent letters
reWleabóred?. Acoor ing to imalganiationVieorn letters are eupposed
0 symbolise sound tb.be seCured int Mowry. Perhaps whole viemal
fer64'04$941 rAtii d.providea only foolwe of-the letter:tare grounded.

,
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In

he next study, our-atm wasito find out how easy.it is for
second graders- to remember visual forma wtich contain silent or
.redundant letters.
We created two spellings for some pseudowords,
-*Om unusual spelling and a more straightforward phonetic spelling,
and we compared ohildren's memory for the spellings. We reksoned
ehu if memory has a visual component, then our unusual spellings
ought to be remembered. We taught seoond graders)fo read 4 regular
and 4 unusual spellings is names of pictured animals. Then,
following a delay, they wrote these words from memory.
We found that the children remembered original spellings quite
well. The unusual -visual forats were misspelled more often than the
regular forMs.
However, it was )nelt the case that unusual spellings

were fergOtien When he looked at the particular letters retained
in miespellings, .we found that subjeota did not abandon the forms
they had seen in favor of straightforWard phonetic versions. Rather
they tended to retain salient letter pa
ns.
We oould tell this
because these patterns were produced o y by subjects who had seen
.
that original version of the spelling.
These results reveal that both viimal and phonetic factors
participate in the storage and recall of orthographic forms.
A
Howeirer, this study does bot really clarify how importsp sound is
in securing visual forms in memory. Our second graders
y have
remembered the unusual spellings because the/recognized hese as
less frequent but ecceptable symbol combinsiions for the Sounds. Or
they may'have remembered the letters As unpronounced vibufal, elements.

k.

We designed another stoudy to see whether Ipildrien woun he able
to remember letters whiph eould not be groundedAqsound. We made,c_
up some tri,syllabio" words such ais 'rostenlust," where the second
unstressed syllable oontains a no -distinctive schwa vowel, in ilki
case, *tun." ;In the spelling, we related for theSe'words, we vari
the .vowel letter symeolising this chwe Irowel. Out,purpose was to
see whether readers would bq able--to remember the pertioular9.
lettere. We reasoned that if .they coUld, then theywould have to be
doing it visually sinoe the sounds were nen-distinctive. Aiwever,
we were wron*q:What some childifen did ,as they practiced readimg the
liords Was to divideVwwpintO syllables, to pronounce each syllable
'with stress,'and thus to oonvert-the non-distinctligi-midd e schwa
'
into
distinctive Sound, symbolized by the letter aepear
th4re.
In the case Of "rostenlult," they saw,the letters T-S-N :ig
d spid
ros-"tenr-lustnot roq="tun"4ust. Thus, our efforts to studY..,,_
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ry were *Warted by our learnere tendendy-o cAate-d"-`,1-

-rel4Vant zocuintor fetters.if the.sounds werdn't"already-5-eT.e.
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We-folded tO drop 6'6 pursutt 'pf,visual :Amory temp1orlrfly aid
.Jolo.After this other possibility, -We,reasOned hat ma
p when
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people **quire orthographic images and learn how 4iords ate 'spelled,_
they come toothtnk.differently about these words than .people Who:
-have .not learned.!the prinW forms. Maybeilis people learn:letters
in a wores.spelling and foraClettter-sound amalgams, they acquire:a
V
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new conceptualizatioe of its sound structure, particularly if the
spelling includes letters symbolizing additional or different sounds.
To check tiiis out, we searched for words with a discrepancy
between print and saund, that is, words'having letters which
symbolize syllables or phonemes which are deleted or not separately
articulated in the pronopriclations of these woi.ds (i.e., T ig
"match," ER in "intere ing"). We selected fourth graders for our
.expeeiment. To assess ow they conceptualized the sound structure of
these words, we had th4m divide the words into syllables or
pOonemes. Aiteritrards we had,them Spell ihe words.
.

We predicted that 2hildren who .tat
he,spellings would segment
the wOrds.to include tfie extPa sOutids symbolized in the spellings
whereas children who did not knott'the spellipgs wquld not inolude
the extra sowids 1n their segmentatiohs. Also,- we expected that

extra segmen0 would beallocated for words spelled with these extra
letterS but tiot for pirallel :words lacking these letterS. For

.

rvitch" is spelled with an extra T tipt "rich".is not.

stydy as well'asAan experiment with pseudowords
con need our expeotationb.
APPArently, learning spellings mAy
ca e reftde'rs to reponceituallze the sound structure to Plolude

s symbolized.by extra,letters. %hese reSults,are inteAsting
4heopetietily becluse ttiey sitggestone way that silent letters may
bspoUred in memory. )4so they a:re'consiAtent with dur view that
Jlitternsound 40OlgalatiOn.Underlies'the wot.d.learning;Orocess.
An
interesting implication of these findings. m4ght be mentioned. They
expls1n.one way that siiiklect speakers may learn the standard English
pronunciatin for some words,,thrOughipellings which clarify which
.1110

,

sitnds are'suppOsed to "bet, there.
S.

;
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We conducte0 t0olttudies.to'determine whether beginning readers*
.would be-able. to read ar4 spell wordi better ,lf they received
instruction and plactioe An the formationlrof.orthOgraphic images of
thibe words. first,and second gradeil leOned,how.to imagine the
spelling's or several wopds\and received feedback on the adequacy of
their-imagegikNIn the-oont l-odndition, words- were viewed 'and read

but never iminfo.\ We oxp

bed that.image.training woad hilp
rthogtahio representations of words
wellsry.end thie in turn would enable them to read .the word$ more
accuratelY and rapidly as well as spellthe words. Howevbr results
' fell shorbpor.expectatfons. Although image training impr6
chilOren's ability-to. dfell the wordi the* learned, their
rd
Jearners.fori more oomplete

.

,readidg skills remained\,Onefflotedi
:
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-.In the ereiementioned:etudiee, our root.* w4e *upon the stgaesses
involtfed 16:01ttinv9rthograpnic *ages into memory« In.the'hext
we'eliamlnod'whether different kinds of experiences learning
to readPwords woald.influence the storage of orthographic.images.
, Also, we wpre interested in the effects of learning conditions on.
acquisition of,the semantio identities of printed tiorpi: We
%
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expected differences in both cases depending upon whether children
were taught to read the words in isplation\on flash cards or as part
of meaningful sentences. We predicted thee isolapgd word readers
might learn more about the orthographic forma of words whereas
sentence readers might learn more about their,meanings.
Expectations were confirmed in two eXpertments, ope in whicht
children were taught to read homonyms (i.e., hall, haul; which,
witch), another involving functions words (i.e., might, which,
enough).
Both groups of children learned to read all the words
acourately.
Howevert-flash-pard subjecta could read,the.faster,and
.they included pore correct letters in their spellings, Whereas
senteboe readers were more accurate in identifying the meaningi Of
the words,
These findingepoint out the importance of teaching,
.sight vocatplary words by having children read.the words invsOories
rather than on flash cards. This is necessary to insure that
meanings of words which are ambiguous or lack clear referents are
activated correctly and attached to printed words in memory.
Resulta cif these studies contrast rith eesults of the image
training.studies in an interestrig way. Apparently, the nature of4a
child's reading experiences with words influences how well he can
spell the words, with isolated word reading yielding better
spellings than context word reading experienoes. However, the.
nature Of a child's experiences learning the spellings of worder does
not influence how Well he will be able to read those words. This
Suggests that'in learning a apecified set of words, reading benefits
spelling but spelling does not benefit reading.

In a final study, we searched for evidence that.a beginner's
word reading. skill Would influence'how distracting these words would
be'in'otask where the reader tried unsucCessfully to ignore the
words. We wanted to find pu whether, if children were taught to
read
set or words more a9
and/or more rapidly, the words
woutd become more distractihg 9r less diatracting. The task
required stibjects to name a 'series of lihe drawings of familiar
objects.
We measured the tiMe
took jhem to name the pictures
with and without the words pel
ovet the pictures. We found that
the words beoame-more distract
children who did not know
the words initially and learned.to row; them accUrately whereas the
words became lips distracting among.children who already knew-the
words and leardhed to read them foster., Results are interpreted to
show how different levels of word reading Skill influence /Ow the
mind divides its time in processing information.
.
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